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The Radio as an Apparatus of Communication
Bertolt Brecht  

In our society one can invent and perfect discoveries that still have to conquer their 
market and justify their existence; in other words discoveries that have not been 
called for. Thus there was a moment when technology was advanced enough to 
produce the radio and society was not yet advanced enough to accept it. The radio 
was then in its first phase of being a substitute: a substitute for theatre, opera, 
concerts, lectures, cafe music, local newspapers and so forth. This was the patient's 
period of halcyon youth. I am not sure if it is finished yet, but if so then this stripling 
who needed no certificate of competence to be born will have to start looking 
retrospectively for an object in life. Just as a man will begin asking at a certain age, 
when his first innocence has been lost, what he is supposed to be doing in the 
world.

As for the radio's object, I don't think it can consist simply in prettifying public life. 
Nor is radio in my view an adequate means of bringing back cosiness to the home 
and making family life bearable again. But quite apart from the dubiousness of its 
functions, radio is one-sided when it should be ttwo It is purely an apparatus for 
distribution, for mere sharing out. So here is a positive suggestion: change this 
apparatus over from distribution to communication. The radio would be the finest 
possible communication apparatus in public life, a vast network of pipes. That is to 
say, it would be if it knew how to receive as well as to transmit, how to let the 
listener speak as well as hear, how to bring him into a relationship instead of 
isolating him. On this principle the radio should step out of the supply business and 
organize its listeners as suppliers. Any attempt by the radio to give a truly public 
character to public occasions is a step in the right direction.

Whatever the radio sets out to do it must strive to combat that lack of consequences 
which makes such asses of almost all our public institutions. We have a literature 
without consequences, which not only itself sets out to lead nowhere, but does all it 
can to neutralize its readers by depicting each object and situation stripped of the 
consequences to which they lead. We have educational establishments without 
consequences, working frantically to hand on an education that leads nowhere and 
has come from nothing.

The slightest advance in this direction is bound to succeed far more spectacularly 
than any performance of a culinary kind. As for the technique that needs to be 
developed for all such operations, it must follow the prime objective of turning the 
audience not only into pupils but into teachers. It is the radio's formal task to give 
these educational operations an interesting turn, i.e. to ensure that these interests 
interest people. Such an attempt by the radio to put its instruction into an artistic 
form would link up with the efforts of modern artists to give art an instructive 
character. As an example or model of the exercises possible along these lines let 
me repeat the explanation of Der Flug der Lindberghs that I gave at the Baden-
Baden music festival of 1929.



[Brecht repeats here the second, third and fifth paragraphs of "An Example of 
Pedagogics"]

'In obedience to the principle that the State shall be rich and man shall be poor, that 
the State shall be obliged to have many possibilities and man shall be allowed to 
have few possibilities, where music is concerned the State shall furnish whatever 
needs special apparatus and special abilities; the individual, however, shall furnish 
an exercise. Free-roaming feelings aroused by music, special thoughts such as 
may be entertained when listening to music, physical exhaustion such as easily 
arises just from listening to music, are all distractions from music. To avoid these 
distractions the individual shares in the music, thus obeying the principle that doing 
is better than feeling, by following the music with his eyes as printed, and 
contributing the parts and places reserved for him by singing them for himself or in 
conjunction with others (school class).'

Der Flug der Lindberghs is not intended to be of use to the present-day radio but to 
alter it. The increasing concentration of mechanical means and the increasingly 
specialized training--tendencies that should be accelerated--call for a kind of 
resistance by the listener, and for his mobilization and redrafting as a producer.

This exercise is an aid to discipline, which is the basis of freedom. The individual 
will reach spontaneously for a means to pleasure, but not for an object of 
instruction that offers him neither profit nor social advantages. Such exercises only 
serve the individual in so far as they serve the State,a nd they only serve a State 
that wishes to serve all men equally. Thus Der Flug der Lindberghs has no 
aesthetic and no revolutionary value independently of its application, and only the 
State can organize this. Its proper application, however, makes it so 'revolutionary' 
that the present-day State has no interest in sponsoring such exercises.

This is an innovation, a suggestion that seems utopian and that I myself admit to be 
utopian. When I say that the radio or the theatre "could" do so-and-so I am aware 
that these vast institutions cannot do all they 'could', and not even all they want.

But it is not at all our job to renovate ideological institutions on the basis of the 
existing social order by means of innovations. Instead our innovations must force 
them to surrender that basis. So: For innovations, against renovation!

["Der Rundfunk als Kommunikationsapparat" in Bjitter des Hessischen 
Landestheaters Darmstadt, No. 16, July 1932]



The Flight Over the Ocean (Der Lindberghflug)
Bertolt Brecht

Translated by William Gruber

Radio play for boys and girls

1 Invitation to Everyman

Radio

The state asks you: repeat

The first flight over the ocean

By singing the notes

And reading the text

Together.

Here is the machine

Step in

Over in Europe they wait for you

Glory beckons you.

The Fliers

I climb aboard the machine.

2 The American Newspapers Marvel Over the Madness of the Fliers

America (Radio)

Is it true, as they say, that you had with you

Only your straw hat and therefore

Climbed aboard like a fool? On an



Old tin can you will

Fly over the Atlantic?

Without a mate for navigation

Without compass and without water?

3 The Address of the Fliers and their Departure in New York for their Flight to Europe.

The Fliers

My name does not matter

I am twenty five years old

My grandfather was Swedish

I am an American.

My machine I have selected myself.

It flies two hundred ten kilometers an hour

Its name is "Spirit of St. Louis"

The Ryan Airplane Factory in San Diego

Built it in sixty days. I was there

Sixty days, and for sixty days I have

Plotted my flight

On maps of the land and the sea.

I will fly alone.

Instead of a man I will take along more gasoline.

I will fly in a machine without a radio.

I will fly with the best compass.

For three days I have waited for the best weather

But the reports of the weather stations

Are not good and grow worse.



Fog over the coast and storm over the sea

But now I will wait no longer.

Now I climb aboard.

I will risk it.

With me I have

Two electric lamps

One roll of rope

One roll of twine

One hunting knife

Four red flares sealed in rubber jackets

One watertight box with matches

One large needle

One large cask of water and a canteen of water

Five iron rations, American Army canned food, each sufficient for one day. Longer in an 
emergency

One axe

One saw

One rubber boat

Now I will fly.

For two decades the man Bleriot

Was celebrated because he

Flew over

A paltry thirty kilometers of water.

I will fly over

Three thousand.



4 The City of New York Questions the Ships

The City of New York (Radio)

Here speaks the city of New York:

This morning at eight o'clock

A man flew out from here

Over the water

towards your continent.

For seven hours he has been under way.

We have no sign of him

And we ask

The ships to tell us

If they have seen him.

The Fliers

If I do not arrive

No one will see me again.

The Ship (Radio)

Here speaks the ship, "Empress of Scotland"

Forty nine degrees twenty four minutes north latitude and thirty four degrees 78 minutes 
west longitude.

Earlier we heard in the air

Over us the sound

Of a motor

At considerable height.

On account of the fog

We saw nothing certain.



It is possible, however, that

This was your man

With his machine

The "Spirit of St. Louis."

The Fliers

Nowhere a ship and

Now comes the fog.

5 For Practically Their Whole Flight The Fliers Must Battle Fog

The Fog (Radio)

I am the fog, and with me must you reckon

You who fly out over the water.

For a thousand years one never saw a man

Who flew around in the air!

Who are you actually?

But we will make sure

That no one flies around any more.

I am the fog!

Turn back!

The Fliers

What you say there

Will be taken into account

It you get worse,

Perhaps I will turn back.

If there's no hope



I won't fight on.

I'll keep out of it.

But for now

I won't turn back.

The Fog (Radio)

Now you are still a big man, because

You are not yet acquainted with me

Now you still see the water under you

And you know

Where right and where left is. But

Wait for a night and a day

Where you see no water and no sky

Nor your steering wheel

Nor your compass.

Grow older, then you will

Know, who I am

I am the fog!

The Fliers

Seven men have built my machine in San Diego

Often working twenty four hours without pause

Out of a few meters of steel tubing.

What they have made must suffice for me.

They have worked, I

Work further, I am not alone, we are

Eight who fly here.



The Fog (Radio)

Now you are twenty five years old and

Fear little, but when you

Are twenty five years and a night and a day old

You will fear more.

The day after tomorrow and for a thousand years more the water

Will be here

Air and fog

But you will not

Be here.

The Fliers

Up till now it was day, but now

Comes the night.

The Fog (Radio)

For ten hours I have fought against a man, who

Flies around in the air, something that

For a thousand years no one has seen. I cannot

Bring him down.

Overtake him, Snowstorm!

The Fliers

Now you come, Snowstorm!

6 In the Night Came a Snowstorm.

The Snowstorm (Radio)

For an hour a man has been in me



With a machine!

Sometimes high above me

Sometimes beneath, near to the Water!

For an hour I have thrown him

Against the water and against the heavens

He can set down nowhere, but

He does not go down.

He falls upwards

And he climbs back down

He is weaker than a tree on the coast

Powerless like a leaf without a branch, but

He doesn't go down.

For hours this man has seen neither the moon

Nor his own hand

But he doesn't go down.

On his machine I have spread ice

So that it grows heavy and pulls him down

But the ice falls off

And he doesn't go down.

The Fliers

It can't go on much longer

I'll soon fall into the water

Who would have thought that

Here there would be ice!

I have been three thousand meters high and

Three meters down above the water



But everywhere is storm, ice, and fog.

Why did I climb aboard like a fool?

Now I'm afraid to die

Now I'm going down.

Four days before me two men

Flew over the water like me

And the water destroyed them, and

It destroys me too.

7. Sleep.

Sleep (Radio)

Sleep, Charlie

The bad night

Is past. The storm

Is over. Now sleep, Charlie,

The wind still carries you.

The Fliers

The wind does nothing for me

Water and air are enemies to me, and

I am their enemy.

Sleep (Radio)

Just for a minute, bend yourself

Over the wheel, just close your eyes for a little

Your hand keeps watch.



The Fliers

Many times for twenty four hours without pause

My comrades in San Diego

Worked on this machine. May I

Be no worse than they. I

Must not sleep.

Sleep (Radio)

It is still far. Calm yourself

With thoughts on the fields of Missouri

The river and the house

Where you are home.

The Fliers

I am not tired.

8 Ideology

The Fliers

1

Many say, the time is old

But I have always known this is a new age.

I say to you, not by themselves

Have houses grown like mountains of metal for twenty years

Each year many are drawn to the cities, as if they expected something

And on the happy continents

The word goes round the great, fearsome sea

Seems a small bit of water,



I fly now as the first over the Atlantic

But I have the conviction that by morning

You will laugh over my flight.

2

But it is a battle against primitivism

And a struggle for improvement of the planet

The same with the dialectical economics

Which will change the world from the ground up.

That is to say, now

Let us stand up against nature

Until we have become natural ourselves.

We and our technology are not yet natural

We and our technology

Are primitive.

In comparison, steamships travel like the sailing ships

Which left the rowboats behind.

In comparison with steamships

I fly

In a battle against primitivism.

My airplane, weak and shaky

My machine full of deficiencies

Is better than anything before it, but

While I fly

I battle against my airplane and



Against primitivism.

3

Also I struggle against nature and

Against myself.

Whatever I am and whatever stupidities I believe

When I fly I am

A true atheist.

For ten thousand years

Where the waters grew dark by heaven

Between light and twilight, there arose almighty

God. Even so,

Over the mountains, from where the Ice came

The ignorant sighted

Unknowable God, and even so,

In the desert He came in a sandstorm, and

In the cities He was born out of the disorder

Of social classes, because when men are different

There is exploitation and ignorance, but

The revolution eliminated Him. But

Build streets through the mountains, then He disappears

Rivers drive Him out of the desert. The light

Reveals emptiness and

Banishes Him at once.



Join in therefore

In the fight against primitivism

In the liquidation of the life to come and

The banishing of every god,

Wherever he appears.

Under the keen microscopes

He falls.

The ever-improved machines

Drive Him out of the air.

The cleansing of the cities

The elimination of misery

Make Him disappear and

Throw Him back to the first millennium.

4

Thus still there reigns

In our ever-improving cities the disorder

Which comes from ignorance and God both.

But the machines and the workers

Will fight against them, and also you

Join in

The battle against primitivism!



9 Water.

The Fliers

Now

The water again comes nearer.

Noise of Water (Radio)

The Fliers

I must get higher! This wind

Bears down.

Noise of Water (Radio)

The Fliers

Now it goes better.

But what is that? The wheel

Will no longer turn right. Something

Doesn't make sense. Is that not

A noise in the motor? Now

It's going down again.

Stop!

Noise of Water (Radio)

The Fliers

My God! That

Nearly got us!



10 During the Whole Flight All American Newspapers Tell Unceasingly of the Fliers' Luck.

America (Radio)

All America believes that the ocean flight

Of Captain Derundder will be lucky.

In spite of reports of bad weather and

The defective condition of his light airplane

Everyone in the States believes that

He will arrive.

Never, writes one paper, is a man

From our country

So taken to be Fortune's darling.

When the fortunate one flies over the sea

The storms hold back.

If the Storms did not hold back

The motor would stand the test.

If the motor didn't stand the test,

The man would prove true.

And if the man didn't prove true,

Good luck would prevail.

And for these reasons we believe

That the fortunate one will arrive.

11 The Prayers of the Fortunate One.

The Fliers

Two continents, two continents

Wait for me! I



Must arrive!

For whom do they wait?

Even one for whom no one waits

Must arrive.

Courage is nothing, but

Arrival is everything.

Whoever flies out

Over the sea and is drowned,

He is a damn fool

In that case a man is drowned at sea

Therefore I must arrive.

The wind bears down and

The fog makes steering impossible, but

I must arrive.

Of course, my machine

Is weak, and weak, too,

Is my head, but down below they wait for me and say

He will arrive and for that reason

I must arrive.

12 So They Fly, Write the French Newspapers, Over Them the Storm, Around Them the Sea, and 
Under Them Shadows of Nungesser.

Europe (Radio)

Toward our continent

For more than twenty-four hours

There flies a man.



When he arrives

A point will appear in the sky

And grow bigger

And become an airplane and

Come down and

In the meadow a man will come out and

We will recognize him

From the picture that came over before him

In the newspaper.

But we fear, he

Will not come. The storm

Will throw him into the sea

His motor will not hold out

He himself will not find the way to us.

So for these reasons we believe

We will not see him.

13 The Conversation of the Fliers with their Motor

The Motor Runs (Radio)

The Fliers

Now it's not much farther. How

We must work together

We two.

Have you enough oil?

Do you think you have enough gas?



Are you cool enough?

Is everything all right?

The Motor Runs ( Radio)

The Fliers

The ice that weighed you down

Has gone away.

The fog, that's my concern.

You work your work

You must only run.

The Motor Runs (Radio)

The Fliers

Remember: in St. Louis we two

Stayed longer in the air

It's not much farther. Here comes

Ireland, then comes Paris.

Will we make it?

We two?

The Motor Runs (Radio)

14 Finally Near Scotland The Fliers Sight Fishermen

The Fliers

There

Are fishing boats.



They know

Where the island is.

Hello, where

Is England?

The Fishermen

Someone is calling. Listen!

Who could be calling?

Listen, the clattering!

In the air

Something is clattering!

What could be clattering?

The Fliers

Hello, where

Is England?

The Fishermen (Radio)

Look, there

Something is flying.

That is an airplane!

How can that be an airplane?

A thing made of ropes



Linen and iron

Can never be over the water!

Not even once

Would a fool set himself in it

It would simply fall

Into the water

Even the wind

Would smash it, and what men

Could hold for so long onto the wheel?

The Fliers

Hello, where Is England?

The Fishermen (Radio)

Take a look, at least!

Why look, where

No one can be?

Now it's gone.

I don't know

How it can be.

But it was.

15 At the Airport Le Bourget Near Paris On the Night of 21 May 1927, At 10 O'clock in the 
Evening, a Giant Crowd Waits For the American Fliers.

Europe (Radio)



Now he' s come!

In the sky there appears

A point.

It grows bigger. It is

An airplane.

Now it's coming down.

Onto the field

Comes a man

And now

We recognize him: that is

The flier.

The storm did not swallow him

Neither the water.

His motor stood the test, and he

Has found the way to us.

He has arrived.

16 The Arrival of the Flier at the Airport Le Bourget Near Paris

Noise of a Great Crowd (Radio)

The Fliers

I am Derundder. Please carry me

Into a dark hangar so that

No one may see my

Uncontrollable weakness.

But report to my comrades at the Ryan Factory in San Diego



That their work was good.

Our motor has held out

Their work was flawless.

17 Report On the Not-Yet-Attained

Radio and the Fliers

From the time when mankind

Began to know itself

We have made wagons

Of wood, iron, and glass

And have flown through the air

And to be sure with speed that

Doubled that of a hurricane.

And to be sure our motor was

Stronger than a hundred horses, but

Smaller than a single one.

For a thousand years, everything above fell below

Excepting a bird.

Even on the oldest stones

We found no sign

Of any man who

Flew through the air

But we have triumphed.

To the end of the third millennium of our time

Our steel-like integrity

Will be exalted



An exhibition of possibility, yet

Without our forgetting:

The not-yet-attained.

To this is this report dedicated.
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Section III 
The Great Battles 

The Voice of the Revolution 

I admit it: I fell in love with Santiago's voice. 1 got into this whole 
m.ess because of it. From the first day they broadcast, on 10 January 1981 , 
the day of the general offensive, I was bewitched by the conviction in that 
voice: 

Fifty years of dictatorship are falling! 
Join the ranks of the Farabundo MartE Front! 

I don't know why, but I felt like he was talking to me, inviting meta 
join up. I wanted to tak" the first plane, grab a bus, even slog it on foot, and 
headright back to EI SMvador. You see, I'm Salvadoran, but I was living in 
Nicaragua at the time. 

I used to work in San Salvador at the newspaper La Cronica. My 
beat was stolen cars, stabbings, bottles thrown in fits of passion, that sort of 
thing. News, you could call it. One day just for fun, I wrote a political joke 
and showed it to the editor Jaime Suarez, who was a good friend of mine. 

"Marvin, don't do any more news stories. Uyou bring me five jokes 
a day like this one, I'll double your salary." 

With that stroke of luck I started writing a little column called "The 
Politics of Humour". Every day I came up with my five jokes making fun 
of politicians and members of the military junta. They hated it of course, 
but what really bothered the generals and colonels was the paper's critical 
stance. Not only our paper, but El Independiente, the YSAX radio station, 
the National University, the Human Rlghts Commission ... It wasn't long 
before they assassinated Jaime, my editor. Then we started getting 
anonymOus calls in the newsroom, that we're going to kill you all, that 
~'ll teach you a lesson ... Since I'm no hero, when they sprayed the building 
W1~ bullets I made a decision: "I'm leaving. I don't want the death squads 
CUtting off my tongue or sticking a screwdriver in my eyes." 
. I packed my bags and didn't stop until I got to Nicaragua. That was 
~~1?80. I was still there in mid-'81 when I runed in to Venceremos and 
-ra that electrifying voice: 

'l1r:nsrnitting its signal offreedomfrom El Salvador, territory in combat 
agamst oppression and imperialism! 
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84 REBEL RADIO 

Then the female announcer would come on, who wasn't bad. 
she didn't make such an impression on me. I'd go nuts waiting for her 
finish so the other one, someone called Santiago, would come on 
That guy's voice seduced me, I can't deny it. 

AU this time, without knowing it, 
workingforCOMIN, the 

"Look Marvin, we need you," he tells 
to write. Come and give us a hand." 

Can you imagine? They wanted me and I wanted to go. Who do 
have to talk to? Talk to Carlos Argueta, the head of COMIN. Okay. 
talk. The next day I was sitting at my little desk in the COMIN offic, •• me. 
the news team worked. My main job was to write cables based on what 
heard on Venceremos, and distribute them to the news agencies. In 
words, for my work I had to listen to the station from MorazAn every day. 
was happy. I remember as if it were yesterday the first story they asked 
to write for Venceremos. My story on the radio! All excited, I tuned in 
ahead of time, waiting for Santiago's voice to read what I had wrinen. 
vanity! But that day a different announcer read it, sOIno<)n" calle,d ~1arveL 
Too bad. 

In January '82 Carlos Argueta left Managua to work 
Venceremos on the inside. Two weeks later I heard from him, a m"""ge in , 
code: "Do you want to come to EI Salvador?" 

My feelings got all mixed up. I wanted to, but I hada thn,,-~, .. r-old ' 
girl. I wanted to, but I was afraid. I wanted to but... 

"Do you want to, or don't you?" 
"I do." 
So they set up the trip and in March '82 I was back in my own 

country. The compos sent me straight off to MorazAn, to La Guacamaya. 
since the command post and the station were still at that camp then. I arrived 
at seven in the evening, just as they were finishing the broadcast. 
was at the mixer, Apolonio at the transmitter, Butterfly and Santiago 
announcing. Greetings all round. 

"How's Managua?" Santiago asked. "And how's my girlfriend 
have you seen her? What do you mean you don't know her? She's such 
And Nidia Rosa, the captain? Don't tell me she married I ::;O;::~:~e;::' 
And what about Claudia, the photographer, didn't she telt yl 

''Telt me about the last operation ..... I asked him. 
"And Emesto Cardenal, is he stilt minister of culture?" He continued 

interrogating me, "What films have you seen there? Tell me, are the buset 
stit! bursting at the seams?" 

"Tell me about the station ..... I asked him. 
No way. Who can withstand Santiago when he wants to talk? He 

peppered me with questions until exhaustion did me in and I went off to 
sleep, 
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The next day, without even saying "Here it comes", they put me in 
front of the microphone, Santiago introduced the news segment with a sound 
effect of gunfire. 

And next, Radio ~nceremos presents its programme .. , News Bulletsl 

That day the bullets flew fast, because I read at the pace ofa machine 
gun, The truth is I'd never done radio before. Never in my whole damn life 
had I sat in frontofa microphone. Written news I'd done, but that's a different 
hundred-pesO bill, as the Nicas say. 

I hadn't even recovered from my terror when the criticism rained 
down in the afternoon evaluation session: 

"Inaudible," 
"Unintelligible." 
" Incomprehensible." 
In sum, they thought my announcing was garbage, and they 

"suggested" that I write more and speak less. That didn't shake me up as 
much as what was going on in the camp. Imagine, the first day I arrived, 
just as they were showing me the radio's equipment, I saw them race by 
with about twenty people on stretchers, heading for the hospital, They'd 
just whipped us badly near Jocoaitique, nearly annihilated one of our 
squadrons. Sixteen of our people got killed, they told me. Then the next day 
the same thing. Our forces attacked Gotera and returned in bad shape, defeat 
written all over their faces. 

What happened? During those days, on 28 March to be exact, 
elections were held, It was all a farce, a big fraud. The decision to remove 
Duarte and put in Alvaro Magana as president was made by the anny, not at 
the ballot box. The US ambassador belped divvy up congressional seats 
among the parties in the Constituent Assembly. General Garcia, the one 
responsible for the massacres of recent years, was named to rule from the 
Ministry of Defence. It was the same old story; to disguise the repression 
and weaken the popular movement they tried to put a democratic facade on 
the military dictatorship. 

The FMLN decided to boycott the farce, and called on people to 
rise up in an insurrection, but the people didn't respond as we expected. 
There was a lot of fear and not much political organising. We had a lot to 
learn about relating to the masses and waging war, Militarily they'd beaten 
Us, and badly. The commanders were evaluating the experience and drawing 
up a new strategy, but many of us got terribly depressed, really demoralised. 
We couldn't hide it; the depression among the combatants was obvious. 
!hat's when Santiago arrived: ''This is war, boysl Anybody can get whipped 
lna war' " 

Then he grabbed the microphone with the same passion as every 
other day: 



Jlictory is approaching. compaileros! We're going to win! 

Listening to Venceremos at night lifted all the tension that had built up 
during the day. The same was true for very many people. 

J believe a lot of people joined up because of Santiago's voice, and 
many others didn't desert when they were depressed because of the spirit he 
was able to convey. If things were going well or if they were going to shit, 
Santiago always sounded the same. Always tremblingly alive. Was it 
exaggerated optimism? I'd say it was more like the shot of enthusiasm you 
need to carry on through years and years of war, because in those dark days., 
when you haven't eaten, when you're covered with mud in a swamp, when 
you see your buddies get killed. you need something to restore your spirit. 

That was his virtue. It's easy to sing when you're on top, but to keep 
on singing when you're the one getting kicked ... That's why people love 
him so. His voice is a symbol, it's everyone's voice, the voice of the 
revolution. Even though several of us are announcers on Venceremos, 
Santiago is the one who always reads the official communique from the 
commanders, the one who curses the government, the one who orders 
highways to be opened and closed. Until he says it, it hasn't been said. That 
skinny guy speaks with such authority! He has so much faith in victory that 
it's contagious! You should see him when we start a new offensive, Santiago 
wakes up energised. 

"We're going to win, today we're going to win!" 
''Today, Santiago?" I ask, sceptically. 
"Okay, maybe tomorrow." 

A Battle in Episodes 

Jonas called a meeting in El Mozote of all the forces in Morazan. 
including Venceremos. It still smelled like death where the village had been. 
Maybe a thousand guerrillas were there, most of them demoralised. We'd 
been crushed at Gotera, at La Planta, Commander Gonzalo1 had been killed 
in UsulutAn, we'd just buried Ventura, a dearly loved squadron leader ... 
From a distance I watched our lcaders: Maria. Chico, Balta, Luisa, Cannelo, 
Licho, Memo, Manolo ... All of them so young, I don't think any of them 
were over thirty. They looked serious too, weighed down by problems. 

Jonas stood up in the middle of us. 
"J'd like to ask you all a question," he started. "Are you demoralised?" 
"No ... " we all responded. 
"Of course you are! It's written all overyour faces. Discouraged and 

disappointed, that's what you are. It 's to be expected, because they've whipPC<! 
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US bad1y in the past few months. Well, so what1That's how this shit works. 
You learn war by waging it, there's no other way. If you never climb up on 
a lwrse, you'll never fall off. But the story isn't over yet, no sir. Now is 
when the enemy's going to find out what the FMLN is made 00 

"Demoralised? You ought to be mad as he111 And confident of our 
strength! Let's see, tell me, how many guns do you think we can recover in 
the next battle?" 

"I'd say about fifteen, comandante." 
"Fifteen! That's ridiculous! You, how many do you think?" 
"Maybe thirty, comandante." 
"Thirty! What are fifteen or thirty guns to us? We're going to get a 

bundred guns, do you hear? One hundred guns!" Jonas saw a few sceptical 
faces. "You don't believe we can? Of course not, neither do 11 We won't get 
abundred~, n~ way! Because a hundred, look, is this," and Jonas angrily 
stabbed the aIr WIth one finger. ''Two hundred guns is what we want! " and 
heraised two fingers, making a "V" for victory. "We won't be satisfied with 
a hundred little guns. We want two hundred!" 

A tremendous roar ran through the crowd. Jonas's eyes gave off 
sparks, and all oureyes began to shine with the same anger and detennination. 

"The big battles are coming'" Jonas concluded, "and we're all going 
10 be there! Journalists, radio operators, cooks, doctors, even the sick are 
pg to fight! Everyone! Onward to victory!" 

This happened at the end of May 1982. The following week we 
Iaun~hed a big campaign called "Commander Gonzalo". The plan was to 
Jay sIege to Perquin to draw in the army's reinforcements and ambush them, 
but people left that meeting in El Mozote so fired up that we took the town 
wham-bam. The cuilios ran off scared to death and took refuge in San 
Fernando, about five kilometres away. 

"Surround them and destroy them!" Licho ordered. 
While our forces moved to surround the 250 troops ensconced in 

San Fernando, the army was up and on its way with 300 men to block us. 
The reinforcements came up the highway from Torola. and when they reached 
M0scarr6n Hill they ran into one of our squadrons. 

"Hold them there, we'll be right down!" Licho ordered by radio. 
When they got tbere, a big battle ensued. Those of us from 

\atceremos were in the camp waiting for instructions. 
"Get somebody ready to do a live report," they warned us. "We're 

making mincemeat of them!" 
Without consulting anyone, Santiago grabbed his tape recorder and 

took off for Moscarr6n. I stayed behind to announce with Butterfly and 
Rafi. A little while later, couriers started bringing us the first cassettes from 
the front lines: 
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At this very moment ourguerrillaforces are advancing on the enemy s 
leftflank. We can see several soldiers jumpingjrom their trench. They h? 
firing wildly, and they re being supported by machine guns and 90mm 
cannons, The compaiieros answer the fire, .. They've just set off a 
powerfol contact bomb ... 

Since the battle didn't end that first day, 9 June, our audience was 
left hanging. Who would win? The listeners wanted to hear more; they wanted 
to know what was happening, but for technical reasons we couldn't extend 
the programme. We announced that they should tune in again tomorrow to 
find out how the battle ofMoscarr6n developed - it was like a soap opera! 

The next day, Santiago used a military radio to establish a direct line 
with us at La Guacamaya. 

The helicopters are still flying low over the front lines. Three 
helicopters are firing ... perhaps you can hear the guns ... Our forces 
answer with afusillade. '* don '( know if they've managed to hit one of 
those devils. Now they're turning around, flying off to the south ... 

Since the reporting was live from the front lines, all the sounds of 
gunfire, helicopters, A-37 planes, bombs going off, all the sounds most 
stations have on sound-effect records, went out on air, only here it was for 
real. The soap opera was real life! 

The battle wasn't decided on the second day either. Our audience 
was left even more anxious, biting their nails to hear how the story would 
end. It was a battle told in episodes! 

At last, on the third day, our compas stretched themselves to the 
limit and annihilated the enemy. The third episode of the soap opera of 
Moscarr6n had a happy ending, and in thousands of Salvadoran homes 
Venceremos resounded reporting the victory: 

El Moscarr6n is now under guerrilla control. Perquin has been taken. 
San Fernando will soon fall. An arch of liberty is fanning across the 
villages of Morazan! 

It was an astounding victory. The enemy suffered badly - more 
than 200 casualties - young soldiers sent to fight by millionaire colonels 
who wa¥ed war from their desks. We captured some 40 prisoners, among 
them a heutenant from the Bellosa Battalion, trained in the United States. 

"Your name?" 
"William Reinaldo Sanchez Medina." 
"Where were you trained?" 
"Fort Bragg, Virginia." 
"Who were the instructors?" 
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'"North Americans." 
"Do you know why the battalion is named after Ram6n Belloso?" 
"I don't know." 
"Do you know that Ram6n Belloso was the Salvadoran general who 

led the armies of Central America against William Walke~ in the 19th 
century?" 

"No, they dido't tell us that." 
The battle of Moscarr6n was a turning point. Suddenly our 

demoralisation was gone. A hundred guns? 1\vo hundred guns? An entire 
artillery battery! Three 90 millimetre cannons! Heavy machine guns, military 
radios, piles of rifles, grenade-launchers, backpacks, thousands of rounds 
of ammunition! The compas were drunk with joy. I'll never forget what one 
of the combatants, a peasant, said when he returned to La Guacamaya: "My 
heart was bursting with joy! We had a volcano of guns!" 

. Despite the emotions, the victory was no flash in the pan, nor was it 
achIeved by recklessness. It was a full-scale battle won by the side that 
fought better. Not long before, Jonas got hold of Clausewitz's black book, 
On War, and he spent every moment at the camp reading: about the inverted 
wedge, the pincer, about attacking on this flank and not the other - aU 
about military strategy. It was strategy learned on the real stage of the soap 
opera, on the battle field, not at West Point oron the mahoganytabJes of the 
High Command. Jonas is someone who goes down to the front lines in the 
middleofa battle to say, ''That isn't how you do it, sons of bitches" and he 
fues his shots and grabs some kid by the scruff ofthe neck who wants to run 
away and puts him back into the trench. Exuding confidence and energy 
Jonas trained generations of combatants, including the ones who are lead~ 
today. 

Afterthe battle ofMoscarr6n, a new stage in the war began: the time 
of the great battles. Our guerrilla army had reached maturity. 

Convincing a Gringo 

Fidel once spoke of the "Salvadoran guerrillas whose feats astonish 
the world". When I heard that speech on Radio Havana, my thoughts went 
to our companeros and their assault on the bunkers of 10coaitique. To knock 
off those fortified positions located on the bare hills surrounding the town 
was, militarily speaking, impossible. There was no way to do it, no way you 
COUld reach the big stone trenches where the guards sat with their boxes of 
tnunitions, receiving supplies and reinforcements directly by helicopter: 
Iotaily unassailable. 

Jocoaitique is a little town; its handsome plaza is lined with palm 
tree.s and benches, the church at one side. What's unusual is the way it's 
trlctrcled by hills. One of them, the highest, is called La Planta, and it was 

• 
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the scene of a shitload of battles. There must have been an electrical 
substation there once, who knows when. What's for sure is that La Planta, 
with its big bunker on top, is the highest strategic point in town. Whoever 
controls it. controls Jocoaitique. 

I went along on the assault on La Planta to report for Venceremos, 
and also to accompany Raymond Bonner. the New York TImes correspondent 
we had invited to collect testimonies and photographs of the massacre at El 
Mozote. That guy Raymond is a fme journalist. He was in Vietnam as a 
lawyer and had some experience with war. He always carried his camera 
and his little notebook to write everything down. 

Licho was leading our troops. He put Raymond and me at the 
command post for greater security. 

"Don't tell me you want to get closer," Licho warned. "Suppose they 
kill this gringo right under my nose, what happens then?" 

But we were journalists; we wanted to see our special forces take the 
bunkers from the cuilios. Our troops would have to tum into animals to 
sneak up those bare hills without being spotted. These compas are cats in 
the night. When it's dark as can be, they go out practically naked. wearing 
only underwear, camouflaged with dirt from the same terrain. They sneak 
up, sticking close to the ground, measuring every centimetre, making no 
more noise than a shadow. They toss a contact bomb or a grenade from a 
few metres away, and launch the assault. That's how they took emplacements 
that seemed impenetrable. 

When they attacked the first bunkers at La Planta, the secret was out 
and the shit hit the fan. That's when Raymond got impatient. 

"Ask permission," he says. "Let's get up to the line of fire." 
I approach Licho and he goes bananas: "Stop bothering me. You're 

seeing the war. What more do you want? To see the enemy's finger on the 
trigger? You two are staying right here. As long as I don't move forward. 
neither will you." 

After seven hours of combat, in the middle ofan infernal gun battle, 
they tell us that the soldiers are abandoning their posts, they're giving up. 

"Let's go," Licho tells us. "Now it's okay." 
We walked over to the spot where twelve soldiers stood with their 

hands on their heads. They defended the town command post right up to the 
end. By now all of the bunkers had been taken and the summit of La Planta 
was under our control. 

''Take down their names," Licho tells me, "their age, the battalion 
they belong to, all that. Then get that journalist out of here. The army's 
reinforcements are already on the way. The counter·attack is going to be a 
bitch." 

"Couldn't I see just a bit of Jocoaitique?" asks Raymond. "Take a 
few pictures, do some interviews? Since I'm here ... " 
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"Look MrRaymond, 'We hadadeal. You, Marvel, take him for a tum 
around the plaza. Then, back to camp. I don't want this guy here when we 
have to defend the town. He's seen enough. Get him out of here." 

We had ~ few minutes to go into the town, look around a bit, and at 
least from a distance see those four unconquerable hills surrounding 
Jocoaitique that were now in the hands of the FMLN. 

. "It's one off':VO things," Raymond says, "either you have the best 
specIal ~orces. anny m the world, or the morale of the soldiers defending 
those heights IS less than nothing. What do you think?" 

"Both," I reply proudly. 
. We followed a stream that led to the soccer field, looking for the 

way mto town, and on the way we saw the first bodies, two soldiers. We 
~! on. A compo s body.lay ?n a comer. While we walked. Raymond was 
wnhng everythmg down m his notebook and taking pictures of the empty 
streets. Not a soul was about. No dogs 'Were barking, you didn't even hear a 
chicken, no pigs ~ing a~ut. Nothing. No one. Just the penetrating smell 
of gunpowder, which made It hard to breathe. We moved cautiously, because 
when you take over a town you can't just walk in admiring the clouds. 
There could be snipers anywhere. 

In the palm·lined plaza, the local command post looked like it had 
been hit by a hurricane. The last soldiers held out so stubbornly that we 
were forced.us to wreck the b~i1ding. Piled up outside were military radios, 
two dozen nfles, helmets, uniforms, all the booty. Roque, with his team of 
mules, was already packing it all up to supply our camps. 

We continued through the ghost town. Raymond wanted to talk to 
the residents, int~rview them. How could we? All the doors, all the windows 
were shuttered tight. There we were standing in the middle of the street, all 
alone. 

"This is so strange," Raymond began. "You say you've got the suppon 
of the people, but you just took over this town and alii see are dead soldiers 
~ prisoners of war. You've recovered weapons, but you don 't have people 
m the streets. You're like the US Army when they 'Went into a Vietcong 
hamlet. They'd take the hamlet, walk in like victors, but not even a dog 
would go out to greet them. What do you say to that?" 

The question stuck in my craw. You're not going to believe it, but at 
~ very moment the door of the house in front of us creaked open. A 
child's face peered through the crack, she put out a hand and waved at me to 
come. I approached and the door opened half·way. 

"Come in compos," I heard in a whisper from inside. 
I waved to the gringo and brought him to the house. Click, the door 

closed behind us. Inside, everything was dark. When our eyes adjusted, we 
law two candles and two women, an older one and one who could be her 
daugh.ter. Each was at a grinding stone, grinding com. Next to them was the 
fin: WIth a cQmol for cooking tQrtillas. Beside the fire, a man at a table. On 
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the table was a box filled with ripe tomatoes and another filled with eggs. 
And there were three piles of tortillas, about thirty tortillas high. The man 
picked up a tortilla , put an egg in it and a tomato, and handed it to me: 
"Eat". 

He made another with tomato and egg and gave it to Raymond: "Eat, 
you must be hungry. When you leave, tell another two compas to come and 
eat. When the shooting started early this morning we figured: 'Let's make 
tortillas because the boys are going to be hungry when they come in. We'll 
stay up all night.' So I told her, (she lives next door), and between her and 
my wife they made the tortillas. I brought in the tomatoes." 

"But," the gringo spoke up. 
"Shhhh!" the man said, ''There are spies in town, you know, 'ears'. 

Here everybody's on your side, but there are a few frogs who sing when 
they shouldn't, understand? That's why nobody's outside. But knock on 
any door and they'll let you in. Everybody's watching through the cracks 
and there's food foryoll in every house. It's the middle of the night and you 
can hear people making tortillas and you can smell the fires!" 

When we went out to the street, the woman, who had not said a 
word, said good-bye without a pause in her grinding: ''Take care, boys". 

We told the first compas who passed by. In twos, they went in and 
ate. Others knocked on other doors, and in every one, with less and less 
caution, they opened wide to let the guerrillas in. 

Raymond sat down to take notes in his little book. 
"Regarding your question ..... I interrupted him. 
"No, thanks," he said with a sheepish look. 

The Bat Cave 

After the battle of Moscarron, when we got bombed by the A-37s, 
we couldn't carry on as if those planes didn't exist. We decided to remain at 
La Guacamaya, but the station had to have maximum security. The problem 
was how. Nolvo suggested a cave that he and his family used as a hideout 
when the anny searched the villages. 

"Hombre, I'm not going to say it 's a first-class hotel, but it is well
protected. Not even Lucifer will find you there." 

It was true. The cave Nolvo offered us was the safest spot on earth. 
It was hidden on a hillside with a good ten or fifteen metres of earth and 
rocks on top, so that any bombs that fell nearby wouldn't even scratch us. 
Getting in and out posed a few problems, though. First you had to walk 
along the edge of a path and then cross a fast-flowing stream on wooden 
two-by-fours that seemed to be made of soap in the rainy season. Incredibly 
dangerous. We ended up hanging ropes to keep from fa1ling in head first. 
We also had to build some stairs on the last stretch leading to the mouth of 
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the cave. To dive into that hole, which was about a metre wide by a metre 
high, you had to leap like a gymnast. 

As soon as you got inside a disgusting mess of bats would start to fly 
about, so many of them and so annoying that Nolvo baptised the hideout 
"The Bat Cave". We set out to make ourselves comfortable there, which 
from then on was to be Venceremos' recording and transmission studio. 
Apolonio installed lights with a twelve-volt car battery. We all chipped away 
at the walls to make them straighter. We levelled the floor and even put 
down bricks. We got the tables and benches we needed from some abandoned 
houses. The biggest problem, though, was the damp, a steady drip drip drip. 
We had to set everything up inside a bamboo structure. We spread a big 
plastic sheet over this so the water would run off, like a transparent roof 
against the wet. But of course it was still damp, and the floor soon turned to 
mud. Pure muck, especially in the rainy season. 

We hid the motor outside under good cover, and managed to hang 
the aerial from the branches of some tall trees nearby. Inside, everything 
was in its place. We set up one little table with the mixer, the recorders, and 
a pile of cassettes, another table held the two microphones for the announcers, 
and at the back was a third where we set up the transmitter, our Viking U. 

That place was very secure, but it was a cave after all, and there was 
a lot of reverberation. Sometimes it seemed like an echo chamber or one of 
those booths they use for special effects. Other times the babbling of the 
stream flowing right outside carried over the air. When it rained a lot, it 
seemed like we were broadcasting from under water. 

The worst thing was the rats. You'd be talking on air and you'd see 
these hairy beasts running around. Com-fed rats, fat and huge. At one point 
Marvel wanted to stay and work nights in the cave, but he couldn't stand it 
because they would come out and run between his legs. Absolutely 
disgusting. The one who did work there late was Santiago. He'd be up all 
night with his editorials, and then, at five or so in the morning when it was 
cold as the devil, you'd see him come out of the cave wearing a black rubber 
poncho he'd got hold of, with the bats flying all around him. He looked just 
like Count Dracula in search of unsuspecting necks. 

At six in the afternoon, all of us on the Venceremos staffwould pile 
in with the rats and the vampires to put our programme on air. There would 
be the hosts, Butterfly and Santiago, Marcela at the mixer, Rafi with his 
"Workers in Struggle" piece, and me with my "News Bullets", Marvel the 
reporter, Morena helping everyone out, Mariana coordinating it all,Apolonio 
at the transmitter. We spent nearly all of 1982 in that cave. For a year the 
rats, the bats, and our production collective all lived together, and we 
produced a lot, even quarrels. 

As it turned out, the Bat Cave became even more notorious as the 
Cave of Passion. 1 don't know if the place itself had a peculiar effect on us 
Or if we - a few in particular- were already psychiatrists' fodder, but the 
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fact is that this was the most emotionally confused time ever among the 
guerrillas. Everything revolved around Marcela. All the love was ~or 
Marcela. All the men's eyes followed Marcela. She was a very attractive 
woman, very sensua\. She walked with her head held high, deli~ately 
balancing her body as if her feet never t~uched. the ground. ~gtne us 
stuck in that swamp and all of a sudden MIss Umverse appears WIth these 
incredible hips, voluptuous. ravishing ... 

"If she stirs like she moves!" 
"Oh mama, so many cUlVes and me without brakes!" . 
In the camp compliments showered down on her, but she paid no 

heed. She'd go to her work and do it perfectly. Besides the mixer, they put 
her in charge of setting up the Venceremos archive. Nobody else could have 
done it better. Marcela was methodical, efficient, graceful, lovely, perfect. 
There were a lot of reasons for falling in love with her. 

The first to succumb was Santiago. I think he had the hots for her 
ever since that day in Villa EI Rosario when Marcela was elected mayor 
and he introduced her at the First of May rally. Afterwards, when the cuilios 
retook the town Santiago brought her back to the camp. He trained her for 
the radio, taught' her to run the equipment. Santiago, with his quixotic nature, 
started to see her as his Dulcinea. 

Then Rafi joined in the race, and he employed a more realistic 
methodology: a love of fruits. While Santiago was writing her passio~te 
poetry, Rafi was up early bringing her a ripe p~eapple, a bunch of .tmy 
bananas, a delicious sapodilla. Matterdefeated SPInt, and the mayor decided 
to hook up with Rafi. When Santiago found out, he nearly died. He got hold 
ofa sword, I don't know where from, handed Rafi a lance and chal1en~ed 
him to a duel. Like errant knights, they jousted in front of Marcela, beatmg 
the shit out of each other. It was silly, but it was also serious. Marcela was 
really upset. 

Just then Rafi got sent far away to cany out a mission in Jucu.aran. 
Taking advantage of the empty seat, Marvel went into action .. He's always 
been of the belief that in love and war any vacuum offers a hndgehead for 
combat. But his romance with Marcela didn't last, for a couple ofreaso.ns. 
First was Lolita, Marcela's grandma, who came to live with her whe~ Villa 
El Rosario was taken back and who helped out in the Venceremos kitchen. 
Lolita's approval was crucial and Marvel was no saint of her devotion. The 
burned tortillas she sent him were an unequivocal sign. Marvel also had to 
travel - to Mexico to get fitted for a prosthesis and to do a few secret 
errands. Then, to the astonishment of Santiago who had not yet lost hope, 
Apolonio the engineer - Rafi's brother, to make things W?rse - proved he 
knew about more than adjusting the knobs on the transInltter. 

••• 
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After the hammer and anvil operation, I was very sad. Toni 's death 
really affected me. When I got back to EI Zapotal, I went to Lolita's house 
and found her crying. I asked for Marcela and she said, "Apolonio, she's 
out there looking for you." 

Marcela was Toni's sister, and she loved her brother with all her 
heart. When she found out he died in my arms, she wanted to thank me. I 
also wanted to tell her of his last moments, but when we met on the soccer 
field, the only thing I couJd do was give her a hug and stand there. J've 
never been any good at consoling, the words don't come. 

Later, in the Bat Cave, I had to do all the broadcasts. Toni wasn'l 
there to help me out, so Marcela came religiously and brought me food, 
soup, whatever she had. Then she'd sit there on the steps to talk. Lolita 
spoiled me too, she'd send me hot crispy tortillas. In spite of all that, I 
couldn't be too careful around Lolita. All it took was one bad joke or some 
comment about Marcela, andLoIita wouldn't talk to you fora week. Having 
Lolita for an enemy was worse than fighting Monterrosa. Nothing beats the 
stubbornness of a peasant, and nothing could beat her affection for and 
dedication to Marcela and Toni. They were her children - she'd raised 
them since they were small. That's why she was so over-protective. So to 
have a good relationship with Marcela, first you had to win over U:llita. She 
was the door and she let me in, above all because of what happened with 
Toni. 

••• 
When Rafi came back from Jucuaran, he faced a dramatic scene: 

Marcela, his mayor, shacked up with Apolonio, his brother. The jealousy! 
And to make the uproar complete, Marvel came back from Mexico and 
added his own passions to tbe stew. 

At six in the afternoon, the bad feelings would reach a crescendo. 
All of us, the hopeful and the disappointed, had to shut ourselves up inside 
the same cave. Santiago, who faithfully nurtured his love. announced across 
from her; Rafi, his throat too dry to swallow, sat next to Apolonio. Even 
though at that time I was more preoccupied with airplanes than with boobs, 
I have to admit that her proximity set my insides flying too. With my mouth 
I said "Salvadoran people!" and with my mind I thought "What an ass!" But 
Marcela remained unperturbed, raising and lowering the mixer controls. 
~ven the bamboo started to sprout leaves behind her chair, giving her the 
atr of a Vietnamese goddess. 

Weeks went by, months, and the situation, instead of easing up, got 
ever more complicated, like a soap opera. Marvel, seeking new fields to 
~gh, fell in love with Mariana, but Mariana didn't love him. Santiago 
~ drooled over Marcela. Marcela was with Apolonio. Rafi was angry 
'Nith Apolonio. I was faIling in love with Butterfly. Butterfly was falling in 
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love with everyone. I think the only one who calmed things down was 
Morena. 

"Wouldn't you like a little coffee, boys?" she'd say, gourd in hand. 
At a meeting for criticism and self-criticism attended by the 

monitoring team, the security squad and the logistics team, we tried to reach 
the river of truth. 

"Santiago's work is a mess," Apolonio complained. "He leaves things 
all over the place, the cables, the cassettes. You can't work like that." 

"What about you?" Santiago jumped on him. "You're so full of 
yourself. Just because you're the engineer you think you're hot shit!" 

They were off again and nothing could keep the rest of us from leaping 
into the fray. 

"That's enough backbiting," Luisa interceded. "Let's get down to 
the real problem." 

"The real problem is the marquise," said Marvel, raising Marcela's 
rank since she remained so remarkably clean amid the mud-slinging all 
around her. 

''The real problem", said Apolonio in a burst of sincerity, "is that 
Santiago wants to screw Marcela. That's why he's mad at me." 

"It's not true! That couldn't be the reason!"Tom blurted out suddenly. 
(Tom was a kid from San Salvador, a lumpen with dark glasses and a scar 
running the length of his cheek.) 

"Why do you say that. Tom?" 
"Because if that were the reason, we'd all be pissed off with the 

engineer. Who of you here doesn't want to screw Marcela, eh?" 
Everyone laughed at his foul mouth, except the two contenders, and 

Marcela, who sat through the entire meeting without saying a word, shedding 
a few tears now and then. Blue tears, I'd say, because she was an aristocrat 
even when she cried. 

"Get it together," Luisa concluded. "If you go on like this, it's not 
the enemy who's going to destroy the station, but yourselves." 

The waters receded slowly later on. They transferred Marcela, 
because of ber many talents, to another area - press and propaganda. At 
her going-away party there was a lot of crying. Santiago cried, she cried, we 
all cried. It brought out the poet in me and I wrote her a few high-tension 
verses. I still remember them, I've got them somewhere. 

Marcela and War 

To love Marcela in wartime 
is to carry a set of pointy cufflinks in your pocket 
to love Marcela in wartime 
is to go six feet under 
and let yourself be ambushed by wonder. 
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To love Marcela in wartime 
is to manoeuvre under fire and advance towards the unknown 
to love Marcela in wartime 
is to force yourself to abandon your routine 
and explore your wildest dreams 
it 's to sign off on a Jove-dispatch 
and make an orderly unpoetic retreat 
to tear your heart asunder with contact-kisses. 
To love Marcela in wartime 
is to hate clocks 
the way you hate the cui/jos. 
The fragrance of Marcela's collar 
is like homegrown coffee 
at four in the morning. 
Marcela's eyes 
are like the moment the Dragonflies have left 
after dropping 16 bombs 
inGuarumas 
without hurting anyone. 
Marcela's lips 
are like the I 05mm artillery shells 
that fall far off but send shivers up your spine. 
To caress Marcela 
is like drinking water during a retreat 
knowing you have to keep on marching. 
Marcela is a sign. up in the sky 
she's a silent black cat. 
Marcela is a march down the hill to the Torola River 
at full speed. 
To love Marcela in wartime 
is, sometimes, 
another war. Marvin 

Fear is for Men 

There were two things that scared me to death: winter and A-37 
Planes. 
. _ When those big winter rainstorms began, I'd get so nostalgic I'd 
:: mto a funk I couldn't find my way out of. I couldn't get out of the rain 

use everything was wet The tent was wet, the bat cave was wet, the 
PIper where I'd write up the news was wet, my clothes were wet... and what 
bothered me most was knowing that tomorrow everything would still be 
9r'et. 1 don't know how many times I dreamt of a dry shirt, all ironed, like 
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the ones I had at home! And the rains always reminded me afmy daughter. 
I hadn't had news of her in months. I wasn't really afraid that something 
would happen to her, but that I would die without ever seeing her again. 

The idea of death came from the air with the A-37s, the Dragonflies. 
In '82 I got obsessed with them,just as I had with the death squads when I 
worked at La Cr6nica in San Salvador. Just the sound ofthc motors far off, 
coming closer, would paralyse me. Then the roar when they'd dive, the 
pounding of the machine-guns, the thunder of the SOO-pound bombs. I felt 
nothing but terror. 

Perhaps driven by the intensity afmy own fear, I used to go out after 
the bombings to survey the damage. After a bomb falls it 's not only the 
destruction that gets to you, it 's the feeling of death it leaves in its wake, the 
desolate landscape all around. The trees end up all twisted, bare, leaves on 
the ground The rocks get blown out of place. In among the bwned vegetation 
you see huge pieces of blackened shrapnel, razor sharp. Anyone of them, 
just a bit closer, would have cut you up like a chicken. 

Anotherthing that bugged me was the anonymity, though it was easier 
to take than the airplanes. In San Salvador 1 was part of a group of poets, 
artists, intellectuals, and in those circles names meant a lot. You'd sign an 
article or a painting. Here among the compos everything is "collective", all 
for one. Nobody worries about inanities like what's mine or yours. What 
counts is not who does things, but that things get done. I found that very 
hard. 

Physical exercise? I've never been too bad at walking. What surprised 
me when J got to the camp was the physical strength of the peasants. Of 
course the people are malnourished, I know, I've written about it, but they've 
got legs like this! They're anaemic, it's true, but the world is all backwards. 
I had been eating three square meals a day, drinking milk, eating meat, yet 
after marching two hours I'd fall apart, my tongue down around my ankles, 
while the malnourished Indians with theirmusclesofsteel were indefatigable! 
Once I got into shape, though, I got over my exhaustion on the marches. 

What made my life bitter, as I said, were the airplanes- and missing 
my daughter. Marvel sensed I was going to break, so he came over and gave 
me some good advice, in his own way. 

"What's the matter with you?" he said. "Get into the war. What do 
you want to be? A writer? A poet? If you leave here what kind of shit are 
you going to write? What are you going to write your poems about, you 
asshole. about the beauty of the sunrise? Open your eyes Marvin! This is 
where history is being made! If your number is up you're going to die anyway 
- in Managua or run over by a car in front of your house. Today you're 
afraid of the planes. Tomorrow you'll be afraid of cockroaches." 

"But..." I began. 
"But what?" Marvel lost patience. 
''The planes scare the shit out of me, dammit!" 
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I was convinced the revolution was just, but let others make it, I told fTl)'Se1f. 
As long as they fight wars with planes, count me out. I went to see Luisa. 

"J'm leaving," I told her. "I'm not cut out for this." 
"Fine," she said. 
She accepted my decision, but some time went by before they could 

set things up for me to leave the front. Just then Alejandro Montenegro, a 
member of the leadership and commander of the forces in Guazapa, was 
captured. Alejandro cracked and started collaborating with the enemy. His 
betrayal reaJly affected me, a lot, a reallot. 

You can't call it anything but betrayal, the worst, because when a 
revolutionary gets caught, he knows what he's going to face. He knows 
perfectly well what's coming. There you are without a gun, without anything, 
aJone with your beliefs. It 's just you and your principles. Your mends, your 
memories of the organisation, your people, that's what you grab onto, not 
declarations or empty slogans. Your duty is to remain silent at all costs. If 
you say even half of something - experience has taught us - that's where 
they'll catch you and you'll end up singing like Pedro Infante. 

Is it possible to withstand the worst tortures? Yes. Ana Guadalupe, 
Clelia, Chico, Galia - the bastards made their souls howl and yet they said 
nothing. Others have died and said nothing. You can always find an excuse: 
man, but they were breaking his finger, giving him electric shocks, sticking 
a mouse up her vagina, or who knows what other barbarity those psychopathic 
ogres come up with. I agree, anyone can have a moment of weakness. 

Some compaiieros talked and came out alive, and then they sent 
letters to the leadership criticising themselves, asking to be forgiven and to 
be let back in. Naturally, they were stripped of all their authority, but they 
came back. Mateo for example. But Alejandro Montenegro, a member of 
the organisation's central committee to make matters worse, not only broke 
down in front of the enemy, he stayed on to collaborate with them. He said 
things that cost the lives of several compafieros. He gave away positions. A 
well-paid Judas, that's what he was. 

Montenegro betrayed us and the ERP put out a communique signed 
by Joaquin Villalobos. One phrase, above all, struck me: One craven 
weakling will not hold back the revolution. A craven weakling! I sat down 
under a tree in Agua Blanca and spent the entire night thinking about it. 1 
thought about my daughter. What sort of expression will she have on her 
face when she finds out I took off? 

"You ran away, Daddy," she'll say. When she learns the meaning of 
those words, that's what she'll call me: "a craven weakling". Cra-ven weak.
ling. What do I want to do, go see my daughter, play with my daughter, 
watch her grow up so that one day she'll call me a craven weakling? How 
COUld I live the rest of my life labelled a coward? The next morning 1 went 
to look for Luisa: "I'm going to stay in this shit. No one's going to chase me 
om ofhere, not even with a stick! Until we win or until I die!" 
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"That's better," said Luisa, and she started to laugh, as she always 

does. But I had to get over my fear of planes. If not, I wouldn't ~ worth 
an old rag. So I declared my war on the A·37s, ~ personal war agamst my 
fear. I started doing some strange things. The alrp'6:Iles would co~e ~d 
everyone would dive into the shelters. I'd stay outside: ~ wouldn t go In 

because I just wouldn't. I'd hear the sound oftheA-37 dlV1ng and my h~art 
would start to bang away, thump-thun:'p-th~p ... l 'd grit my teeth and thmk 
of a poem by Almafuerte, the Argenttne wnter: 

Don't feel defeated when you can't be saved, 
even when you are, don't feel enslaved, 
tremble with emotion, believe your.;elfbrave 
and leap to the attack when your wounds are grave. 
Look to the strength of a rusty nail 
which though old and ruined does not fail, 
not to the craven bravery of the quail 
who trims his plumage at first wail. 
Go forth like God who never weeps. 
or Lucifer who will not pray, 
or like a grove of magnificent beech 
that thirsts for water yet won't beseech. 
Cry out your victory, scream and shout, 
even as your head falls down and out. 

How many times 1 recited that poem as I watched the Dragonfli.es 
race down at me! That's how I managed to get thoseA·37s out ofm~, WI~ 
an overdose of stoicism. Of course, whenever they come ove!the.honzon .It 
gives me a shudder, like everyone else. Whoever d~ies that IS a liar. Fear IS 
for men, as Che used to say. But it stopped obsessmg me. I could sleep and 
wake up and no longer be thinking only of the A·37s. 

In my diary 1 wrote: January '83: strategic defeat of the fear of 

planes. 

The Earth is a Football 

No one invited me because I was just .a.crumm~ little vencere~: 
correspondent, and those meetings were for military ?fflcers. But I:van en 
to know. I'd taken part in battles, I'd broadcast the big gunfights, I (I. se'

se plenty of the war, but I'd never seen them plan it out. How do they organte 
an assault? How do they choose one strategy over anothe~ ~ow do thth~ 
deploy their troops? Jesus, my curiosity was eating me ahve. 1 know 
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best way to kill a craving is to give in to it, so I went over to where they were 
planning the attack on Osicala and Delicias de Concepci6n. 

The little house looked like a schoolroom; the only furniture was 
two school desks at the back donated by the Alliance for Progress. Around 
one, Licho and his squad leaders were discussing the next day's military 
operation. Beside them, at the other desk, Licho's radio operator was leafmg 
through a hook. Since it was already night·time, the room was lit by candles. 
Making like I wasn't interested in what was going on, I approached the 
radio operator and, though it was none of my business, I asked him what he 
was reading. Of course, shooting the breeze with him was a cover so I 
could eavesdrop on the others. 

"Have you seen this?" the compa asks. 
"Of course," I tell him. "I had it at schooU" 
It was Levi Marrero's book The Earth and its Resources, and it was 

true, I still remembered the illustrations because it 's a good textbook. Now 
I had an excuse to sit down. The radio operator got excited and started 
asking me what this geography thing is all about. I was even more excited, 
and I started explaining how the earth is like a ball and it turns around the 
bigger ball, the sun, and that the moon twns around the earth, because of 
the law of gravity and the law of balls ... 1 wasn't in any hurry. On the contrary, 
with my mouth I explained and with my ears J eavesdropped on the 
neighbouring desk. 

Licho was my hero. I called him Commander Panther because in 
combat that 's what he becomes. If you could only see him, he's a pure Pipit 
Indian: skin the colour of roasted coffee, eyes like almonds, flat nose, thick 
lips, clean·shaven, muscular, hands calloused from work. A genuine 
campesino from Moraz!n, one of those who joined Christian base 
communities and from there went on to the guerrillas. I never saw him 
unarmed, and he's got infallible aim, no cuilio ever gets away from him. His 
military training, the basics, he got from the enemy. On the orders of our 
organisation, he let himselfbe recruited and did his year's military service. 
Many have done that. It's a good idea because they learn everything there. 
The army teaches you to shoot, you use up a few rounds of ammunition, you 
see how the anny is structured on the inside, how it works, and then you 
conte out and fight against them. Licho did that in '77. From there he went 
on to become one of the guerrillas' best military officers, and a great political 
cadre as well. 

So there I was playing dumb, blabbing on about the moon with the 
radio operator and listening to what Licho was explaining to the other 
Officers: "We're in this ravine, right? Okay, there's a big boulder there, 
remember? Well that's where we've got to rendezvous. From there we'll 
Idvance in silence about 75 yards uphill to the mango tree by the first trench 
_'Ie going to attack. Then the enemy's going to react from south to north, 
1bey won't have any choice. They'll retreat through the little gulch and come 
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around this way, see? That's where we catch them. We ambush them in the 
little thicket on this side ... " 

I was fascinated by the way Licho explained it all, drawing lines On 
an improvised map. It was the first time J had a look at how they designed 
military strategy. What impressed me most was the absolute mastery these 
men had over the terrain. They talked about the battlefield as ifit were their 
back yard. Inch by inch, they knew the potential of each spot, the difficulties 
of every path, and most important of all, they knew the relationship that the 
people - their's and the enemy's - would establish with that terrain. In 
war, such knowledge is half the battle. 

"You take this height here. If there's any resistance, if it isn't over 
quickly, then all of you go off to the side and get your troops in order. They 
won't dare advance, they've got no protection there. This squadron will ask 
for heavier weaponry and they'll wait at the foot of the hill until it comes in 
from this flank here ..... 

They had photographic knowledge of the terrain, as if each stone 
and each tree had its own name! Licho knew where you could escape, where 
was the best place to lay an ambush, where you could find cover, where to 
cany out the wounded. All this infonnation allowed him to put together an 
extremely rigorous, meticulous plan. 

At about midnight, it was over. They fin ished up the last details and 
brought the meeting to a close. I said to myself: now I can go to bed. Now I 
know what's planned for tomorrow, and tomorrow I'll find out if they manage 
to pull off what they dreamed up here tonight. I started to get up from the 
desk, but Licho got up first andjumped on me like a panther. 

"What's up with you?" he says. 
"Wbat do you mean?" I ask him. 
"You were filling that kid's head with nothing but lies. What kind of 

garbage is this that the earth is round and it spins like a ball? Who said 
that?" 

That's when I realised that the curiosity was mutual, that Licho was 
eavesdropping on me as much as I was on him. We'd spent the entire evening 
at the same party. 

"What did you tell that monkey about the moon being cold? How do 
they know that? Sit down. Tell me." 

Leaders don't beg. Licho is not a man to say, "Do me the favour." He 
leads 500, 800, 1,000 guerrillas, and ifhe says "Advance", they advance. 
What's more they will all have a blind faith that the order will take them to 
victory because it's been well thought out. Because it's an order from Licho. 
So, even though I was so sleepy I could barely sit up, I too had to advance. 
He launched into a scientific interrogation about the earth, the moon, the 
planets, lateral and rotating motion ... 

"What about the people who live in the south? How come they don't 
fall off if they're on their heads?" 
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Lieho was fasc~at~ listen.illg to my explanations of geography and 
~ ~ ~ at It unti1 four m the morning. The supreme masrer of the 
temWlleamed that rught that the earth ~ ~ on is round like a great big football! 
. It dawned. Our troops took OSlcala and Delicias de Concepci6n 
Just as they had planned. • 

"Maria, Take Your Tit, Give Me Mine" 

A shape appe~. at the Sapo River. At first no one paid it any heed; 
I~ter. several c~mpas inSisted. Ther said that when they passed by there at 
Dlght, some.ammal would be making a noise in the water. At the slightest 
movement, It would run away to the other side. 

"It's a sea dog," said the old folks. 
!his legend got tangled up with another one about a puma that was 

devounn.g the cattle on our front. Sure enough, we would sometimes fmd 
the re~ams of calves that had been killed and eaten, so they put together an 
operation to hunt the puma down. They set ambushes, even took radio 
opera~o.rs along when the fight~rs went ?ff to find it, a fully-fledged 
~ltJon. At last they cornered It and fimshed it off. A puma was a rare 
sight m Morazan, but there it was. 

. In high spirits from.the hunt, the compas went off to find the sea dog. 
Smce nobody found anythmg, they decided it must have been the puma that 
tame out at night to drink at the river. But he who doesn't search can also 
fin~. L~ss than two weeks later, several compas came back to the camp 
white WI~ fear. They'd seen the shape again. This time they saw its shadow 
dearly as It ran off through the thicket. 

"It's a woman," one said. 
"How do you know?" 
"I saw her tits." 

. Some l ~ughed! others got as serious as the ones who had seen it. 
This. was nothmg. to Joke about. Next to the river, at night, running and 
making men run: It could only be her. 

"'t 's the Hag," concluded a member of the squadron. 
"That's righl," said an old man. "La Ciguanaba is around and we'd 

better keep our eyes peeled. She doesn't forgive." 
"What can we do?" 

. "~e, only ,spell against her. is this p.rayer: 'Maria, take your tit, 
~ me mme . Y~u ve got to repeat It many times, many times, until that 

cd woman disappears. It's the only thing that will make her flee ." 
'non "There's a better remedy," said a compa who'd had some experience 
s-_:~ go near the river at night. Because when a man hears her laughter h~ 
;.:..~~ the prayer. It happened to me. I froze like a stone, and that 's 'the 
~er, because La Ciguanaba is cruel." 
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"What's this Ciguanaba you're on about?" mocked the sceptics. 
"That's bullshit, backward thinking. La Ogw:maba doesn't exist." 

"But it does. I saw it." 
"What did you see? Come on, tell us." 
"A big black shape. It was horrible." 
"It could be a cuilio. Or EI Cipitillo." 
"£1 Opitillo is a dwarf, and besides he only goes after women." 
"Well come clean with us, if it 's you she's after ..... 
"Don:t kid around. Go to the river yourself. We can talk after that." 
Some were crossing themselves and others we;fe joking, but ~e 

legend soon spread throughout the guerrilla front. Behevers and atheists 
alike broke into a cold sweat when it was dark and they had to stand guard 
or simply walk by that bend in the Sapo River. 

Time went by, the BRAZJ was sworn in, Alvaro Magai'\a was 
inaugwuted president of the countrr, '82 was .over, :83 t>:egan, and the shadow 
was still an obligatory topic at evemng bullshit sessIOns ill the camps, tJ:eca~e 
every once in a while, with faith or without it, someone wo~ld come ~n With 
the story that he'd seen it, or another that he'd ca~ght a ghmpse of It. <?oe 
September night the boys of our squadron were domg exploratory exercises 
by the edge of the river. 

"Look!" one whispered. 
The shape took off like other times, but this time the compos 

sununoned up their courage and followed it. . . 
"Maria, take your tit, give me mine ... Maria, take your ttt, gIVe me 

mine ... Maria, take your tit, give me mine ... " they all repeated down the 
line. 

The shape ran off and they ran after it, until at last they caught up to 
it in the brambles. Sure enough, it was a woman, but a horrible woman. Her 
bair was all tangled and incredibly long, her face was caked with dirt, a few 
dirty rags barely covered that bag of bones. 

"Are you from this life or the other?" they asked her. . 
She didn't say a word,just looked at them, her eyes out of orbit. The 

compas, still repeating the spell, took her and marched her back to the camp· 
"We captured La Ciguanaba'" 
In the uproar that ensued. someone had the sense to tak~ he-r: to the 

hospital. Eduardo, the doctor, examined her and checked her Vital SignS. 
''This is a human woman," he told everyone. 
"It's the Hag, doctor." I " 
"She sure looks it, the poor thing. Give her a bath. Scrub her wei. 
"Any medicine, doctor?" a medic asked. 
"Food." said Eduardo. "That's all." 
They took the wretched woman to the washing hole, where they 

bathed her, dressed her and combed her hair. It was like a miracle: she 
became a pretty young girl, starving, but very pretty. They offered her coffee 
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and beans. With the bath and the compas' good manners her tongue started 
working. 

"What's your name, daughter?" 
·'Lucia." 
"Where are you fromT' 
"From EI Mozote, from before the killings." 
This girl was one of the very few survivors of the massacre ordered 

by Colonel,oomingo Monterrosa in EI Mozote nearly two years before, in 
December 8). She managed to escape who knows how, while the soldiers 
ofthe Atla~atl Ba~lion. n;tachine-gunned everyone, and ran until she got to 
the Sapo River, which diVides the region in two, separating EI Zapotal from 
La Guacamaya. It 's not very big, but in the winter it reaches up to some 
caves you can see along the banks. Lucia hid in one ofthose, and there she 
sta~ed, all ~y. herself. The cuilios ended their operation, we set up the radio 
station agam m EI Zapotal, the front's life went on, and that girl, still terrified, 
only came out of her cave to go to the river. There she survived by eating 
leaves and a bit of fish. Nobody knew about her. Nobody looked for her 
because all her relatives, all from EI Mozote, had died. She didn't know. 
New military operations were launched in the zone the cuilios would bomb 
then they'd ~ ea~e .. Sh: said that when she heard the blasts she thought that 
they were still killing ID EI Mozote, that the cuilios hadn't left her town and 
never would. 

She saw the face of the real monsters, the ones that do exist. She saw 
when they put children in the ovens and when they stabbed them with 
bayonets. She saw them rape the women and then cut their throats. She saw 
them shut her neighbours up in the church and machine-gun them. She saw 
so much ho.rror that she dido't dare leave her hiding place. In the cave by 
the Sapo River she lost all notion of time and, being so alone, she even 
forgot how to speak. 

"Now you can say all the things you've kept quiet these two years." 
Santiago did a long interview with her for Venceremos. It was almost 

a series. We wanted everyone, every last person, to speak. on the radio. 
Even La Ciguanaba. 

Playing for Time 

That year was one of great battles and spectacular victories. In the 
first few months of '83 we swept away the enemy's fixed positions north of 
the Torola River. In March we swore in the BRAZ and right from its first 
campaign it bec~e th~ terror of the cuilios, gaining ground like a regular 
army. The truth IS that In those days the only thing that made us guerrillas 
rather than a regular army was our audacity. The BRAZ had four battalions 
of250 fighters apiece, and on top of that you'd have to add on the support 
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personnel - cooks for a thousand mouths, com grinders, tortilla-eooks, 
mule teams carrying bags upon bags of corn to front lines that advanced 
every day. It was an amazing organisation, difficult to imagine for anyone 
who didn't see it in action. 

Despite Monterrosa's incessant attacks, the BRAZ continued 
advancing, victory after victory, towards San Miguel in the south, La Uni6n 
in the east, and UsulutAn in the west. By the middle of the year, around 
June we were holding so much territory, so many zones were under our 
control, that we were getting bogged down. We had to change strategies, 
because once you've managed to deploy your troops over a broad area, 
penetrating enemy territory, how do you handle the logistics of maintaining 
so many far-flung operations? You've got a thousand details to pin down 
and a thousand new things to coordinate. For a couple of months we didn't 
take any offensive action and the enemy interpreted this as weakness, that 
we had run out of steam. They were wrong! We were preparing the great 
offensive of September, the one that did them the most damage of all. 

According to our conception of regular war, we had to begin with an 
overwhelming assault. We wanted to launch the new campaign by attacking 
nothing less than the Third Infantry Brigade in San Miguel, the largest and 
most important base in the entire counny, which housed some 2,000 troops 
and was led at the time by bigsbot Colonel Jaime Flores. a fat sonofabitcb 
as evil as he was obese. The plan was to crush the base with massive anil\ery 
fire. Since the Third Brigade is a bit outside the city, the risk that shells 
would fall on the civilian population was very small. The operation required 
tremendous military ski ll - and an incredible degree of coordination. 

For example we had two l20mm cannons which we had taken from 
the anny in the battle of San Felipe. Imagine what it meant to transport 
those huge heavy mortars from MorazAn to San Miguel, drag them with 
tractors or mules, for hours and hours right by enemy positions until we 
could set them up just five kilometres from the base. It wasn't a question of 
shooting three times. We had forty l20mm grenades, which are papayas 
this big, and a battery of 81mm mortars. There were two groups ofM-60 
machine guns which we had to set up even closer to the base. From the 
south, we'd attack with 50mm machine-guns and a 75mm cannon, which is 
very destructive. 

All in all, it was going to be a battle like we'd never seen, like the 
end of the world. I don't think any guerrilla force in LatinAmerica has ever 
attempted an action like this one. Just to transport the artillel)' pieces, set 
them up in secret, then bring them out without losing them, would be an 
incredible exploit. But these military things merit their own book and aren:t 
what we should talk about here. Let's talk about Venceremos, because It 
also cut in at the dance of the Third Brigade. 

The shooting was to start at eleven o'clock at night. How could 
Venceremos, which did its programme at six, keep people's attention in 
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order to broadcast the battle live? How could we keep our audience listening 
until eleven? Not only our audience but journalists from the other stations 
so the government couldn't deny the attack or censor the infonnation the 
following day? It was pointless to win great battles if the media didn't cover 
it. The point was to cause a scandal in the papers, to make the propaganda 
impact as great as the military one. 

This assault had a vel)' special objective; to raise the morale of a 
people who had suffered genocide, to break the trawna of terror by defeating 
in their strongest fortress an enemy that claims to be invincible. But all this 
depended on everyone listening to us at eleven o'clock that Saturday night 
on 3 September. 

The day before, on Friday. Atilio came over to the radio collective 
and told us: "Write a soap opera that lasts forty minutes." 

''Forty minutes?" 
"Yes, forty minutes, not one minute more or less." 
"What about?" 
''Any piece of shit, but make it funny, joke after joke. Let your 

imagination run wild. This soap is going to be crucial!" 
We didn't know what they were cooking up. But in any case we had 

to make up forty minutes of kidding around. About what? The sex life of 
Reagan and Nancy? Monterrosa's intimate affairs? Since we didn 't have a 
plot, we improvised a mix of all sorts of scenes, short dubbed-over 
commercials, a clown that would come on every so often 10 tell a dirty joke, 
things like that. We even had General Vides Casanova, the minister of 
defence, doing a Shakespearean monologue. 

We spent the entire night recording; it seemed to go on forever. 
~ughing ourselves silly, we finally filled up forty minutes of jokes and 
skits. The mother of all of our "Subversive Guacamaya" pieces, nearly an 
bourlong! 

The next morning, still unaware of the plan, we went by truck to 
Ocate Seco, a hill from which you can see the city of San Miguel and the 
Thi:ct I~fantry Brigade. Luisa, who along with Atilio had thOUght up the 
radiO trick, came to tell us the news and to give us our instructions. 

"Guys, we're going to assault that big fort you see over there. Get 
ready because it's going to be ugly. You've got to do this and this." 

The idea. as I said, was to get the audience to stay tuned until eleven 
O'clock, zero hour, the precise moment of the attack. At six, as always, we 
put our usual programme on air. But throughout it we announced that during 
the second broadcast at eight - which was almost always just a repeat of 
the first - we would have big news. 

Attention! All national media and all our listeners today, be adVised 
that on our eight 0 'clock show tonight we will have an exclUSive detailed 
rt!port on the coup d 'etat now being planned ... 
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about the coup to attract them and distract 

We made ~p th~~%'d tune in. even ifil wasjust out of curiosity 
them at the same t1m~. b l they would never guess what was really on the 
to get the latest gossiP. U 

way. We started broadcasting again 8t ~igbt. ~~O~Yh~~~ ~~ :n~~~ 
Due to some technical problems, w~ saJo~;~iSS it. because the political 
untiI9.30. But make sure yo~ tune In, . Ob and we will also 
scandal we're ~oing to unveil IS ex~=;'~r~:~ubv~~e Guacamaya"! 
have an especially outragc:ous ~ the show like the big stations do. 
Then we put on a few previewS 0 , 

pee/aJ btO(Jdcasr at 
You 'Ulrear this and much much more on our s 

nine-thirty! A JesdWlI offun on Venceremosl 

d _._....1 011 tbeequipment once more and When 9.30 came aroun we lUlIKOU 

started our countdown. 

fi IS we will have the important news we '\Ie been 
In a ew momen I 

promising. Don ~ miss iI! It s urgent. 

So people from Perquin told us later that sinc~ the news didnk" 
me they put a chicken on to coo • 

come on and neither did the Guacamaya. ether waiting by the 

~~ ~~~~o~:~ ~~:~::d~~~c~~:re doing the same. 

ed L ___ uselnjustalewshort minutes ... 
Weask you topleasestoytun ,,,,,,,,,,, 

. aled a commentary, gave another 
We read a news broadnef, we ~ er we could put our hands on. We 

previewofthes~owlweb cas\w ev 
had to bum up urne. led 1020 At that exact moment we put on 

At last, the CI~ CfadW so q~ickiy_~lapped-together little sh~. Our 
our SO well-announc an . to watch the cassette SplO. 
tongues got a break. wethhadSI .. f~~rsam= up and shoved a no-doze pill.ithn 

"Open yourmou . th urd filled WI 
each of the broadcasters' mouths. Be~md h~~ r!!~er and put on 
coffee. We got SO wired we plugged 10 ano all ..In-cinS' Butterfly with 

. ·ust f< us and there we were UAU • .' fo the 
some musIC J or. , . .ththebroom,everyonewaltmg r 
Chiquito, Santiago With LUl

th
sa. me WIth real s.....M"t'ular could start in San 

show to fmish so that the 0 er one, e r-~- ' 

Miguel. G were signing 
Twom.inutesleft. Justasthecl~ofthe . uaca:~ed thelll 

off from their ever-faithful and ever-pa~ent ,~~di:~ne in EI Salvador 
out with the Venceremos alann. Ever 5: h~iscoming. Righttben. 
knows that when that siren goes off, som g 
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at 11:00 p.m. sharp, the BRAZ started fIrinS on the Third Brigade and 
Santiago opened his mouth: 

PropleolEI Salvador! At this very moment we have begun a/erocious 
artillery attack on the Third Brigade in San Miguel! 

Jesus, that wasn't today's news, it was a simultaneous broadcast! 
Up-to-thc-hour news? Up to the minute? This was up to the secondl Almo, 
who was directing the battle from the command post, came over with a big 
JDlile: "The base is burning! And Colonel Flores is screaming like an old 
woman in an earthquakel" 

Atilio sat down in front of the microphone and began to read the first 
war dispatch. which had been written ahead of time. But by military radio 
we already had news that the situation was under control, that the mortars 
MR crushing the enemy and the cuilios. scared to death, didn't know how 
10 respond. So Santiago and I. with our tongues hanging out like neckties. 
IIIJ1ed writing the next dispatch while Atilio finished reading the first. 

We were in this rush five minutes after the shit hit the fan, when our 
monitors beard that K.L in the capital had interrupted their dance music to 
IOIIIIdthealann. 

Anention! A.ltention all listeners! At this very moment the clandestine 
llDdio Yenceremos in a special broadcast is announcing that ... We have 
OIU fint telephone contact with that ciry ... Our mobile units are on 
tItdr way to San Miguel to see/or ounelves what is occurring there ... 

Just then a frenzied journalist began reporting from a provincial 
IIIIion in San Miguel: 

... it ~ like the end o/the world, ladies and gentlemen! This is the endl 
n.e roar is terrifying, \tie can barely broadcast! 

We did it! We hit the base and the press! The rest was a chain reaction 
..... all the news shows in the counny. Meanwhile, we were broadcasting 
live and direct from our camp where we could see the lights of San Miguel 
_ the cloud of smoke that was rising from the infamously impregnable 
IInra.s of the Third Infanny Brigade. 

We wiped the enemy out: 300 killed or wounded. Colonel Flores 
Idmaelfgot a good scratch. Seven thousand pounds of shel ls rained down 
.dIe fort, which was the operations base for the gringo advisers and supplied 
III Ibe forces in the East It was left in rubble. Not one shell fell outside the 
lIMe. all those big papayas dropped right on target. The artillery attack, ten 
•• military scaleofone to ten, was led by Manalo, Captain Mena Sandoval, 
_ oflbe patriotic officers who joined the guerrillas during the offensive 
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of'SI. The entire operation was run by the BRAZ High Command, one of 
the most skilfuJ and brilliant military units in the history of warfare. That's 
no exaggeration. You don't believe it? How much do you want to bet? 

To the Cacahuatique Aerial 

"From Cacahuatique you can see the world", a peasant from MorazSn 
once told me. It's true. That volcano south of the Torola River is the highest 
spot around. From there you can see all the way to San Miguel and San 
Vicente and even to Honduras. Whoever controls Cacahuatique controls 
the entire province. 

At the very peak of the enonnous hill, the enemy had a base they 
called the Aerial where they had their communications centre, tracking 
equipment, television aerials, everything. Since the position was so vital, 
the US advisers had set up an incredibly sophisticated defence with fortified 
trenches, ditches, minefields. It was impregnable, but the BRAZ decided it 
was to be their next military objective. 

To take the Cacahuatique Aerial was no piece of cake. Several days 
beforehand, in strict secrecy, we had to begin bringing in the support 
weaponry, the huge artillery batteries essential for such a large assault. The 
BRAZ columns left on a long march, skirting the usual access routes so the 
enemy wouldn't notice how many troops we were deploying. As on other 
occasions, I went along as correspondent for Venceremos. Marvin and 
Santiago stayed behind in the camp at EI Pedrero to broadcast the attack 
live. 

We arrived at the rendezvous point in the middle of the night. From 
there, on the side of the volcano, we were deployed to one flank or another. 
Luckily for me, I got to go up with Whitey Will's column, the one that was 
to take the base. Cacahuatique is a great big mountain of coffee groves. You 
should have seen us climbing past those coffee trees on tiptoe with all our 
gear, with mortars, even a 75mm cannon, the ones that have wheels! It took 
several men to push it uphill. 

Before dawn broke, the secret was out, and the artillery fire began. 
Tape recorder in hand, I started reporting what I saw, live and direct. Since 
we expected the planes to show up right away, everyone carried a pick and 
a shovel. You'd get to a new position, dig yourselfa trench and jump in 
before the bombs made mincemeat of you. A few minutes later, you'd head 
farther up the hill towards 'the Aerial. 

The compas advanced quicldy and soon we reached the base's first 
line of defence. It was a high point where several cuilios, dug in with a 
machine gun, kept us from even sticking our heads up. 

"Just try and get us out ofhere, you shit-eating guerrillas! Come on 
up, sons of bitches, Pijirichi's here waiting for you!" 
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Rat-a-tat-tat, the stuttering gun kept us at bay. The compas tried to 
advance but we got nowhere. A political officer was cheering us on with a 
megaphone, and we were sent forward again to the tune of the National 
~them and slogans n:corded from Venceremos, but again we'd hear that 
voice from the other Side: "You dare, wimps! Pijirichi's here waiting for 
youl" 

Rat-a-tat-tat again. Who was that damned Pijirichi? Ourpeople \\o{luld 
retreat. We'd get organised once more. Whitey Will: "You go that way, and 
you attack from here. I' ll support you from this side. Send forour cannon ... 
No, not yet. We haven't got this spot secured. We might lose it. .. I don't give 
a damn if we lose it! We've got to take that trench!" 

"C?me on up, piricuacos! Pijirichi's waiting for you!" 
This was too much. The compas launched a mega-assault they set 

uptbe 50rnn,l cannon and a hellish gun-battle ensued. You'll think I'~ kidding 
but a fewmmutes later I heard acuilio yell out: "Duck down idiot or you'll 
end up like Pijirichil" 

At last we took the trench, along with our first prisoners and we 
continued on up the side of the volcano. ' 

._-
From our ~p in EI Pe~ we coul~ see Cacahuatique perfectly. 

There far off, up high on the mpple of that big stone tit we could see the 
Aerial we wanted to take. ' 

. Marve~ had gone along as correspondent while Santiago and I 
rtmamed behmd to run the programme. Although we still didn't have the 
cassettes with the first dispatches, we could measure the compas' advance 
by where the planes were bombing. At dawn they bombed down Iowan the 
Sides. By 9am they were bombing halfway up, and that's how it went. Our 
forces would climb a little higher and the bombs would follow. Given the 
~k of other m~ we got the news by eye. While Santiago was announcing, 
I,tt go out and climb up on some rocks from where I could get a good view. 
I d see where the bombs were falling and I'd run back to the shelter' 
"Santiago, they're already at La Campana! They've reached La Campana!': 

And Santiago with all his passion would turn on the microphone: 

"In' these very moments, at such-and-such o 'clock, our forces have 
reached La Campana and they continue their vic/on'ous march towards 
the Cacahuarique Aerial. More information shortly!" 

Then he'd go off, leaving a musical bridge, and stick his head out 
from among the rocks. He'd go back on even more excited: 

"Special bulletin! Special bulletinl Our troops are marching on the 
Aerial! They can ~ he slopped!" 
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I don't think any anchor ever had more first-hand - or first-sight_ 
information. The news wasn't hot, it was boiling! 

*** 
I 

The first soldiers we took prisoner told us everything we needed to 
know about the base in return for being handed over to the Red Cross. 
These fields are mined, you can only get in by that path, the walled 
emplacements are here and there. Weighing the difficu1ties, our commanders 
decided to make a final assault by night. To make sure of the information, 
Whitey Will sent out scouts, four guys in pyjamas, their skin painted black, 
nocturnal cats, nothing but shadows, and on their return they filled in the 
gaps. 

"This is a tough nut to crack but it'll be no sweat. Two grenades 
each, we slink along the wall, we wipe out this trench here, we take that 
machine gun there, and then we take on the other, then seven more guys can 
slip in, and then us. Once we're inside, the game's over. Okay?" 

"All right," said Will. "In half an hour." 
The commanders coordinated their plans and at ten o'clock that night 

so much shooting erupted that it even made the crater of the volcano tremble. 
We did it. We planted the FMLN flag on the Cacahuatique AeriaL The 
proud bastion that the gringos said could resist a siege for over two weeks 
fell to the BRAZ in less than 24 hours! 

Alongwith their lieutenant, the cuilios who weren't killed orwoWlded 
scrambled to get away towards one comer of the heliport. They jumped off 
a cliff trying to escape, a leap which turned out to be pretty suicidal. The 
lieutenant hurt his spine in the fall, but even worse for them, they chose to 
escape exactly where we were waiting for them. All we had to do was open 
up our knapsacks and watch them fall in, one by one, as many as sixty 
prisoners. 

I entered the Aerial with my tape recorder running, describing all I 
saw. I crossed the heliport and there, in front of one of the communications 
huts, they were piling up the captured materiel: a mountain of rifles, another 
mountain of backpacks, another of military clothes ... All the compas were 
euphoric, trying things on, changing their boots. The political officers were 
trying to control things, to keep the euphoria from becoming banditry, 
because that's the psychology ofwar booty, of course. The insanity of combat 
and the smell of gunpowder gives you that urge to plunder. You should see 
how the smell of gunpowder makes you drunk! Real drunk! But like I was 
saying, the political officers made sure that everything was distributed fairly 
later on. It could well be that the unit that made the assault didn't get any of 
it because we had another unit in the military school that needed it more, 
who knows? 
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. ~ went into the transmission room and found Licho talking to the 
t~hmclan w~o ?~rated it. Licho invited him to work with us but the man 
~Id no, ~e dldn t hke ~r, he was just a technician, the army had recruited 
him forcibly and kept him against his will. 

"So what do you want to do?" 
"Go home." 
"Fine. Go ahead. But first tell me which is the transmitter for such

and-such a band" - a radio-commWlications network which we were never 
able to penetrate and which was one of the principal objectives of taking 
tbeAenal. 

'''This is it," the technician patted an enormous Motorola taller than 
a man. ' 

"Perfect. How do you run it?" 
"Like this and this. There are the spare parts " 
"Take it apart. We'll take it with us." . 

,What a prize! .We had in our hands nothing less than the National 
Guard s super-secret mternal network! 

In the kitche.n I continued reporting. The compas had found a 
storeTO?m loaded With provisions: boxes of eggs, boxes of sugar, Maggi 
~ups, mstant co~ee ... We were hungry, and a brisk cold wind was blowing 
lD the .early mO~llI~g, so we built a nice fire and started cooking. We were in 
the mJdst o~thls VictOry party, telling stories and stuffing our faces, when 
we spotted In a .comer a soldier who had been shot in the abdomen. He was 
on the ~~r.trylng to keep his intestines from falling OUl. 

Flms~ that man off," one of our commanders said. "There's no way 
we can save him." 

It's or~ ~ing to shoot in battle, but quite another to kill a man in cold 
blood. The polihcal officer in charge of the zone went over to the soldier' 
"Do you want us to kill you?" he asked. . 

An expn:s~ion of horror came over the man's face and he shook his 
head, so the politlCa! o~cer didn't kill him. Let him die on his own, then. 
But th.e m~ wouldn t die, and for the rest of the night he was like a spectre 
draggmg himself about on the ground begging everyone: "Get me out of 
here. Take me to a doctor." 

"'Yhat doctor?" they'd say. ''There's no doctor here." 
. . With all the tumult, the fighters didn't even notice him, but I kept 

triPPlD~ over this guy everywhere, and he'd look at me with that pleading 
expression. What could I do? I took my reporting and my tape recorder 
elsewhere. As soon as I'd get there I'd feel him behind me again. "Help me 
please ... " , 
four ,He was ~ally getting on my nerves. Finally, in the morning about 
. ~ clock, L1Cho says to me~ "Let's go see the prisoners so you can 
tntervlew them. Let them make a statement on Venceremos " 

. . We climbed over the precipice where the soldiers had jumped with 
their lieutenant. As we were going down the hillside I ran into the man 
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again. There he was, falling down and pulling himself back up, heading 
downhill. 

"Hey, where are you going?" an officer shouted. 
"I'm going to find a doctor;' I heard him say, his voice like a thread. 
"WeJl, get as far as you can." 
The wounded soldier went on down and several members of the 

BRAZ started arguing. These are the guys who a few hours earlier h.ad be~n 
firing 50mm machine guns, 90mm cannons, the ones who attack ltke WIld 
animals, who stop at nothing until they've ~en their objective, and here 
they were getting all worked up over the dymg man. 

"1 told you to kill him." 
"But he's still alive. How can I kill him ifhe's still alive?" 
"It's because he doesn't want to die. That's it." 
"Worse for him. He's going to die anyway, but he'll suffer more." 
"He'll probably make it, you know.". . ' 
''No, hombre, make it? No way. The earth IS already askmg for him. 

Don't be cruel, man. Better do it with one shot so he won't die little by 

little." 
"You kill him then." 
But nobody could kill him. We went off to see the prisoners and I 

talked to all of them, one by one, including the lieutenant. After I'd b~en 
interviewing them for a while, a report came in that the Atlacat! Battalion 
was on the way from Osicala to take back the Aerial, and that the airforce 
were about to begin bombing again. This was ab~ut ~d-momi~g, an~ then 
I saw our man go by again. He was still doing hiS tlllng, draggmg himself 
down the volcano. 

"Look," said one compa, ''that soldier is escaping. Get him!" 
"Let the man go," I said. "He's the only one who's going to survive 

this war. Some fucking will to live!" 
We arranged with the Red Cross to hand over all the prisoners, 

including the lieutenant. It had to happen fast because Monterrosa'sAtlacati 
was already coming up the north flank:. 

"Marvel, write a full report of the battle," Licho said. . 
It was noon already. I sat down, left my rifle and knapsack be~lde a 

wall, pulled out my notebook, and started writing. 1 was leaning agamst a 
coffee tree. About ten metres away, Ada, Licho's radio operator, was al~ 
seated sending messages. In a few moments, Bravo came by ~ssed tn 
camouflage andcanyinga G-3 in his hands. Bravo was a vet)' Special compa, 
a great human being. He had been a soldier befo~ and ~h.en we captured 
him, he said he'd like to join up. He took a course ill our military school.and 
soon became one of our best commanders. He was extremely wel1-hked 
and very brave, as if with the guerrillas he wanted to make up f?rtime lost 
in the anny. I saw him go by and I thought: let's ask Bravo somethmg because 
an ex-soldier's opinion could give my report a nice touch. 
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There I was, interviewing Bravo, when lxmbs started to rain down right on 
theAeria1, which was close to the side of the volcano where we were standing. 

"That plane!" Bravo yelled. "Run!" 
I turned around and saw an A-37 diving right at us. I even saw it 

drop the bomb because you can see the little black ball falling, and you can 
tell ifit's coming at you or not. It was coming right at us. Those were fractions 
ofa second of course. Bravo squatted to pick up his gear, I ran a few metres 
downhill, jumped, and lay flat. As I hit the ground, the bomb went off. 
When I opened my eyes I couldn't see a thing. Everything was black smoke 
and the unbearable smell of gunpowder. My ears were buzzing like the 
howling of radio interference. I started touching myself to see what was 
missing. I've got my anns, both of them. I've got my legs, I moved them, 
they work. I checked myself all over and found no blood anywhere. When I 
sat up I heard Ada, the radio operator, shouting: "Marvel, are you there? 
They fucked me!" 

I got up as best I could, got to her and she showed me her boot. 
There was a little hole in the heel and blood was pouring out of it like a 
spoul 

"Don't take off that boot," I told her. "It's stopping you up like a 
cork." 

''Take it offme. It hurts a lot. Look, here comes the plane again! Get 
me out of he ret" 

Again the A-37, which had turned around. I tried to pick her up but 
Ada was heavy. 

"Hurry up, here it comes!" 
I couldn't carry her. I dragged her, and since it was steep we ended 

up rolling downhill. Boom! the second bomb went off. That's when another 
fear gripped me, because the command post was in that coffee grove they 
were bombing. Licho was there, the political officers, everyone. Then I saw 
a medic coming. 

"Sister, come here, help me! Ada's wounded!" 
The medic cut her boot open with a pair of scissors and without any 

anaesthesia began to pull out the piece of shrapnel that had pierced her heel. 
Ada, crying from the pain, remembered: "Marv, I left my rifle up there. 
Please." 

"I'll get it for you. I have to go anyway to get my pack and see what 
happened to the others." 

I start climbing. When I get about halfway up, I get this horrible, 
uncontrollable urge to shit. I pull down my pants and since it was on a 
hillside I grab hold ofa coffee tree. But when I start to shit I feel like throwing 
Up, and I can't figure out which to do first. It must be the fumes from the 
bomb, I think. I empty myself out from both ends, clean myself off as best 
I can with some coffee leaves, and carry on up the bill. 
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When I got there, to the place whe~ I had hit the ground with th~ 
first bomb I started shaking. These are ann-personnel bombs. They d~n t 
make a c~ter, they destroy everything within a ~dius of tw:nty or thlrty 
metres. There was nothing left, not a tree, nothmg. Ev~g ~d been 
pulverised. I'd managed to throw myself down behind the~rt terracmg that 
they build in coffee groves. There was the notebook I bad m my band when 
the bomb went off, and the distance between my n?tebook and the edge of 
the destruction was barely twenty centimetres. Smce I feU onto a lower 
level, the shrapnel went over my head, and the ~estruction from the bomb 
ended twenty centimetres from where I had lam. I escaped death by that 
little bit of dirt! Oh, man! 

A terrible fear gripped me and I got an icy feeling at the top of my 
stomach and an urge to shit that I can't describe. I pulled my pants ?own 
again and grabbed on to a coffee tree. Whe~ I was ?~ut t~ s~, agam the 
nausea. Vomiting and shitting at the same bme. This bme It Isn t fro,? any 
fumes, I thought. I pulled up my pants, grabbed Ada's gun, and since. I 
didn't see anyone about I started back down the hill. HalfWay.the~, a~m 
that sick feeling in my stomach, insufferable cramps, b~t thIS third time 
when I squat down I feel cold on my.back. Col~? I,touch It and look at n,ty 
hand and it's soaked in blood. I'm dymg and 1 didn t even knowl Holy shit! 
What is this? . 

I take offmy shirt to see the size of the hole. Sure enough, the shut's 
all stained with blood, but when I look through it at the light I can't fmd~y 
bullet hole. Then I remember the little hole in Ada's heel. It's a fuckmg 
piece of shrapnel. Where did it get m~? Did it punctur: my lung? I breathed 
deeply, remembering the awful nOise other companeros who had .tx:en 
wounded in the lungs made. Df course, I thought, the vomiting and Shlttl~g 
is because I'm tom to shreds inside. Now I get it! My thou~ts filled With 

all the garbage you think when you're wo~ded, and holdmg my bloody 
shirt in my hand, I ran down to fmd the medIc. 

"Buddy, what's the matter?" 
"Look me over quick. I think I'm dying" 
"Take it easy, hombre." 
"Hurry up, I'm bleeding." 
"It's nothing, hombre. Just a little shrapnel." 
"In my lung?" 
"In your skin, hombre. It 's nothing." 
"Are you sure it's nothing?" 
"You've got to be kidding. You won't hang up your sneakers on 

account of this one." , 
''Thank God and all the blessed souls in purgatory I don t have to 

join them yetI" . 
I calmed down and put my bloody shirt back on. Ada was stili there, 

holding the foot the shrapnel had piereed. 
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"Ada can't walk," the medic says. "We've got to find some compas 
who can make her a stretcher. Go back up and let them know." 

I climbed up again, panting. I found Licho back where the bomb 
fell, looking very serious. It was like a scene from a horror movie. In one 
band he held the twisted barrel of a G-3. In the other, a mangled arm with 
the camouflage uniform still on it. 

"Bravo died. The bomb tore him to pieces." 
. Who knows what expression I must have had on my face to make 

Llcho speak me so sternly: "Marvel! What's wrong with you?" 
"Nothing's wrong with me ... " 
"THEN WAKE Up, SONOFABITCH!" 
When Licho yells, Licho yells. That must have been heard all the 

way to the enemy's command centre on the other side of the volcano. It 
worked because it knocked me out of my state of shock. 

"War is war," he told me. "Come on, help me pick up Bravo. Are 
you all right?" 

"I'm all right, but don't make me pick him up. I was right next to him 
when the bomb went off. It would be like picking up myself." 

"You were here?" 
"Here." 
"Don't lie to me. If you'd been here, you wouldn't be here now to 

tell the story." 
"Well I was here and I'm going to tell this story over the radio. I've 

got my report here still unfinished. with Bravo's last words." 
. "Put in your commentary that... that this is why we're fighting. So 

~~! thiS should never happen to Bravo or even Pij irichi or anyone. Put that 
m. 

"Anythingelse?" 
"Nothing. Dh, yes. We got word from the compas who were with the 

Red Cross. They say that at mid-afternoon a wounded soldier showed up." 
"A soldier?" 
"One with his intestines falling out He's going to be okay." 

The Devil's Always Ready 

We began transmitting on FM in 1982, in September I think. We set 
up a low-wattage repeating station in Guazapa, and since it 's only 25 
~lometres from Guazapa to San Salvador, the signal entered the capital 
like a bullet. We started to get a big audience in the city, especially among 
the youth. 

The technique was simple. From Morazan we'd send a signal on the 
two-metre band to Guazapa, about 120 kilometres as the crow flies. The 
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compos there would receive it clear as could be and bounce it towards San 
Salvador, and that was that. 

In June '83, when Monterrosa came up the Torola River with the 
Atlacatl Battalion, we had to move to Colorado Hill. We set up a new link 
to send the signal from there to Guazapa, but at that height the enemy was 
able to zero in on us right away and they started interfering with both the 
short wave and the two-metre link. Since the signal they received in Guazapa 
was fuzzy, they couldn't send it on to the capital. Damn! They screwed us! 
As Lenin would say, what was to be done? Or rather, what was to be done 
with Lenin? Because "Lenin" was the code name for the big station that 
sent the signal from Morazan. 

We thought of a trick: broadcast on two different frequencies, one to 
ring the bells and the other to send off the procession. We continued 
broadcasting on the two-metre band to Guazapa at six o'clock, the bour of 
Venceremos's usual programme, but that was only a ghost signal to catch 
their interference. Before that, at an agreed-upon time, we'd broadcast the 
same programme on the six-metre band. They'd record it on cassette and 
then carefully synchronise with us at six o'clock to play it as if they were 
just bouncing our two-metre signal at that very moment. The cuilios were 
dumbfounded, they went nuts. They interfered here but it still came out 
clean as a whistle over there, and in the capital people tuned in as ifnone of 
this were happening! 

We needed a trick like that when we were in the camp at El Pedrero. 
The September offensive, the BRAZ's tremendous advance, gave us a stable 
rearguard. so much so that we were no longer satisfied with only having FM 
in Guazapa. We set up another in Torola to cover the middle of the country, 
another in Joateca to cover La Uni6n and the city of San Miguel, and one 
more in Usulut3n that sent the signal over to Santiago de Maria and all 
along the Chinameca Mountains. The three new repeating stations and the 
one in Guazapa, right under the enemy's nose, were small, under a hundred 
watts. With a simple aerial and two compas to guard it, you've got a repeating 
station, 

The four little FM stations linked up with the big station known as 
Lenin in Morazan. Each of them also had a code-name. The one in Guazapa, 
for example, was "Hurricane", the one in Usulut3n was "Star". I don't 
remember what we called the ones in Torola and Joateca. Coordinating 
them was a lot offun, because they all had to go on air simultaneously with 
us. If they didn't, it simply wouldn't work. This came on top of the normal 
pickle of having to keep the whole shebang running in the middle ofa war, 
never knowing which front was going to be attacked. When six o'clock 
came around, you'd see the entire Venceremos broadcast team at their places, 
on the tottering tables at EI Pedrero, amid the rocks fit only for garrobos. 
Marvel would be at the mixer and now, besides the technician, we needed 
five more compas, each with watch in hand, for the FM repeating stations. 
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Three minutes before broadcast, you could hear the internal 
communications: "Lenin ready!" 

"Hurricane ready!" 
"Star ready!" 
And the other ready and the otherready.ln the central studio we had 

our own code-name which was "Devil". So when all the FM's were connected 
up, the fmal question would come: "And the Devil?" 

"The Devil's always ready, hombre!" 
The countdown would begin: five, four, three, two, one ... zero! The 

national anthem would ring out, and with all the buttons that were clicking 
you'd think you were in the Challenger. 

"Radio Venceremos transmitting ... " Santiago's voice would begin. 
Suddenly a station would report: "Overmodulating'" 
And another: "Overmodulating! Wayovermodulating'" 
"jCono! Chico, wait a minute," his Venezuelanness would come out. 

-You're going to give me a heart attackt" 
That was really an exciting time. Our little network was taking off 

reaching a larger and larger audience. ' 
"Get down, brothers, we read you loud and clear!" the lads in the 

city would tell us, 
You could hear us in the markets in San Miguel, where they put us 

on loudspeakers. You see, FM has a certain class. With FM you can put it 
on m:'d s~ cooking. It's not like short wave where you have to struggle to 
~ m and It always sounds awful. Besides, by that time they were interfering 
With the short wave, but they never managed to disrupt the FM, I don't 
know why. Maybe because we broadcast right next to the frequencies of the 
commercial stations and it might have messed them up. 

It was a great time, but it didn't last long. The station always 
developed in accordance with the military struggle, right? When we had the 
FM, we were busting the cuilios 'ass in thegreatoffensiveof'83. I'm talking 
about the 8RAZ and the Felipe Pena group of battalions, and the Julio 
Climaco Battalion, the PRTC' troops ... Large units made up of all the forces 
of the FMLN were crushing the enemy. In those days to capture thirty rifles 
'Was chickenfeed. These were the great battles of '83, with the enemy 
~ering in their barracks! It gave us the stability to be able to do what no 
IOSurrectional movement had ever done before: set up a network of guerrilla 
radio stationsl 

Lateron, the military situation changed, and the window that allowed 
Us to develop our network to such heights closed again. The gringos 
introduced a fleet of helicopters, expanded the army, brought in elite 
battalions ... an avalanche of counterinsurgency activity that forced us to 
change our tactics radically. We could no longer sustain such an extended 
radio network, What is to be done, Lenin? What is to be done? Well, we 
boosted the signal of our own Lenin up to 400 watts, and tried to cover with 
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one strong signal what we previously covered with several little ones. It 
was never the same, but by the end of '84 we managed to reach several 
areas of the capital and much of the central and eastern part of the country 
with our FM from Morazan. 

Today we want to increase the power of our transmitter even more, 
and we have incredible plans for FM, very ambitious. But we'll talk about 
them some other time, okay? 

The Eagle Misses His Prey 

Domingo Monterrosa Barrios. Lieutenant Colonel Domingo 
Monterrosa Barrios. He was the commander of the armed fortes' first elite 
battalion, the Atlacatl. In December '81, when the station accused him of 
direct responsibility forthe thousand murders in EI Mozote and other hamlets 
in Morazin, he swore to get Venceremos. Destroying Radio Venceremos 
was one obsession. The other was winning the war against Villalobos. The 
enemy always personifies everything: Joaquin Villalobos was the genius, 
the inventor of the BRAZ. They will never understand that things are 
collective, that the BRAZ represents the efforts and the contributions of 
thousands of compas. 

Monterrosa also had a personal grudge against Joaquin Villalobos. 
He didn'l like one bit the secret document in which the gringos called Alilio 
the best field commander in the country: what about me? Nor did he like 
how they described Venceremos as a masterofpsycho!ogical warfare which 
the army oUght to learn from. We laughed when we read that, because no 
one on the team had ever studied a single line of psychological warfare. 
They made Santiago out to be Machiavelli, a monster capable of making 
the army collapse. Santiago doesn't know a damned thing about 
psychological warfare, he just speaks from the heart. If that shakes them up, 
ifit worries them while it gives morale to the compas, well that's another 
story. 

Monterrosa was obsessed with the competition. In May of'83, acting 
on a tip, he launched a surprise attack on Agua Blanca. He knew the station 
was near the command post, so he reckoned he could kill both tonnentors 
with one stone: Venceremos and Villalobos. Under cover of darkness, his 
Atlacatl brigade reached our camp. Unfortunately for him - not because 
we knew he was coming, but because we had launched our own operation 
in Santa Rosa de Lima - the command post and the station had been 
transferred to Colorado Hill. We'd been gone a week. 

Monterrosa didn't hesitate. He knew we had to be nearby and he 
was ready to march. 

"Set up a line of fire;' Atilio ordered ''The colonel won't get past 
Agua Blanca." 
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At six in.the afternoon, ~ don't remember what day in May, the shit 
started. The entIre BRAZ was In that zone, so it was a battle between the 
8RAZ and the Atlacatl. Monterrosa didn't even request much air support. 
He wanted a personal confrontation, like a duel between medieval knights. 
him and Villalobos. . 

"Jfthat's the way he wants it," said Atilio. "Fire!" 
We ~ad never been able to capture weapons from the Atlacatl. From 

other battalions? yes,.~ut not from the Atlacatl. In that brutal firefight we 
to?k one of their poSitIOns, grabbed three of their rifles and captured two 
pnsoners. The BRAZ couldn't mat~h the Atlacat! in logistics, so what 
Monterrosa wanted was to draw us mlo a conventional battle where they 
would have the advantage. We taught them a lesson and that was that, or so 
we thought The BRAZ pulled back. 

The ~enceremos team was on Colorado Hill, 45 minutes from the 
battlefield. Smce the fight started at six in the afternoon, it provided sound 
effects for the programme. From the camp we could hear everything we 
saw the n:acer bul.lets, our microphone picked up the "boom" of mortar· fire. 
We were ~ the tnIddJe of broadcasting when a member of the security squad 
came runmng. 

"We:ve got to get out of here," he shouts. "Just sign off and let's go." 
SantJago, who was only halfWay through his speech, finished up as 

best he could: 

... and for all these reasons, compai'ieros, for all these reasons ... l1-'e 

have reached the end of our broadcast. Revolution or death! 

Quick, take everything apart. Quick, they're coming. Monterrosa 
fak~ a retreat, only to ~ around and march on us. We packed everything 
up III ~conds. We ~re tramed to pack the equipment in plastic bags _ this 
~ wmter, the ramy season - stick them in backpacks, take down the 
&erial, bum papers, don't leave a trace, and start marching. We look offlike 
a bottle thrown by a whore. 

. .!-'10nterrosa reached the spot where we'd been. We heard him on his 
radio: I've found the house of the man." 

Our camp was empty. The BRAZ, the conunand post and Venceremos 
1riere all ~ar away by th~n, but there on Colorado Hill, Monterrosa found a 
~odel.bUllt by an Amencan architect who had worked with us and was later 
B led In ~mbat. It was a scale model of Cacahuatique volcano which the 
~ High Command had used to plan the assault on the Aerial. The model 

had.I.lttle flags a~ different heights marking the access routes, the enemy 
:~tJons, the entire battle plan. We didn't have time to destroy it before we 

t&.._ ' 'Look ~ prepared these bastards are!" Monlerrosa said. "Not even 
IIUC army does Ihls!'" 

~ 
I 
• 

I • 
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He took the model to his office at theAtlaeatl Battalion headquarters, 
which at that time was still in San Salvador. He was building a collection: 
earlier he'd found several videos and other things belonging to the BRAZ, 
and h~ took them too. They were his little war trophies. 

Before June was over, Monterrosa had launched yet another Operation 
with his tireless Atlaeat!. No question, under his leadership tbe Atlacatl 
pushed bard. All the other battalions were greenhoms- they stuck to little 
skirmishes, wbile Monterrosa stepped on the heels of the cO.mmand post 
and Venceremos. His dream was to capture us. One operanon followed 
another, and we saw we were pushing our luck. 

"This guy is really obstinate," Atilio said. He got up, paced back and 
forth , went out and eame back into the tarpaulin tent that held the command 
post. "We've got no choice but to kill him: I don't ~ow how, but we.'ve g?t 
to get rid of that big-nosed bastard. It's vItal. Ifhe hves, after we Win he Il 
be the chief of the Salvadoran contras and he' ll still cause trouble." 

From the moment he took the reins of the eastern front, Atilio 
recognised the enemy's true nature. One thing.is fundame~tal: ~ou c~n't 
underestimate your enemy. You have to know hIS strengths If you re g~lng 
to beat him. If you think he's stupid, you're the one who'll take a beatmg. 
Monterrosa was renowned for his military expertise, above all because he 
was one of the few officers who actually went to the battlefield. Apart from 
those he trained, Salvadoran Army commanders are all desk officers: a well 
polished table and a pointer on the map. Monterrosa ~sn't ~ike ~t; he 
was a trooper, a field strategist. He'd be on the front Imes Just hke the 
guerrilla commanders. The fact that he was a son ofa bitch doesn't mean he 
wasn'l brave. 

We drew up a plan to kHi Monterrosa. We found out he had a girlfriend 
in Chinameca so we laid an ambush there, but that day he didn't visit her. 
We mined the 'field where his helicopter was to land, but that time he didn't 
land. We pulled back from one failed plan, tried it again, made several 
attempts, but the guy seemed to smell it coming and he never fell into our 
tra~. . 

We got a report that he was with his unit on Miracapa de Camhna 
HilL Atilio coordinated the entire approach, we had them surrounded, and 
somehow he got away. Barely, but he got away. Then the compas from the 
BRAZ cornered him in San Luis, but he escaped once again. Now we were 
the ones stepping on his heels, but we couldn't get him either. By this time 
1983 was over. 

The '84 elections were approaching. With the gringos' help, Jose 
Napoloon Duarte was about to get back the presidential sash he had banded 
over to Alvaro Magana a couple of years before. To analyse the situa~on, a 
meeting of all the BRAZ commanders was called on 19 February iD S~ 
Gerardo, a little town in San Miguel. At that time the Salvadoran Army soU 
hadn't picked up the gringo tactic offerrying in troops by helicopter, at least 
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not on our front. By then, Monterrosa wasn't only the head of Atlaeatl but of 
theThird Brigade andofall the infantry troops in the eastern partofthe ~unt:ry. 
Somehow he found out that all our commanders were at the meeting and in 
the blink of an eye he set up a helicopter assault on San Gerardo. 

The compos who were there say that it started at six in the morning 
when almost everyone was asleep. No combat force was present, only the 
commanders, theIr bodyguards and their radio operators. As dawn broke, 
'oW ~uld hear. an observation plane overhead. lei's get ready, perhaps it's a 
rouone bombl~g run. Sure enough, a few minutes later two Dragonfly A-
37s came roann.g overhead. Are they going to bomb the town? Suddenly 
the sound ofheh~opters reached us. We'd seen two or three, but this time a 
dozen choppers 10 a row were circling the hamlet. It was an excellent air 
command operation. The planes started bombing on the outskirts of town 
while troops disembarked on the hills that lie on both sides of San Gerardo: 
We saw the first parachutists jump and the firefight started right there, on 
the streets of the town. 

Jesus! How could we break out with the bombs falling and with that 
herd of choppers ferrying in more and more troops? The situation was 
absolutely critical. They were going to burn us to a crisp in a matter of 
~inutes. Just then, the Virgin of the Rosary, or Tetecu, or who knows who, 
kissed the hand of one of our compas and he managed to hit a helicopter's 
propeller with a bullet from his AK. The blade broke apart and that beast 
swerved to one side, hit the propeller of another chopper and the two of 
them went crashin~ down. Thirty killed, because when a helicopter really 
CTllShes ev~ry~ne dIes, and these were full of soldiers: Thirty parachutists! 
A parachutist IS worth a lot, he's not just any soldier. From that moment on 
their operation was out of control. Things fell apart in the air. They left 
boles th~ugh .which w~ could escape. The compos took advantage of them 
and vanished mto the hills like smoke. 

We lost four people. None of the commanders were killed or 
wounded. Before leaving we had to execute seven spies we'd captured from 
Monterrosa's network of informants. We couldn't take them with us in case 
they escaped and ratted on us again. ' 

The cuilios occupied San Gerardo and soon the last helicopter arrived, 
Monterrosa's. 

"Where are the dead?" he asks as soon as he gets out. 
"There they are mi coronel," a cuilio tells him. 
Monterrosa starts turning the bodies over with rus boot. 
"But, what shit is this? This is so·and-so, this is the other ... !" 
They were the seven spies, rus collaborators. 
''The others are over there, mi coronel." 
"Four grunts!" Monterrosa screams. "Where are the comandantes? 

Where is Villalobos? Where is Jonas? The AKs! J want to see the AKs!" 
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We hadn't lost a si ngle AK rifle. His operation, his golden 
opportunity, had left thirty army dead, plus seven informants lost and two 
helicopters downed. . 

We did a report on the story of San Gerardo and played It OVer 
Venceremos to celebrate. Later, when they told us this was a new tactic the 
army was going to start using, we sobered up. It's a Yankee tactic, they used 
it in Vietnam and it's called ''The eagle catches its prey". This was the 
beginning of the terrifying helicopter assaults. 

The Trojan Transmitter 

Afterwhat happened at San Gerardo, we were more determined than 
ever to kill Monterrosa. The bitch was how. The people in the electronics 
workshop came up with some ideas; so did others. 

"How about a letter with plastic explosives?" 
''No, hombre," said Atilio. "You're going to be the ones who get 

killed. You've got to have special training to do that." 
"A car bomb? Another mortar attack on the Third Brigade?" 
"More guile and less force. We need to study the guy's psychology. 

What's he like?" 
"An exhibitionist." said Luisa. "Being such a show-off could get 

him into trouble." 
"Exactly," Atilio continued. "What has Monterrosa done since he 

came here? Who has he been after? The command post and Venceremos. 
What does he do when he leaves? He takes trophies. He took the model of 
Cacahuatique. He took the videos. Okay, he wants Vencere~os? He' ll get 
Venceremos. We're going to give it to him. What bener souvemr ofMoraztm 
could he ask for?" 

From that moment on,Atilio became a frequent visitor to Mauricio's 
workshop. They were cooking up something big. Besides repairing .the 
thousand components of the radio-communications network and the sta~lOn, 
the workshop began experimenting with integrated circuits for explosiVes, 
radio-activated time detonators, radio triggers for mines, all that sort of 
thing. One afternoon, Mauricio came over with a damaged transmitter, a 
Kenwood from the old days. 

"What's this?" I asked. "Are we going to add another short wave 
signal?" 

"We're going to add eight sticks of dynamite, dummy." 
One day a C-47, one of those enormous reconnaissance planes, flew 

over our zone and dropped several white boxes swinging from little toy 
parachutes as they drifted down to earth. ~e we~ suspicio~s, since ~ had 
no idea what they were. Could they be placmg nucrophones In ourtemtory? 
Could it be bacteriological warfare? Mauricio sent for the plastic boxes and 
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opened one. Inside, he found a tiny atmospheric laboratory for flight 
information, with a little gadget that measured wind velocity, another for 
humidity, and an altimeter. 

"We've got to thank those gringos," said Mauricio. ''They run a good 
borne delivery service." 

The altimeter was a flexible disk that moved up or down according 
to atmospheric pressure. It had a needle that marked the altitude. 

"We'll use this to set up a secondary mechanism for the bomb." 
The bomb was to go inside the transminer. It would be triggered by 

a remote control device like the ones you use to turn on a television set, 
except this one was more complicated. It worked on radio frequency. If the 
radio trigger failed for any reason, then the altimeter's little needle would 
complete the circuit when the transmitter was taken to a height of300 metres, 
and the bomb would go offby itself. 

"And who is going to carry the transmitter up three hundred metresT' 
"Monterrosa in his helicopter." 
That was the plan: leave the booby-trapped transmitter in a hiding 

place so that it would look like we didn't want it to be seen, but not so well 
hidden that he wouldn't fmd it. Then pray that the exhibitionist would arrive. 
discover it, and take the fake Vencerem05 with him. He takes off in his 
helicopter with the trophy and gets blown out of the air. 

"Isn't eight sticks of dynamite a bit much, Mauricio?" 
''The rocks have to match the toad." 
"That's enough to knock down a three-storey building!" 
"Better too much than not enough," Mauricio insisted. 
"Okay," said Atilio. "Now we just have to wait for an opportunity." 
18 October arrived. We were on one of the ridges of Peric6n Hill, 

Dear Perquin, where we had been peacefully encamped for several months, 
but we could smell an operation coming. Suddenly at about ten in the 
morning, we started seeing helicopters pass overhead: one, two, three, four, 
five, six ... sonofathousandbitches! This time it was fo r real! Twenty 
belicopters: the first big airborne assault on our front! 

"Pack everything up, but fast!" shouted lsmael, the head of security. 
"They've got us pinpointed, right on such-and-such coordinates!" 

the radio operators said. 
"Let's get the fuck out ofhere!" we added. ''They're going to fry us 

on this hill!" 
"Wait," Atilio ordered. "Now is our chance. Let's leave the 

'Venceremos' here and since they know where we are, they'll think we left 
it behind in the rush to escape. Abel, get it ready'" 

Mauricio wasn't there, he'd gone off to repair our FM repeater in 
JOSteca. He and Jonas's brother Abel, who was also a technician, were the 
only ones who knew how to connect up the charges and get the bomb ready, 
but the troops were already on the ground in Llano del Muerto, right nearby. 

! 
• 
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The bombs were already falling. We had only seconds. Abel raced to the 
workshop where he kept the transmitter open with the eight dynamite sticks 
ready to be put in place. One compa stayed outside to warn him if the 
cuilios turned up. Abel started making electrical connections and, nervous 
as he was, he let two wires touch and boom! They set offan explosion: not 
the TNT, but the ones that activate the main charge. When we heard the 
bang we ran over and found Abel with his midriff sliced open still trying to 
connect up the wires. 

They carried Abel off in a hammock with his belly all bloody, amid 
the roar of helicopters and pandemonium as everyone tried to pull out. 

"EI Cheje!" Abel screams, ''Tell EI Cheje!" 
EI Cheje, the third technician, comes running over and Abel gives 

him the final instructions on how to activate the bomb: "Look, this is the 
frequency that it has to register, understand?" 

He said the number that only he knew, and then he passed out. Just 
like in the movies when the hero reveals where the treasure is buried just 
before he kicks the bucket. Abel didn't kick it, but he told EI Cheje what he 
needed to know to take charge. 

"Now what?" he asks Atilio. 
"Now nothing. First we have to take care of AbeL Let's go." 
''What about the device?" 
"Take it with us. It' ll work next time." 
It was almost noon when we started marching. We reached the road 

that runs from Joateca to Arambala and crossed it in groups of five, crouched 
over, our guns on automatic. It started to rain. We crossed the Sapo River in 
a downpour. In front of me was the mule carrying the infamous transmitter 
with the eight sticks of dynamite, the present we didn't get to give the colonel. 
We marched for hours and hours until we reached a place they call 
Volcancillo. 

"We'll stay here," Atilio told us. "Go on air and tell Monterrosa his 
operation has been a total failure." 

It was 5:45 p.m. We had 15 minutes to set up the radio, the real one. 
Open up the packs, take out the mixer, set up the recorder, align the link-up, 
the generator and the gasoline, who has the cassette?, find a bit of table and 
a bit of roofbecause the downpour continued. EI Cheje took the controls 
and we did the announcing, all of us huddled together against the cold, 
soaked to the skin, not having eaten, absolutely exhausted, but at six o'clock 
our tongues were lashing out at the army. We did an hour-long programme. 
It was more shouting than anything else, for sure - well, it wasn't quite the 
moment for a pedagogical discourse, was it? What we wanted to do was 
insult them and to rub it in that they hadn't caught us. To maintain our good 
radio manners we put on a musical bridge between swearing at them and 
cussing them out. Afterwards, we packed everything up again because we 
didn't know what fate held in store for us, then we crashed out under the 
mango trees. 
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The next momingAtilio said: "We can't go on carrying that bomb 
aroun~. Let's hid~ it here. W~at ~n we d~? 0w:plans got messed up. Ifwe 
leave It now as ~Jt, they won t bite. Back m Penc6n they would have, since 
we had to leave In such a huny, But that we just left it by the side of the 
path, no one will swallow that one." 

We hid the bomb-transmitter in Voicancilio and continued the march 
rowards Garrobo Hill, which is more or less five kilometres towards Joateca 
as the crow flies. It forms a triangle with EI Mozote which is also about five 
kilometres away, From the heights where we set up camp, you couldn't see 
Joateca, though you could see the hollow where the town lies and the church 
belfry. !he. command post, the Venceremos team and the radio 
commumcahons team set up shop. 

· Another day went by, the third one of the operation. In the early 
morning of21 October, Chiquito comes over and shakes me. 

"Wake up!" 
"What's wrong?" 
"Write commentaries for Venceremos." 
"Commentaries in the middle of the night?" 
''That's right, start writing." 
"About what?" 

· "Anything at all, but it's got to be in your handwriting." (On other 
occaSIO~~ the cuilios had found notebooks of ours and they knew our 
handwntmg.) 

"What for?" 
"Stop whining! Write and don't ask questions." 

· I was lying propped.up on mr elbow in my tent, filling up pages by 
flashhght, when I heard n?!ses, outsl~e. It was Mauricio, just coming back 
from so~ewhere, ,and Atlh~, In a bIg hurry: "Look Mauricio, you go to 
Voicancllio and bnng that thing back. We're going ahead with it. It's now or 
neverl" 

. Late~, I heard him speaking with Nolvo, the guide who was with our 
un,lt. Nolvo IS a campesino who looks a lot like Farabundo Marti S brown-
skinned, moustachioed, with a big pistol and a rifle. ' 

"Look Nolvo, Monterrosa's time is up. He's going to pay for all he's 
done." 

"God willing." 
As dawn broke, AtHio brought together the little team that would 

cany out the plan. 
"We're going to fake a battle where someone gets wounded and we 

have ~o abandon the transmitter. Simple as that. Julito Perica, you lead the 
secunty 59uad and ~ the device. It's got a bomb inside. It's a booby
trap. Get mto a shootlOg match with a squadron of cuilios and then shout 
out: 'Leave that shit behind! Get the wounded oull' Come on let's hear it." 

"Leave that shit behind! Gel the wounded out!" JUlito Perica 
rthearsed. 
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"Perfect, but you've got to make sure the cuilios hear you. Get close 
enough to them before you scream." 

"Then what?" 
"Take a rooster with you. Slit its throat and leave a trail of blood. 

Let them see the blood of the 'wounded· ... 
"And then?" 
"Then, right then, and only when you're sure the cuilios are on your 

heels, get a little stick and push up this switch. Look. Inside this little grate 
you tum on the whole system. Make sure it's up, that it's on. Then leave the 
device on the path. Got it?" 

"Got it, chief." 
"Adilia, come over here. You're going with them too. When you run 

out of there send this message over the radio: 'We've got trouble. We lost 
the package. What do we do?' Repeat it." 

"We've got trouble. We lost the package. What do we do?" rehearsed 
the green-eyed radio operator. 

"Send the message clean, without any code. The operator at the other 
station will be ready. He'll answer: 'Don't talk to me here. Go on such-and
such a frequency.' So you go to that frequency and give him the same 
message, this time in code, understand?" 

"But they know that code." 
"That's why we're using it. The cuilios' computer will decipher the 

message right away. That's what we want. You send the message and then 
add: 'We've got a wounded man'. The other operator will respond: 'Forget 
about the package and pull out with the wounded'." 

Everything was meticulously planned so as not to arouse suspicion. 
Immediately, a report would be sent to the commanders over a more secret 
internal network, also in a code in use for a long time. Atilio would 
communicate with Maria outside the country. He'd give the "bad news" and 
say that we'd have to figure out how to buy another transmitter and get it 
into the country. The point was to make the enemy's entire intelligence 
service absolutely convinced that they had captured Venceremos. 

"Mauricio," Atilio concluded, "you take charge." 
The word he used was garantizar. It's a sacred word for us. The only 

excuse for failing to garantizar is to be dead. Everyone knew what they had 
to do, and Mauricio knew what everyone had to do. He took charge of the 
entire plan. 

Mauricio, Julito Perica, Adilia and the security squad headed off. 
They reached the point where the cui/ios were supposed to have been and 
found no one. That's not unusual for them: they report to their superiors that 
they're where they're supposed to be, but they don't rea1ly go that far, because 
they're afraid. Anyhow, our team had to go in closer to Joateca. At about 
five in the afternoon they found the cuilios and the show began. They ~hot 
back and forth a few times and then came the shout, the rooster, the SWitch 
and the message. 
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From up on the hill, we could hear the gunfight. A minute later 
Adilia's voice came over the communications radio: Xylophone, potato, 
tango, charlie, whisky, delta, stripes. 

"That's the message in code. Everything's going welL" 
Now the green radios, to hear whal the enemy would say. Alilio was 

pacing back and forth like a caged lion, and we were all chewing our nails. 
At long last they were capturing us, capturing Venceremosl 

It came an hour later, without code and with a euphoria we'd never 
heard from them before: 

"Witches Company of Fonseca Battalion reports ... that we've 
captured Venceremos!" 

"What? Repeat!' 
"We captured ~nceremoss equipment! There were 200 of them, 

but we beat the pants ofJthem!" 
Half a minute later: 
"Fonseca Battalion commander calling Charlie Carlos.6 " 

"Go ahead, go ahead," Monterrosa answers. "I hear you. Over." 
"We have captured Radio Venceremos on a ridge ofTizate Hill, in 

the jurisdiction of Joateca, at such-and-such coordinates." 
"Wonderful! Congratulations! Look, take that to Joateca and wait 

Jor orders. I'll be right there." 
They had it. We figured that they spent what was left of the afternoon 

comparing intelligence reports to see if it all checked out. Those of us who 
worked on the broadcasts were told we wouldn't go on air that day. Never, 
in four years of war had such a decision been taken: today there will be no 
programme! 

That night went on for ever. The entire monitoring team spent it 
going back and forth over the dial, waiting for the news. At last it came: 

News flash! The army just reported that the clandestine Radio 
Venceremos was captured a few hours ago in TIzate, Joateca, after fierce 
combat. More details from our correspondent in San Miguel! 

We sat in a circle in the big canvas military tent where we all slept. 
Atilio was bursting, more excited than ever. He wasn't sleepy, so he started 
telling stories about when he was a student, about the boys in his barrio, 
Santa Anita in the capital, about when they'd watch the girls on the comer 
in high school, about the student struggles in 1970, about the first urban 
guerrilla cells, about Rafael Arce Zablah, the ERP's first leader who was 
killed in combat in '75. 

"If lito had lived ... !" 
It was late. People deserted him one by one. Eventually I gave in too 

and went off to sleep. 1 can't remember what other stories AtiJio told that 
night 

The next morning the Voice of America, after its usual and unpleasant 
the/ollowing programme is in Spanish, announced its top story: 

• , 
• 
• 
• , 
I 
" , , 
• 
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After so many days of uninterrupted broadcast, Radio ~nceremos 
has stopped transmitting. The Salvadoran Army reports that the 
clandestine station was captured in. .. 

In San Salvadoran the stations-YSU, KL, Sonora - were giving 
the story big play, and of course we were getting coded messages from the 
other organisations, from alanned friends. 

"We'll explain later," was our only response. 
Licho, who was on another mission, called up immediately: "What 

the fuck! What do you mean we lost the station?" 
"We'll explain later." 
The uproarwas growing; the story became more and more triumphant 

One station even put out a news flash that the Venceremos announcers had 
been captured. 

"Did you hear?" said Butterfly, dumbstruck by the news, as she came 
up to Santiago, Marvel and me. 

"What, Butterfly?" 
"The announcers!" 
"But we're the announcers, shrimp! You are Venceremos' announcer! 

Monterrosa's the one who's going to get it!" 
But Monterrosa didn't show. He gave no sign of life. Abraham's 

beetles, the boys ofthe intelligence team, who hadn't slept a wink all night, 
continued on alert in case there was a report of a helicopter coming to pick 
up the captured transmitter. Nothing. All afternoon, nothing. "We'll explain 
later" was becoming an awful lot later, and the situation was turning against 
us. The fighters, demoralised, were sitting by the radio, fixed on our 
frequency, hearing nothing, hoping that we'd come on the air to tell them 
this disaster wasn't true. Their station! Their station captured! That's when 
I realised how much Venceremos meant to them and what's meant by the 
audience empathy you read about. Messages were pouring in, not only from 
the war fronts, but from journalists, allies, people overseas. Jesus! That 
second night of silence nearly drove us mad! 

23 October. We awoke to the same news and the same tension. Atilio 
paced back and forth. He carried a stick and kept slapping it on the palm of 
his hand. He stopped next to Abraham. 

"What do you think? Where have they got it?" 
''They've got it in the town hall in Joateca. Where else?" 
"What would happen if we set it off right now?" 
"Well. .. " 
"Will it work in the helicopter?" 
"Let's hope so, hombre. It'll work." . 
"If it doesn't, we're the biggest jerks in the world. We're handtng 

them the victory they didn't get in Pericen! Even if what they picked ,up 
isn't the real thing, who's going to believe it when they show off the deVIce 
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and we've stopped broadcasting? Who is going to explain that it was all a 
Jl1isunderstanding, a booby trap that trapped us?" 

Just then, a helicopter appears. We pick up a helicopter's radio. It's 
nine in the morning. 

"Who is it?" AtHio asks. 
"J don't know," says Abraham. "He hasn't identified himself." 
"Then it must be Monterrosa, because he's the only one of them who 

is careful never to identify himself." 
"No, it's not him," a young radio operator butts in. 
"Why not?" says AtHio impatiently. 
"It isn't him," the kid insists. "I know the voice of Monterrosa's 

pilot. That's not him." 
"Do you have it recorded?" 
"Yup, listen." 
They sit down and listen to the tape, and agree that it isn't him. 
"But, suppose it is? Let's go up above!" 
Atilio, the commanders and all the rest of us climbed uphill a few 

metres to the highest point, where the radio operators were set up for strategic 
communications. From there we had a panoramic view of the valley, with 
Joateca in the distance. Mauricio carried the remote control, the radio
detonator, and EI Cheje had the aerial, a directional aerial that the technicians 
built just for this operation. 

The helicopter comes into view, lands in Joateca, stays there a few 
minutes. It takes off and, when it starts back towards San Miguel, the 
8IgUm.ents begin. 

"Suppose we fire and that isn't it?" 
"And if we don't fire and it is?" 
Since the kid insisted that it wasn't him, they believed him and didn't 

shoot. The little guy was right, because later on we learned that the helicopter 
was carrying medical personnel who had gone in to pick up a wOWlded 
man. 

At noon, Radio Sonora in the capital announced an interview with 
Lieutenant Colonel Domingo Monterrosa Barrios. We leapt from our posts 
and surrounded the radio. 

Journalist: How is the operation north of the Torola River going, 
Colonel Monterrosa? 

Monterrosa: Well, what we're doing is not just any old operation. 
It :v a region-wide action. It :v going weli. 

Journalist: How long do you think the operation wiJi last? 
Monterrosa: We're going in to stay. As I said, this time it:V different. 

We Te not going to leave like the other times. 
Journalist: What:V the story on Vf:!nceremos? 
Monterrosa: It:V true, we've captured Radio Vf:!nceremos. HI like to 

say that the myth of Morazan is over. We've given the Witches of the 
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Fonseca Battalion who achieved this foat a well·deserved one-month 
furlough. This afternoon atfour o'clock I've asked the nation~l press 
and foreign correspondents to come to the Third Infantry Brigade in 
San Miguel. I will show them the radio personally. 

He was coming! He had to come to pick up his troph~! Or would he 
send someone else to Joateca to get it? Damn! We were l~ an agony of 
enthusiasm and nerves. The whole camp was counting the rmnutes on their 
fingers, counting the seconds. No one cou.ld eve~ .think about :ating. 
Everyone was watching the sky, the clouds, Just waiting to catch Sight of 
him. 

At about two o'clock we picked up a helicopter approaching. 
"Now that one is Monterrosa's pilot," said the same kid as before. 
"Did he actually say so?" Atilio asked. 
''No, he didn't say so, but it's his voice." . 
"The kid's right," Abraham interrupted. "I'll put my balls on an anvil 

that's him." . . 
The helicopter was on its way. From our hill we watched It all like 

on a big movie screen. We saw as the helicopter approache~ hovered, settled 
down and disappeared into the town. Of Joateca, as I said, we could only 
see the church belfry. 

The helicopter flew up over Joateca. 
"Is Monterrosa on it?" Atilio asked 
"I don't know," the radio operator answered. "They haven't said so. 

But it's his pilot." . " 
"Where the dog goes, so goes the master. Get eve~~tng re~dy. 
There was EI Cheje with his aerial lined up, MaunclO looking ten 

years younger, Atilio truly thrilled, Chiquito flushed with tensi~n. Everyone 
feverish with the excitement of that decisive moment. The helicopter came 
towards us. 

"Fire, Mauricio!" Atilio orders. "Fire!" . . 
Mauricio pushes the button of the radi<Hietonator, he pushes It agam, 

and nothing happens. . . .. " 
"Fire, 1 tell you!" Atilio screams. "CheJe, aim It nght! . 
El Cheje, holding his aerial as ifit were a rocket launcher, foUowmg 

that point in the sky. Mauricio pushing the bu~on SA? hard he nearly breaks 
the switch. But the helicopter peacefully contmues Its course. . . 

The silence that followed was a sonofabitch. MaunciO aged a 
thousand years. EI Cheje wanted to hang himself from the highest tree. It 
was Chiquito who said: "We blew it." 

Mauricio started checking the remote control, to s:e if it .was the 
circuit or the connection to the aerial or what it was that faded. HIS hands 
were shaking. 

"Wait, Mauricio," Atilio said. "Isn't there a failsafe?" 

"Yes." 
"How high is that bird now?" 
"Over three hundred metres." 
"And the altimeter?" 
"1 don't knOw. It didn't work either." 
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"jjPuta!F' was the last thing Atilio said, and he stalked off. 
Chiquito, demoralised, slumped down in some tall grass. lulito 

Perica buried his face in his hands. I remember old German, our political 
officer, going off towards the kitchen: "At wakes they serve coffee. Anybody 
want any?" 

Right then Atilio jumps up as ifhe had springs in his butt. 
"Mauricio, come here!" 
The aged, ruined technician comes over, dragging his feet. 
"Mauricio, what would happen if we had a radio operator in Joateca 

now and we wanted to talk to him? Could we establish conununications 
with him?" 

"It would be possible from a height. lfhe climbed up in the church 
belfry, because the town is down in that hollow, boxed in, and radio waves 
travel in a straight line ... " 

"It's difficult?" 
"Yes." 
"The transmitter is still in Joateca!" Atilio shouts. "That's the 

problem! They haven't taken it out of Joateca!" 
"Then they must have discovered the bomb." 
"No hombre, how could they have discovered it? They would have 

reported that over the radio." 
"So why didn't it blow up on the ground?" asks Julito. 
''That's why, because it can't. There's no direct line. Monterrosa is 

still in loateca!" 
Atilio goes over and shakes Chiquito. 
"Chiquito, it didn't work because the device is still there." 
"And I'm still here." 
"Don't be a crybaby. Come on, get up!" 
WhileAtilio is explaining and arguing, we hear the sound of an other 

helicopter approaching from San Miguel. It's quarter to four. 
"You see? There he is! Let's go Mauricio, get moving, check the 

cables! Cheje!" 
Everyone on their feet again, and the excitement begins all over again. 

When the helicopter calls in, our operator confirms it: "That's Monterrosa's 
bird. Same pilot." 

The speculation begins. Didn't he come on the first flight? Or did 
he conte and not go? Where is he, on the ground or in the air? One thing for 
sure, his helicopter was making its approach. It landed again in loateca. 
Those minutes while the helicopter was down and we couldn't see it...! 
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Atilio is a very tall man and Chiquito is like his name, tiny. There were the 
two chiefs, big and small, each with his eyes on Joateca. Atilio didn't lower 
his binoculars even for a second. 

Another kid comes over, another of Abraham's radio operators who 
are busy scanning everything with the seven communications radios we 
captured from the enemy. 

"From the Third Brigade they're telling Monterrosa that the press is 
all waiting for him." 

"So he is in Joateca!" Atilio screams. ''Now his time has cornel" 
The helicopter starts climbing into that blue sky. It starts moving 

horizontally. When we have it in front of us, exactly in front of us, Atilio 
orders: 

"Mauricio ... fire'" 
A£ soon as he says it 1 see a ball of fire, a huge ball offire that sends 

showers of flames out the sides. 
Have you ever heard the Brazilian soccer team score a goal in 

Maracana stadium? That's what the yelling was like! Chiquito wrapped his 
anns around Atilio. Mauricio and El Cheje were hugging each other. The 
radio operators, the kids, everyone in the command post in one big cheer, 
hugging and kissing each other like at a wedding! 

"Long live Morazan! Long live the FMLN!" .. . 
German climbed downhill to tell the rest of the camp w31ting 10 the 

kitchen, since everyone couldn't fit up above, and from the kitchen another 
uproar arose. 

"Silence!" says Abraham. "Shut up!" 
"Have they said it yet?" Atilio asks. 
''They haven't said anything." . 
You see, with all this cheering all we knew was that a helicopter had 

been downed. We had to confinn that Monterrosa was on board. We were 
all sure. But the devil has his devilish ways. 

Once again it was quiet, as everyone waited by the green radios to 
hear what the enemy would say. About twenty minutes later, the voice oft.he 
head of the battalion in Joateca requested communication with the ThmJ 
Brigade in San Miguel. 

"Send me a bird immediately." 
"Wejust sent one. What happened?" 
"Look, this is an emergency. Send me a bird immediately." 
"What sort of emergency?" 
"We've had problems with the bird youjust sent." 
"Where ... where was Charlie Carlos travelling?" 
''Affirmative. Affirmative. Hurry." . 
Again we staned yelling and screaming! A goal scored in the s~dlum 

of the world! Our guerrilla camp went wild! Atilio then called Letl, whO 
was in charge of communications on the front. 
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"Send a message to all the stations that we just got Domingo 
Monterrosa, the murderer." 

H.is helicopter ~ell right between Joateca and El Mozote, where he 
bad.c0nurutted ~ne of his worst crimes. He and his "Angels of Death", as 
be liked .to call hiS Adacatl Battalion, went to EI Mozote. He gave the order 
to machlO~gun the very people he had asked to congregate in the church. 
He auth?nsed the rapes, ~e laughed at the children stuck with bayonets and 
thrown lD!O the ovens alive. He did all that. In December of '81 alone, a 
Ibousand mnocent people were murdered very close to where he had just 
been blown to pieces in his helicopter, at 4:15 in the afternoon of that 
Judgement day, 23 October, 1984. 

Atilio ran over to the strategic communications centre to talk with 
Marla overseas. 

"We got Monterrosa!" 
"Are you serious?" 
"Absolutely. You've got to telephone the stations here and tell them 

thatVenceremos will go on air right now, at six o'clock. Tell them we have 
• surprise for the journalists who are still waiting for Monterrosa at the 
Third Brigade in San Miguel!" 

"Is it confinned?" 
"Absolutely con finned. " 
"So the .colonel didn't read the story of the Trojan horse in time." 
That's nght, the Trojan horse. Never had an ancient legend of war 

aeemed on target. In a few minutes we learned that it wasn't only Monterrosa. 
Other Trojans were with him. 

"So Charlie Carlos was there?" 
"Affirmative. That's right." 
"Listen, and my Charlie too?" asks the one from the Atlacatl 

Banalion. 
''Affirmative. Your Charlie was there." 
On board the helicopter was Major Annando Azmitia Domingo 

Mont~'s assistant and successor, who took over the Atlaca~1 Battalion 
"'ben hiS ~s was promoted! Azmitia, the best hope of the Salvadoran 
Army, considered by many to be just like Monterrosa only better! 

"Listen, was my Charlie there too?" asks the one/rom Gotera. 
"Affirmative. " 
What? Calito too? Lieutenant Colonel Herson Calito well-known 

bastard, commander of Military Detachment Number Four! ' 
''And my Charlie?" 
Another asks, and then another. All the strategic commanders of the 

lo~la ly operation were dead! The six heads of battalions, Monterrosa's 
entire high command, the ones he had trained, his key men in that crazy 
Operation he and the gringos had designed! He'd called them all to come to 
Joateca to witness the unveiling of the captured Venceremos! He'd also 
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invited a military priest to congratulate the soldiers and bless their victory. 
He'd brought along a journalist from COPREFA1, a cameraman and a 
soundman to film the moment when Monterrosa personally helped carry 
the transmitter-bomb into the helicopter. They and their lieutenant colonel 
the gringos' Rambo in EI Salvador, were all dead The oruy one who missed 
the appoinnnent was James Steele, head of the US advisers, who ran the 
Torola IV operation along with Monterrosa. Not even the devil wanted to 
have him. 

"Set up Venceremos, we've got to go on air at six on the dotl" 
I will never forget that broadcast. Even though it was October and 

the rainy season, the sky in Morazan was choked with stars. A thousand of 
them had names. 

We dec/are thiS day 23 October a day 0/ vindication/or the patriotic 
martyrs murdered in EJ Mozote, La Joya, Los ToriJes, Poza Honda and 
all the hamlets and villages 0/ Morazan where this executiQner 
massacred so many innocent lives. This is Radio Venceremos, 
indestrnctible like our people! 

When the programme was over, Atilio called us all together: "Now, 
get the band and let's have a big party! We aren't going to celebrate the 
death of a man, we're going to celebrate the people who'l1live now that 
he's gone!" 

Footnotes 

I Francisco Martinez, killed in combat on 28 March 1982 in Usu1utan. 
1 An Americanadventurer who invaded Central America in 1855 with an armyof 

mercenaries. 
l Rafael Arce Zablah Brigade, the elite fighting force of the ERP. 
~ The Revolutionary Workers Party of Central America, one of the five member 

Organisations of the FMLN. 
S Salvadoran rcvolurionaryofthe 1920s and 30s, after whom the FMLN is named 
b Monterrosa's nom de guerre. 
7 The press office of the Salvadoran Armed Forces. 



rules they have go about using radio. If you are in the United States, go 
to the website of the Federal Communications Commission (www.fcc.
gov). There, if you take the time to wade through all the bureaucratic 
jargon, is all the information about what authorized organizations use 
which frequencies in your area (In the United States, only ultra-low 
power transmissions that cover rooms are allowed without an elaborate 
and costly application processes). You also want to repeatedly listen 
to the FM stations or CB channels that you are considering using, as 
unauthorized organizations might also be using the frequency you 
choose, sometimes only occasionally or for a few hours a day. In New 
York City, for instance, one unauthorized station on 91.9-FM microcasts 
between 10 p.m. and midnight every day for over five years. 

If looking for an FM frequency to use in a rural area, you should use a 
third-adjacent frequency if possible. That means, if you hear a station 
on, say, 88.9-FM, then you want to be three stations away, on either 
88.3-FM or 89.5-FM (radio stations are on odd-numbered frequencies 
in the U.S.). In urban areas, the radio spectrum is likely so crowded 
you will have to be on a second-adjacent frequency, either 88.5-FM 
or 89.3-FM. You never want to be only one station away, on 88.7-FM 
or 89.1-FM, as that is a sure way to interfere with another station, or, 
more likely, to have your signal drowned out by the other station. You 
want to make sure you are separated from other signals on both sides 
of your frequency. Most FM radio receivers can tune in between 88.1 
and 107.9, so you probably want to choose one from those parameters. 
87.7, additionally, can be picked up by many radio receivers, and also is 
where audio for Channel 6 on American televisions lies. So if there is no 
Channel 6 TV station in your area, you can use televisions as radios to 
receive your audio signal if you transmit on 87.7-FM. 

Choosing a transmitter 

After you figure out what you will microcast, and on which frequency, 
you need a transmitter. Do you feel comfortable soldering a kit together 
from scratch, or do you need a transmitter built for you, so you can just 
plug it in and start your show? No matter what type, your transmitter will 
have three connections to outside equipment: one to a power supply, 
one to an antenna, and one to an audio source. Here’s a very brief 
survey of a few FM transmitter kits and plug-and-play models available, 
and make sure to get one that includes a low-pass filter: 

VERONICA
www.veronica.co.uk
Veronica makes the best transmitters, if you want to spend money 
on a pre-built transmitter that works perfectly. Many of independent 

Microcasting Basics
By Tom Roe

While there are countless reasons to launch a low-power FM 
transmission, CB communication, or walkie-talkie message, there’s 
only one way to send that signal: someone makes a noise and sends 
it through an array of electronic parts that create a wireless wave of 
electromagnetic energy, which is released through an antenna. While 
ìmicrocastingî is not difficult, it is an exact science where the signalís 
path cannot be interrupted, so it is important to do it correctly. 

Microcasting is just like broadcasting, except not as powerful. There 
is no universally identified line in the sand between what constitutes a 
low-power microcast, and a large broadcast (in the United States, 100 
watts serves as a dividing line among FM transmitters). In general, 
microcast transmissions cover rooms, buildings, or neighborhoods, 
while broadcasts reach entire cities and large regions. Short wave (also 
known as Ham radio) communication is broadcasting, as the signals 
can be sent around the world. FM radio can be either, from 100,000-
watt transmitters sending signals from giant towers, to a tiny, cigarette 
lighter-size transmitter that lets you hear your iPod on your car stereo. 
Microcasting, largely the focus of this essay, can be done quickly, easily, 
cheaply, and can be made into a mobile operation. It also works well in 
conjunction with other transmissions on other parts of the spectrum, to 
create relay stations, field reports, and to add other voices. Setting up 
a full-time station could cost between $1,000 and $1,500, depending 
on what you are attempting. You need a microphone, a mixer, various 
audio components (CD player, computer, turntables, etc.), a transmitter, 
power supply, coaxial cable, antenna, limiter/compressor, and power 
supply. 

What are you putting on the air? 

Whether you are interested in setting up a full-time radio station or a 
one-day art installation, you should start first by thinking about your 
content. This may be in conjunction with a large group, an entire 
community of listeners, or just yourself. But there’s not much point 
going to the lengths described below if you donít have well-considered 
content to bestow. 

Choosing a frequency 

You need to select a frequency and learn more about legal regulations 
in your area. First, search your radio dial for empty spots. Then find out 
what government body regulates the airwaves in your country, and what 



transmitter builders use their parts, as they are the best made 
transmitters available. They also have kits available. 

BROADCAST WAREHOUSE
www.broadcastwarehouse.com
Broadcast Warehouse has good transmitters and kits. Best buy is a 1-
watt with only minimal soldering that anyone can do. 

FREE RADIO BERKELEY
www.freeradio.org/
Free Radio Berkeley’s Stephen Dunifer leads the microradio movement, 
and makes good transmitters, and often gives classes and lectures. 

TETSUO KOGAWA SCHEMATICS
http://anarchy.k2.tku.ac.jp/radio/
Kogawa kickstarted the microradio movement during the 1980s in 
Japan, and his site has extensive designs and do-it-yourself advice for 
those not afraid of soldering delicate electronics. 

RAMSEY
www.ramseyelectronics.com
Ramsey makes the cheapest do-it-yourself kits. This may be a good 
place to buy a cheap transmitter kit and learn to solder. 

Also, check online auction sites, as many different types of transmitters 
are available there. While a transmitter from an auction site should 
be ready to turn on and come with the necessary accoutrements (see 
below), many of the others might require minimum soldering, or you will 
need additional equipment. 

Once you figure out which transmitter or kit is best for your needs and 
skills, and the transmitter has arrived and you have put it together, you 
still need a few other things. For one, get a small fan, and aim it at your 
transmitter during use so it does not overheat. 

Power supply 

You will also need a power supply. Most likely you have a transmitter 
that requires a 12-14 volt power supply. You can either get a small 12 
volt lead-acid battery that is very mobile but will last only a few hours 
(rechargeable batteries are recommended), or a  supply that plugs into 
an outlet. Most likely your transmitter will have a black wire and a red 
wire that each need to be attached to the battery or power supply. Make 
sure you attach the red to the positive post and the black wire to the 
negative post, or you will break your transmitter beyond repair. 

Antenna 

Donít plug in your transmitter yet, though. You also need an antenna. 
Never hook up your transmitter without an antenna. Your transmitter is 
creating a wireless wave, and your antenna is necessary to release it. If 
the wave is trapped, it will ruin your transmitter. 

There are a variety of antenna possibilities. Do you want to transmit 
in all directions, or are you targeting a specific area? Again, do you 
feel comfortable making your own antenna, or do you need to buy one 
ready-to-go? Building a receiving antenna is fairly easy, as anything 
that conducts electricity is an antenna (your body, for instance, could be 
an antenna, but not a very good one). Transmitting antennae are more 
complicated, as they must be made to match the size of the wave you 
are creating. Dipole antenna are a common type for omni-directional 
transmissions, and Yagis are better suited for directional microcasting. 
Comet makes an antenna that is relatively easy to use and perfect for 
repeated mobile operations. Attach a 50-ohm coaxial cable (available at 
electronics shops as RG211 coaxial cable with PL259 plugs, make sure 
not to get the more common 75-ohm coaxial cable) to your transmitter 
and to the antenna. Your signal will be more efficient with a shorter 
length coaxial cable. Then use the chart included to set the length of the 
antennaís main pole to match the wave created by the frequency you 
choose. Here are a few antennae resources:
http://www.cometantenna.com/
http://www.qsl.net/sv5byr/slimjim.htm
http://www.pcs-electronics.com/en/guide.php?sub=antennas

You should also get a small SWR meter. SWR stands for standing wave 
ratio, and measures how efficiently your antenna is working. If it gives a 
bad reading, you adjust the length of your antenna to better match the 
wave of the frequency you are using. You hook it up in line with an extra 
coaxial cable between your transmitter and your antenna. Then you set 
it to “Forward,” and tune it to your frequency by moving the dial until the 
meter is at zero. Then flip it to “Reflect” or “Reflective Power” and see 
what your reading is. It should be as close to one as possible. You can 
adjust the length of your antenna to get a better reading, and send a 
more efficient signal. A frequency counter is also useful to insure your 
frequency is not fluctuating.

If your aim is to cover as much territory as you can, you want to mount 
your antenna as high as possible. Effective radiatied power (ERP) is 
measured by multiplying the power of your transmitter (how many watts) 



by the height of the antenna above average terrain (HAAT). The higher 
your FM antenna, the farther your signal will travel. Be careful hanging 
antennae, as winds will bring down any that are poorly installed. If your 
goal is just to cover a room or a building, you may not need an antenna, 
but can use a dummy load. A dummy load attaches to the coaxial 
connection on your transmitter in the same way as an antenna, and 
allows the electromagnetic power to leave the transmitter by dissipating 
all tranmistted power in the form of heat. It is basically a heat sink, that 
absorbs the energy created by your signal by simulating a antenna 
impedance of 50 ohms. You can buy one for $100-$200, or you can 
make one yourself with a coffee can, a few electronics, and vegetable 
oil to aborb the heat. You should have one to test your equipment, as 
you can use it without running at full power. 

Audio source 

Once you have a transmitter, antenna, and power supply, you are ready 
to send your transmitter audio. Never turn on your transmitter unless it 
is connected to the antenna, power supply, and an active audio source. 
That audio source should never be too powerful, or overdriven, as 
that will cause your signal to be distorted. You should run your audio 
into some sort of audio mixer. You should never let that signal get into 
the red on your mixerís level readings. When your signal is in the red, 
it will sound distorted to radio listeners. If possible, connect a limiter/
compressor to the audio after it leaves the mixer and before it gets to 
the transmitter. This will eliminate the possibility of your signal distorting, 
sending even levels to your transmitter no matter who is using your 
equipment. Also, make sure that your audio wires are not crossing your 
electric wires, and keep them all neat and orderly to eliminate ground 
hums. 

Other possibilities

Now that you have set up your microcast, consider integrating other 
transmissions into your project. Perhaps you want a remote studio, in 
a different location from your transmitter. Special relay transmitters are 
now being designed for microcasters that make this very easy. You 
could also use internet web streaming, cell phones, walkie-talkies (in 
the U.S., these frequencies are called Family Radio Services, or FRS) 
or Citizenís Band radios. All these forms can be reconfigured to accept 
line-in audio, or already come with everything you need to make an 
remote studio. Always check local regulations to see what is legal on 
these bands in your area.



Steve Goodman 



The tower block, condemned as a vertical slum by a Control that would 

rather update its architectural dimension into forms more amenable 
to representation . . . becomes an "inCUbator." The thicker the forest of 

towers, the more antennae perched above the city, the more the Radi

ant City, botched, radiates. 

Matt F ullllr. Media E c<>iOf1ies' 

The summer of 2003. holed up in a small room on the 12,h floor of a resi

dential tower block in Bow, East London, the sweat running down t he inside 

of the walls. The floor is carpeted in grime and dust. The room is built inside 
a larger room. a hastily constructed endo-architecture to cocoon the studio, 

protecting the pirate transmission and transmitters from intruders. The 
eJectrics are sporadic but functional . A decimated fan makes what little air 

there is, circulate in the room, generating a turbulent microclimate of dust 
and smoke. Wires snake theirway out of messily drilled holes (also working 

as steam valves) , out through windows, tra.illng and flapping against the 

outside of the block, leading up to the transmitter on the roof. Inside this 
pirate radio studio, the megalopolis is screaming through the MCs, at a ra.p

id rate, which seems to exceed the limits of the human system of vocaliza
tion. The pressure of millions channelled via a few moutbs. They ca.ll out the 

name of their rivals in a lyrical assault and battery so cutting, so acerbic 

that even the DJ winces at the verhal violence as he drags the record back
wards, halting the proceedings only to return to the edge and roll again, this 

time building the intensity level that little hit higher. 

For a Inoment, the scene freezes. The MC stops insulting and becomes 
an "encryptor."· His mouth becomes a modem, transmitting an asignifying 

stream of digits to the a.udience distributed across London·s airwaves: "out 

to the 365, the 768, the 976, 315 .. . " Signa.lling that you are locked into the 
station's transmission is made via phoning tl:e studio number. letting it 
ring once , then hanging up. Acknowledgement orthis E:ignal is provided by 

the host{DJ/MC reciting the last 3 digits of phone numbers from his log of 

missed calls on the studio handset. The connection made, the transmission 
swells, the rate of text messages incoming to the studio escalates, while the 

studio phone vibrates. Matt Fpller h as noted how, within the media ecology 

of pirate radio, mobile phone rings "have developed as a way to use the tele
communications architecture at no cost to receiver or sender and to pro

cess a relatively large number of feedback signals at speed .. . they work as 
password. In this case, they don't so much allow the user to ga.i.n access 

they are that access. '" Unusua.lly, one ca.ller persists. A private number. 
Most callers hang up on one ring, the missed call functioning as a request 

code for the OJ to rewind the current track to the beginning. But the phone 

keeps ringing. The MC's foeus shifts from his riva.ls to the DTI (Department 
of Trade & Industry), a.nd now OUeom,' the branch of the British state re-

49 sponsible for policing the radio spectrum. '·You know how we do . .. no pri-



vate numbers. OTI g et bunl" Answeringthe mohile phone to a private num
ber potentio.lly allows OHearn, monitoring signaJ transmissions via tbe air

waves, to locate the studio much easier. A whole circuit of connection and 

disconnections, of contact and evasions. A veritable sonic war machine 

temporarily occupying a slice of radiophonic territory, hacking tbe nation

al grid in a logistics of infection. Qffcom, a centralized radio disease control 

agency monitoring outbreaks of "viracy" in the frequency spectrum. 

Although London pirate radio has its own specific history of predator 
and prey, OHearn's low intensity war on "viracy" now converges with a glob

al tendency that has been tagged "war in the age of pirate replication,"3 Pi

racy, in all its strains, pulses blocks of affect in from the system periphery, 

either external or internal, fe eding the viral nature of digital capitalism. 

The auditory dim.enslon of this viral culture is exemplified by the conta

gious transmissions of East London pirate radio. Conceptually, aset ofprob

lems is thrown up by this focus , problems that demand piecing together a 

specifically tuned methodology. We call this methodology. "audio vi.rolo

gy. " . im.plying the transcription of the dialectical terIIlinology of "under" 

ground" and "mainstream" sectors of the music industry into a materialist 

ecology of sonic markets and anti-markets; individual armts or producers, 

fo r example, b ecome carriers, events become epidemiological incidents, 

scenes become fields of contagion, trade, an exchange of contagious sonic 

fluids or particles, radio a literal transmission network, mixtapes, CDs and 

vinyl as contamination vectors, and acoustic cyberspace, in both its analog 

and digital d omains. becomes an epidemiological field of affective conta.-

gion, 

The first problem confronted by an audio virology concerns this plan

e tary context of "war in the age of pirate replication." The early 21st century 

is . r~ ~ ~e to be an audio pirate, whatever the strain. Under the slogan 

of piracy!!nds tW'roris~ ," the war on terror has made a point of forging 

toget:tle"T"" the vast secret economies of pirated media (producing millions of 

unlicensed copies of CDs & DVDs p articularly from South East Asia), anony

mous, illegal online file trading (using an array of p2p platforms) with ubiq

uitou s, decentralized insurgency networks such as AI Quaeda. From the 

p oint of view of agencies of control atte!Dptrng to produce one global sys

tem, this multitude of targets is linked via the gen eral dread of trans-medial 

viral invasion - e lectromagnetic, biological, terrorist, a udiovisuaL In fact, 

the virus constitutes the !Dodel for all threats to cybernetio control societ

ies. Ubiquitous digitalization has intensified pirate replication, fuelling the 

viral nature of cybernetic capitalism. During the first wave of mp3 panic/ex

citement, gangsta rapper Ice T compared the fi le format to a biological 

weapon unra.veling the cell walls of a global organism constituted by the 

!Dajor entertainment megacorps. Yet there is no necessary contradiction 

between unrestrained file trading and the subsequent reterritorial.iza.tion 

. of this into pay-foI"downloads - merely a change in speed of propaga.tion. 50 
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Trading activity Is ohanneled through a labyrinth of c redit card transac

tions. s lowing transmission but simultaneously untapping a. potentiaJ (or 

escalation both by feeding cash back into production labs and bolstering 

the zone of parasitic mediation which sustains corporate bodies in capital· 
Izing on and monopolizing mass listening. 

A second, and related problem derives (rom the politicized discourse 

of underground media. versus mainstrea.m media. and the mutual parasit
Ism between them. Whether as temporary a utonomous zone of pirate uto
pias' in "parasitic rejection'" 0(, or In acampalgn of resistance via "guerrilla 

semiotic wa.rfare"· against major techno-culturaJ networks, the fear is s!.!B:
corporation Into tbe body oftbe beast hich feeds cUils innovations How

ev • sucb form.ula t ion s tend to be overly unilateral. Ignoring the symbiodc 

relationship that oharacterizes emergent media ecologies within the intrin
sically viral culture of late capUalism_ Pirate radio Is parasitic of a state me

dia space only In so flU' as this bandwidth is already colonized by parasitio 

anti-market media systems. Instead of incorporation therefore, modelled 
on the hierarchical binary of underground-mainstream, an audio virology 

Ls concerned with transversal propagation vectors across an a.rray of social 
machines, foc using on somc potentials opened or closed by mutation, and 

transmission channels breeding in the cracks.,g It moves beyond the appar

ent contradiction between the intellectual property protection/radio licens

ing and its violation, (ocusing instead on the complementary, symbiotic 
functioning of th ese media ecologies, expressed in the movements of pirate 

deterrltoriaJ..ization and formaJ.i:wd reterritoriallzation. 

Despite the rhetoric, ~obal and local pirate economics does not mere
ly function as a. "parasitic re·ection of the global ord .. Ra.ther these hybrid 

m s 0 formal and Informal economy a.re the signs of a turbulent glo

balization in wh.1oh waves of innovation sweep In from the periphery, which 
surrounds and transects the core. What is interesting Is where tactical me
dia (locaJ.i:wd DIY pragmatism engaged in jamming, hacking and short cir

cuiting communication grids) at the periphery converges with soundsys

tern c ultures (see Shanty House theory below) and mongrelized music, syn

thesizing ms.ch..lnlc assemblages tuned for affective mobilization. nus leads 
us to the final problem to be untangled by an aud1o~erning the 

affective dimension of pirate radio. According to 6aston B~helar~n an es
say "Reverie and Radlo"(1993) radio engineers s ho be accompanied by 

what he calls a "psychic engineer" to aid In oreating a mode of radio which 
communIcates the unconscious; "it is through them that it will find a. cer

tarnunwerSBJlty, and that i.8 the reason for the paradox: the unconscious is 
something we know little about."" But the average pirate radio broadcast 

from East London oonst:itutes what is m ore accurately described as "arfeo! 

engineering." where the pulsing waves of sonic contagion across tbe radio 
waves are -::processed directly in the body". As Fuller points out, the ~80niO 
unconsciou s is material that is collect:ively produced and is gated and In-



tensified by multiple layers of processing - it becomes malleable , potenti
ated, in reception. These are types of music t hat are fundamentally synthet.

ic. The declare the whole spectrum of vibrations at any seed or fre uency 
subject their inven ve ower. ere r radio listening is short circuit.-
ed to be overridden by the "full- ody-ear-drum" of the skin, and a sometb:nes 

mobile," distributed network of bass delivery systems. ~ara~sonic .. "Wars 

~ replication) are being waged across the planet by 5 ar
~n1Q..gli.crocultures . ..... 

While much of the war against pirate media takes place online, its ear
lier local frontlines across the analog sonic megalopolis persist. As urban 

critic Mike Davis outlines in an essay entitled "Planet of Slums," the demo
graphics of urbanization on 21"' century earth are in terminal transition. 

The key agents in the emergent global configuration are the "new megaoi
ties with populations in excess of 8 million, and, even more spectacularly, 

hypercities with more than 20 million inhabitants ..... as the result of mas

sive unilateral rural-to-urban migration. For the first time in the evolution
ary history of the human species "cities will account for all future world 

population growth, which is expected to peak at about 10 billion in 2050."'~ 

As de 80to notes in "Mysteries of Capital," radio has functioned as m et 

in~~the opportunities of urban living across t~

ral world. ' O Radio, McLuhan's "tribal drum, .... thus acts as a m obilizing call -to urban replica-tiOIl. "The Planet of Slums", for Davis, is composed of "inter-

changeable and spontaneously unique" components. "including t h e bust

ees of Kolkata, the chawls and zopadpattis of Mumbai, the katchi abadis of 
Karachi, the kampungs of Jakarta, the iskwaters of Manila. the shammasas 

of Khartoum, the umjondolos of Durban, the intra-murios of Rabat, the bi

donvilles of Abidjan, the baladis of Cairo, the gecekondus of Ankara, the 
conventillos of Quito, the favelas of Brazil. the villas miseria of Buenos Ai

res and the colonias populares of Mexico City." " This periphery, as turbu

lent zone of bass cultural innovation, does not reside exclusively in the 2nd 

and a '" worlds but transects the core of the world system. The digital wars of 
viral economies thus parallel the massive exchanges of migrant popula

tions, highHghtingthe frayed edges ofMcLuhan's global nervous system as 

it undergoes cellular decomposition, molecular mutation and trade in sonic 
fluids. 

The sonic anarchitecture of these emergent urban entities has usefully 
been tagged by music blogger, Woebot (Matt Ingram) via. what he terms 

"shanty house theory." referring to the coincident music network which 

has arisen out of these planetary locales, from the grime pirate radio sta
tions of East London, Crunk from the Southern US, dancehall from Jamai

ca, Carioca Funk from the Brazilian favelas, Kwaito from South Africa, Reg

gaston from Puerto Rica, etc. 
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For Ingram, 

... shanty House is t he new strain of post World Music engaging in the 

same cultural and social dynamics that have given us Crunk and Grime 

in the first world and Dancehall in JA. Detractors might bemoan the 
need to give Favela Funk, Kwaito and Desi a brand name. However, 

like it or lump it these forms are always going to exist on the peripher
ies of most people in the west's experience of music. If they aren't 

called something specific then they'll be less absorbable in their own 
right, and conversely will be viewed as an extension of World music. 

The concept of "World Music" is inextricably Intertwined with con· 

cepts of the natural, the earthen, and the rooted. However, the new 
wave of global urban music is mercilessly hooligan in it's agenda, syn. 

thetic by choice and necessity, often produced in a crucible of urban 
existence yet more extreme, precarious and violent than that which 

characterises the temperature of New York, London, Ber ,. 

In a somewhat condemning article in the Village Voic OCA, the 

artist whose work masks as a "conferenc&-CeJJ" between these '\iegen6ate 

locales of the planet of slums, Simon Reynolds elucidates the condition of 
shanty house theory as "world-is-a-ghetto musics: impurist genres. .that 

typically suture bastardized vestiges of indigenous folk forms to pirated ele
ments of rap, rave, and bass ·n' booty. Locally rooted but plugged into the 

global media sphere, these scenes don't bother overmuch with sample 
clearances, and viba-wise they typically project ruffneck raucousness leav· 

ened with party·up calls to shake dat ass. They also speak . vividly if oblique

ly, ot a new world disorder where Tupac Shakurvies with Bin Laden as a T· 
shirt icon and terrorists keep in touch via text messaging. , . .., 

Drawing from strains of science flction, epidemiology, and affective 
theories of sonic media, an audio virology is tuned to mapping what Matt 

Fuller has recently termed these "affordances," "potentials" or "activated 
relations" of "media ecologies" within the shifting bio-technical meshwork 

of pirate radio. An a.udio virology focuses on pirate radios zones of trans· 

mission, incubation, its electromagnetic war for bandwidth, its bacterial 

nomadism within the vertical city, its asignifying contagious trade in nu
merical code and sonic fluids, and its power to generate virtual collectivity. 

Instead of merely making connections between individua.l cells, an audio 
virology probes the mutational potential of pirate media, what cell -

lar tr~formatlonshand what new modes of contagj.o,us.Jl~~ 

sonic microcultures m ay provo~e. 
Perhaps the infectivenss of such analog and digital sonic transmis

sions makes them an audio portal into cultural futurity, sifording an opti
mal laboratory for synthesizing modes of collect! ve distribution yettO c-;~ 

53 a'flH"liew soniCcUItUi-"iii machines of joy. Their abstract m achines are never 



purely sonl0, and always possess 8. power of transduction and applica.tion 

into otber social, cultural and economic fI.~o engineer cbange in a ra
dJophOniC Ba.bylon. we must p~ m ore affective attention to the sometimes 

inaudlble," vibratory, farrierj5'US/:s which animate the ba.bel of voices; how 

do the ~e orientations of bass cultures and their deployment of sound 
syst ems, from pirate radio to the dance hall, work to produce invention in 

terms of movement and sensation, What Is this simulta.neously seductive 
yet forceful, contagious listenJngtrans mltted underneath and in between? 
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MAKE YOUR OWN BYP-UNIT---





Dear Recipient, 
 
This is your very own Do-It-Yourself Broadcast-
Your-Podcast manual.
In most cases this manual is accompanied by a 
set of all the neccessary electronics. If not I 
would like to point you to one of the last pages 
of this manual, which lists all the places where 
I found the cheapest parts online. 
It is also accompanied by a DIY BYP match box 
set, to protect your transmitter. And of course 
you’re receiving a couple of stickers on which 
you can write your frequency. These you can 
stick through your neighbourhood to notify your 
neighbours about your broadcasted podcast.

I hope you first of all get the transmitter 
working, then love it a lot, and subsequently 
update your profile on the BYP page, so even 
more people can know about your broadcasted 
podcast.

Have a good day and spread the word!

Lotte Meijer 

19.06.2006 
http://www.broadcastyourpodcast.com 



THE INGREDIENTS

antenna 
wire

a battery clip

BC337 transistor

1 uF polarized capacitor

0.01uF capacitor (2x)

10pF capacitor 

22pF variable capacitor

470 ohm resistor

27k ohm resistor

10k ohm resistor

3.5mm plug with audio cable

copper wire 

a piece of copperboard



To make a transmitter. you need the following elements: 
You should find these all in the little brown bag. 

• a piece of antenna wire (1m)
• a 10 cm piece of 0.8mm copper wire
• a 9 Volt battery connector
• a piece of single sided copper board (5.5 x 6.3 cm)
• a 3.5mm audio plug with cable attached to it.

• a BC337 transistor
• two 0.01 uF capacitors
• a 10 pF capacitor
• a 1 uF polarized capacitor
• a 20pF variable capacitor
• a 470 ohm resistor (yellow - violet - black - black) 
• a 10k ohm resistor (brown - black - black - orange) 
• a 27k ohm resistor (red - violet - black - orange) 

I will refer to the components with the words 
“head”, “leg” and “foot”. You can see on the 
picture on the right here what is what.

TIPS:  

You can see what the value of a capacitor is by looking 

closely at the head of the capacitor. It is usually 

written on there in very small print. 

All resistors are color coded. You will see five bands on 

the resistor, the four color codings ending with brown.

head
leg

foot



THE TOOLS

long-nosed pliers

wire cutters

superglue

soldering iron

spongesolder

a toothpick

a box cutter

a radio

solder

soldering iron rest



To make the transmitter. you need the following tools:

For preparing the board:
• a box cutter (or a similar sharp knife)
• superglue

For building the transmitter:
• long-nosed pliers (for holding and bending the parts)
• wire cutters (for cutting the legs off)
• a soldering iron 
• soldering sponge (or cotton) to clean your iron
• soldering iron rest
• solder wire (thinner is easier)

For using and testing the transmitter:
• a toothpick or other long piece of wood or plastic
• a sounddevice with a 3.5 mm headphone-output
• a radio
• a 9 Volt battery

Make sure you’ve got everything before you start.

 

TIPS

From now on I will refer to the soldering iron as iron.



STEP 1: CUTTING THE BOARD

This board is called single-sided copperboard. Which 
means one side is copper, the other compressed paper.
Eventually you want 1 big piece (5 x 5.5 cm) and 5 small-
er ones (of 10 x 8 mm). [D] 
• Grab your box cutter and something with a straight edge
• Score one long straight 8mm wide strip of your piece of 
copperboard. [A] Repeat this several times until you feel 
you can snap the strip with a pair of pliers. [B] 

Cut/break five pieces out of this strip:
• First pre-cut the lines with your knife, then
• Hold the strip with your wirecutters, and bend/break 
the other part off with the long-nose-pliers [C] 

B

C D

A



STEP 2: GLUEING THE SMALL SQUARES TO THE BOARD

In this step you have to glue the smaller squares to the 
board. 
• First drop five blobs of glue onto the copperboard,  
Three on the bottom, two on the top. Like you see above.
• Then, using your pliers, place the small squares, with 
the copper side up, on the glue drops. 
• Wait till they dry, and while you wait. turn on your 
soldering iron, and wet the sponge a bit. Use the solder-
ing-rest to protect your table from burning.

TIPS 

Really use the pliers. Super glue on your fingers is 

super annoying



STEP 3: WINDING THE COIL

Before you begin the actual transmitter building, you 
need a coil. This coil has to be made of 4 winds of 0.8mm 
copperwire, and the diametre of each wind should be about 
5mm. The mini jack is a perfect tool for this! 
• Grab the piece of 0.8mm copper wire and the mini jack. 
[A] 
• Now twist the wire around the plug 3 times. From the 
top this should look like 4 winds, with the two legs 
sticking out to the bottom. [B] 
• Fold the legs out, so that the wound part, is a bit 
higher than the feet. [C] 
• Because this copperwire is plastic-coated, it will be 
near impossible to solder on. So you have to scratch the 
plastic off the feet with the knife. It is easiest if you 
still hold it attached to the plug. [D]
  

B

C D

A



STEP 4: COVER THE SQUARES IN SOLDER

To make life and soldering easier. It is recommended that 
you first cover the small squares in (melted) solder.
• Hold your hot iron directly onto a copper-square for 
two to three seconds. 
• Then push the solder wire into the point where the 
soldering iron meets the copper. (hold your iron there)
• Keep pushing the solder wire into the board, until the 
entire surface of the little square is covered evenly 
with solder.
• In the rest of the manual, I’ll refer to these smaller 
squares with the names you see written in the picture.

TIPS 

I usually stick my board to the table with a piece of 

tape, so that it doesn’t move when I’m working.

middle-bottom

middle-top

right-bottom

left-bottom

right-top



STEP 5: SOLDER ON THE 10K OHM RESISTOR

Now we start for real. 
• Make one blob of solder on the board a cm below the 
middle-bottom square. [A] 
• Now get the 10k Ohm resistor. This will be the one 
with the color sequence brown black black orange brown, 
and bend its legs with the pliers so that it gets little 
feet. These should be about 1 cm apart and fit between 
the middle-bottom square and the blob below it. [B]
• Heat up the solder on the middle-bottom square until it 
melts
• Hold the resistor with the pliers, and stick one of the 
feet in the hot solder. Take your iron away and wait for 
it to settle. (this should take seconds). [C]
• Now heat the blob below, and stick the other foot of 
the resistor in it.  
• Cut off the bits of feet that are too long. [D]
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TIPS

Make sure the blobs don’t merge into each other. If they 

do: try to separate them, by dragging them out a bit with 

your soldering iron, or use your knife. 

The shorter you make the legs, the further your 

transmitter will transmit.

STEP 6: SOLDER ON THE 27K AND THE 470 OHM RESISTOR

• Put a blob of solder on the board below the right-
bottom square. 
• Grab the 470 Ohm resistor (yellow violet black black 
brown), fold its legs, so it gets feet. Solder one foot 
to the right-bottom square, the other to the blob, and 
cut off the excess feet.
• Now solder the 27k resistor (red violet black orange 
brown) between the middle-bottom square and the middle-
top square.



STEP 7: SOLDER ON THE 10PF CAPACITOR

Now we are going to solder the capacitors. 
• First get the 10pF capacitor. It probably looks a 
lot like the 0.01uF one. You can see the difference in 
the text printed on the head. Usually the 10pF has “10” 
written on it, the 0.01uF has “103”. You might want to 
use a magnifying glass, because the type can be very 
small. 
•  Bend the legs of the capacitor, so that it fits 
between the top & bottom right squares. 
• Now hold it with the pliers. and solder it down.

TIPS 

If you feel like you do not have enough solder, just heat 

up the solder on the square, and stick the solder wire in 

it, to create a larger blob. Feel free to mix it all up 

so it looks pretty and the feet are covered well.



STEP 8: SOLDERING ON THE 0.01UF CAPACITORS

As you read before, you can recognize the 0.01uF 
capacitors, by the number “103” written on its head. 
• Make one blob on the left of the middle-top square, and 
one blob below the middle-bottom square.
• Bend the legs, solder one of the 0.01uF capacitors 
between the top square and the blob to its left. And one 
between the middle-bottom square and the blob below it. 
And once again cut off the excess feet. 

TIPS

Since you’re advanced now, you can also precut the feet. 

this sometimes actually makes it easier, because they 

don’t get in the way of other parts when you try to 

solder them on.



STEP 9: THE POLARIZED CAPACITOR.

The polarized capacitor is special. This one does need to 
be soldered on the right way round. 
• Pick up the polarized capacitor (it is the part with 
the big black head, and the long feet). You will see that 
on one side it has a different color (in this case white) 
band printed with a dash (-) in it. This is its negative 
side. 
• You want to solder the leg on the negative side to the 
left-bottom square, and the other (positive) leg to the 
middle-bottom square. 

TIPS

You can also recognize the negative and positive side of 

the polarized capacitor by the length of its legs. 

The negative leg is shorter.



STEP 10: THE VARIABLE CAPACITOR

Now it is time for the variable capacitor. With this 
part, you can later change the frequency of your 
transmitter, so it is very useful.  
• Try to find it. It is a small green round part with 
three little feet. [A] 
• Fold the feet out to the sides [B] 
• Now you want to solder the middle leg to the right-
top square, [C] and the two legs opposite of each other 
to the copperboard. Watch your fingers, because the part 
gets hot when you’re soldering it. 
• We are now halfway through! [D]
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STEP 11: SOLDERING ON THE COIL

Get the little coil that you made in step 3. This one has 
to be soldered between the top two squares, and it is 
tempting to hold it with your fingers, but that’s a bad 
idea. Soldering on the coil is a bit difficult. 
• Stick the coil to the mini jack with a piece of tape.
• Make sure there is a lot of solder on the middle-top-
square (add a bit if it’s not enough)
• Melt the solder on the middle-top square, and stick one 
foot of the coil in. 
• Do the same with the right-top square and the other 
foot of the coil 
• You can now remove the plug.
  

TIPS

If the solder won’t stick to the feet of the coil you 

need to scratch them a bit more.



STEP 12: ATTACH THE BATTERY CLIP

The battery clip has got two wires attached to it, one 
red, one black. The red is the positive one, the black 
negative.  
• Do not attach the battery to the battery clip
• Make a little blob of solder above the middle-top 
square, and attach the wire sticking out of the black leg 
to it. 
• Solder the foot sticking out of the red leg to the 
middle-top square, 
  



The audio-signal will enter the transmitter through a 
cable with a mini jack attached to it.
• Cut about two cm of thick plastic off the end of the 
cable. You will see one (mono) or two (stereo) core(s) 
covered in colored plastic, and a bunch of wires around 
it. [A] 
• Twist the external wires together.[B] 
• Then strip the plastic about one cm off the core(s) 
(be careful to not cut the wires in it), and twist those 
wires together too. [C] 
• Now solder the core wires to the left-bottom-square, 
and the other to the board. 
Make sure the two do not touch! [D] 

STEP 13: SOLDERING ON THE AUDIO-INPUT
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STEP 14: ATTACHING THE ANTENNA 

So now you’re almost done with the building part. As you 
will understand, the antenna makes the signal go further. 
It does not help to make this thing as long as possible, 
actually every frequency has a preferred antenna length. 
Which I’ll discuss later. 
• First strip a cm of plastic off the antenna-wire, to 
expose the wire. 
• Twist the wire inside to one solid wire
• Solder it to the right-bottom square.
  



STEP 15: THE BC337 TRANSISTOR
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The trickiest part is the BC337 transistor. If this part 
is not the right-way-round, it will not work.  
• You see the part has got three legs. If you keep the 
flat side towards you, the left leg is called “C”, the 
middle one “B”, and the right leg is called “E”. [A] 
• Fold the middle leg towards the front. the right leg 
towards the back-right and the left leg towards the back-
left. [B]
• Now hold the transistor, so that the middle leg, which 
you folded to the front touches the middle-bottom square, 
the right leg touches the right-bottom square, and the 
left leg touches the right-top square. 



STEP 16: TESTING THE TRANSMITTER

It is finally time to test. 
• Turn on your radio, and look for an empty frequency [A]
• Attach your battery to the battery clip. [B]
• Now use the toothpick (or another non-conductive 
(plastic/wooden) stick to turn the little screw on top of 
the variable capacitor slowly until you hear the static 
on your radio disappear. [C]
• Now stick the mini jack into the headphones output of 
a sound device, such as your ipod, cd-player or computer. 
And set that device to play.[D] 

TIPS

Sometimes you have to pick a different frequency. As a 

last resort you can scan the dial to see if you hear your 

ipod anywhere. 
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If you didn’t hear your stuff during testing, you can try 
all the following things:
 
• Check if all your parts are in the right place.  
• Check if polarized capacitor (the black thing in the 
left bottom) has the negative sign to the left. 
• Check if the variable capacitor has its middle leg to 
the square and the others to the board. 
• Wobble all the parts to see that they are attached 
right. if they get a bit loose: put more solder on. Make 
sure that each part makes good contact with the copper 
board or squares. (if possible) 
• Melt the solder on the squares, and sometimes put more 
on, to make sure everything is well-covered/attached. 
• Check if your battery is attached well, and that it is 
not empty.

Test again. If you still don’t hear anything (not even 
scratching if you plug your 3.5mm plug in/out) try the 
following: 
 
• Unsolder and then rotate the BC337 transistor to test 
all possible leg-to-square connections (you can limit 
yourself to the two right squares and the middle-bottom 
one)
• Try a different frequency on your radio, and set it 
louder. 
•  If you still don’t hear anything: Take a picture of 
your transmitter and post to the BYP-forum for help.
http://www.broadcastyourpodcast.com/forum

TROUBLESHOOTING



Once you found a frequency which gives you a good 
reception. You can cut the antenna to the right size to 
make it better.
The length of the antenna should be longer/shorter 
depending on the frequency according to the following 
formula: length in cm = (300 / frequency ) * 25

For example, if you are transmitting on 100FM, you 
antenna should be (300/100) * 25 = 75 cm long.  
• So calculate the length of your antenna by the formula, 
and cut it to the right size 

TIPS

One centimetre is 0.39 inches 

Your transmitter will transmit better when you make the 

antenna as straight as possible

STEP 17: TRIMMING THE ANTENNA



STEP 18: FANCY BOX

Of course now you can put your transmitter in a pretty 
box. I had found a batch of old army flashlights 
from “PERTRIX” in my local army surplus store, which 
functioned as the first BYP holders.. Unfortunately, they 
now ran out and I noticed that they’re sold for 15-50 
Euro’s online. 
So, I’ve included a fold-it-yourself match box, the 
folding should speak for itself. 
• I recommend you to build a little cardboard border 
between the transmitter and the battery, so that if you 
walk around with it, they don’t touch too much. 
• To get the 3.5mm plug through the hole: it isn’t 
possible. You have to unsolder it, stick it through and 
resolder it (right-way-round) to the board. 

 



TIPS FOR USING TRANSMITTER

The frequency of the transmitter can change a bit, 
depending on how full the battery is.
• If you plan to use the transmitter on one steady 
location. It might be smart to buy a 9-12 Volt power 
supply at a local electronics store. You can cut the plug 
at the end off, and solder the wires of the power supply 
to the transmitter. DO NOT let the two wires touch, or 
you’ll blow a fuse. (or more) And do not solder the wires 
while the power supply is plugged in!
 



SHOPPINGLIST

I’ve bought most of the parts in bulk online. The code 
behind the part is the partnumber on the website, to help 
you search. Your local electronics retailer will probably 
also sell these parts. 
 
At http://www.maplin.co.uk I found: 
battery-clips (NE19V) 
copperboard (WF38R) 
22pF variable capacitor (WL70M)

At http://www.rs-components.nl/ I found: 
resistors (149-672, 149-818, 149-868
the BC337 transistor (131-1430) 
10pF capacitors (829-249)
0.01uF capacitors (829-586) 
copperwire (357-772)
antenna wire from flat ribbon cable/wire (105-5281)

I’ve actually bought the flat ribbon cable/wire at my 
local electronics store. That way I didn’t have to buy 30 
metres. There I also found my solder & soldering iron. 
 
The toothpicks, cottonswabs, super glue and 9 Volt 
battery were bought at my local “euroland”, any 
dollarstore would do. 
 
The 3.5mm plugs I got from the russian electronics market 
in Riga. These things can be really expensive. The 
cheapest I’ve found online were from www.markertek.com. 
Part number: M-M-3
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Mini-FM: 

Performing Microscopic Distance 

(An E-Mail Interview with 

Tetsuo Kogawa) 

TetSllo Kogawa with Annmctrie Chandler 

a1ld Norie NelflJlark 

l etsuo Kogawa introduced free radio to Japan in the early 19805 and helped 

found many micromdio smrions (including Radio Polybuckct and Radio 

Home Run) thac were part of the "mini*FM" boom in Japan. Mini-FM uri . 

lizes micropowcrcd transmitters to crcate a micro broadcasting and commu_ 

nication context, acting as an alternative to the mass-med ia , large radio 

stations and global commun ications. 

Question: You've written a number of articles in English on mini-FM (e.g .. 

in I?adio Rethillk and on dlt: Web dmp:llanarchy.transloca l.jp/non-japancsel 

index.lHmb) and morc in Japanese that have not yet been translated. Wt"re 

very interested in the mini-FM phenomenon for a number of reasons, includ

ing rhe relationship between an and act ivism, performance and play, profes

sionalism and "amateurism," disrance,communication, networks, and social 

transformation. 

Our first question has to do with the Japanese context for rhe mini-PM 

movement, including the post- World War 11 historical background. eun 

you d iscuss the specificities that helpe<l shupe the development of mini-H.i ? 

For instance. can you talk about government-controlled media in Japan af

ter World War II , in relation, s.'lY, to concepts and habits of individualism, 

nationalism , citizensh ip, and foreign influence? Can you also address how 

J apanese youth cu lture helped shape the development of mini-FM? 

Tetsuo: The mini-EM movement was encouraged by a number of J apanese 

social and culrural factors. As soon as (he Allied Forces occupied J apan on 

August 15, 1945, (he CiE (Civil Office of Information and Education), parr 

of the GHQ <General Headquarters), brought all the Japanese mass med ia 

under control. The shnrt period of transition jusr after the war paradoxically 

created a radical consciousness of freedom from rhe old system and customs. 

Ironically enough it was particularly via !"'.Iel io, at least at first, that they rri~l 

to educate the J apanese into freedom of speech-that is, in the Wesrern 

modernist sense of democratic, pol itical and religious "freedom." Bur even 

those who were against the US. politics did not r~ject their lifestyle. In 1951 

NHK (Nippon \-1050 Kyokai-Japan Broadcasting Corporation) started tele

vision broadcasting. American pro wrestling fascinared the audiencc. Elec

tric washing mach ines, refrigemrors, electric vacuum cleaners, Coca-Cola, 

Kleenex. and blue jeans became widely popular. To say nothing of Amcrican 

movies and pop music. 

Mini· f M: ~rfonnln.g Microscopic Dj 5tan~ 



Several other long-cerm changes within the mass-media industry srruc

tures, the rechnolosical environment and social consciousness also prepared 

the g round fo r the mini- PM movemem . For me ind ividually, there was both 

my personal imemions and d reams to promote free rad io chat could be in

dependendy conuolled by nonprofessional ordinary cit izens, as well as the 

fact that as a college teacher, I had felt a srrong need for a medium to bridsc 

the isolated communications context of my seminarstudems. By chis I mean 

that after the end of the studem movements in the lare sixties and early sev

enties, fedinss and ideas abom sharing with each other and political and cul

tural collaborat ions were rapid ly decl in ing among students. 

The student movements in the late sixties had oPpoS{-c\ authoritarianism, 

first in the schools and then in sovernmenr and world powers. Infl uenced 

largely by the Cultural Revolution in China, and mixed wi th the impacts of 

various movements such as the American countercul ture, underground che

ater, Prench 1I0filielle t'tIglle cinema aod the Fluxus performances and hap

penings, the studems srarted their rebell ion outside existing parries and 

pol itical organizat ions. The New left student movements had encouraged 

new types of cultu res of solidarity and collaborations among young people, 

includ ing both those who were activisrs and those who were apoli tica l. 

Sometimes national sol idarity seemc<l viable but, as the pressure and re

pression by the police became st ronger, separat ion between g roups devel

oped, with struggles over policy and conflicts berween the fac tions. More 

hard-l ine or extreme Marxist and Leninist ideologies escalated and some of 

the groups started to arm. There were executions of the members of Rengo

Sckigun (rhe Allie<1 Rc<1 Army) in rhe dl"f:p mountain area and then heavy 

g unfights with the police in 1971. These incidents changed t he mood d ras

t ically and destroyed rhe dream of a peaceful ·· revol ution." Espec ially among 

students who belicved in change, the shock was very strong. In this sense, 

the systcm used the incidents very cleverl y to suppress antiescabl ishment 

trends. T he mood of radical change q uickly d isappeared. Disrrust among 

students grew too. 

Soc ial-cu ltural institutions, stich as brtllLdcasters and schools, were unable 

to respond to this situation. The content of rad io and television was still 

fifties-U.S. style and was unable [Q fulfill the needs oflistcners who wanted 

more diverse programming. I thi nk that J apanese broadcasting was st ill 

su onSly controll ed by the state government and therefore the number of 

radiolrelevision stations was fewer in comparison to other advanced indus-

Tet'uo 1(0000wa with Anmnarle Chandler and Norle Neumart -

tr ial countrics. Tn t he late 1970s there were only twO national FM stations. 

There were local FM stat ions bur t heir programs were mostly fra nchi sed from 

the national bro.1dcasters. 

This was very d ifferent from Austral ia, U.S., Canada and Europe where 

hund reds of local and community radio stations provided diverse pro,!;ram

ming on the FM d ia l. It was quite oatu ral that a fee lio,!; of isolat ion becl!ne 

strong while the mindless enthusiasm for spending moncy and massive 

purchasing was escalating. At the same t ime, the postindustrial or service_ 

orientc<i era was start inS. Commodities were becoming more and more per

sonal, rather than group/family-or iented. 

Althoug h Japanese cultu re was labeled and charJ.ctcrized as having an un

critical wl11zai-collect ivity, rhe Sony Walkman (which appeared on the Japan

ese market in 1979) allowl-d people ro ind ividualize technologically even 

without t heir bei ng expl icidy conscioliS of it: 

The pre-war Emperor System replaced the spontaneous, regional and di\"e~ collec

tivity wilh a highly artificial homog<.'nous col k"Ctivit)', wll3t I calJe,;1 ·'''',"wi collee

ri\";ty.n Bal/wi is a special shout and hand gesture of a person or group who bll"Sscs 

the authority (dlC State, rhe Emperor, rhe employer). When a grou p shouts ·'btU/wi" 

wirh one voice, their leader shouts it first, and the others follow. BanZt'Ji collc<rivity 

is nOi spontaneous but manipulated as a cule. TIlis manipulllle<:1 collectivity was es

pecially organized afcer the middlt.'" ofche Mei ji era, around 1890, by means of total 

integration of the educational system , the military system and famil), life into the 

Emperor System. Harun; l3efu, Yoshio Sugimon o, Ross M OUtT and others re-

vea.l('(\ that such stereotypes of the Japanese as workaholics or '·devoting the self to 

che group" are nm spontaneous social patternS but politicall)henomcna, which are 

largely imposcxi from above by the authority. I 

The rapid spread of personal car ownership also chang{-d the homogenous 

g roup-oriented tendencies into a kind of individual ism. The gradually esca

lati ng economy changc<1 the hOllsing situation, too. As the large f..'lmily d is

apPl'arecl and the percentage of women workers grew, the nuclear f.1mily 

became popu lar. The number of one-child famil ies was also increasing. This 

furt her intensified Japanese individualism. I once naml-cl such a peculiar in

d ividualism "electron ic individualism." Later on, this notion had a popular 

term ,o/(lk", and it sp read outs ide the country. 

Mini· FM: F'ffforming Mlcro5COpic Distancf 



A commentator on youth popular culture, Akio N akamori, recognized a 

new type of youth emerging, where they called each mher "otokll" instead of 

"you." They wefe possessed by a man ia for com ics, movies, etc. Nakamori 

started a column , "A Study of'O/ukll,·n in 1983 in his magazine Tokyo Olono 

Club. Later on, mass-ci rculated newspapers and television adopted this term. 

This was the period when personal computers started to become popular and 

the means for vi rcual communication ra ther than face-to-face was becom ing 

inceresti ng and distance cultures began. Mov ies like lJei llg T here ( 197 9) , 

Blade !?fII/IIer( 1982) and VidetX/rome (1983) were favori tes amongst the ofaku. 

This term QlnkU became popular in the English vernacular of popu lar cul

cure in nineties magazines such as \Viredwhere it was used synonymously fot 

nerd. emphasizing a monomaniacal interest in computers, TV games, ani

mations. and collecting gadgetS. Otnkll has other meanings, however. Otnky 

in J (lpanese originally meant "your house." Bm it could also be underswod 

as a personal pronoun meaning "you" as well. T he difference between the 

common understanding of ··you·· and Q/(Jku is that Qlakll has a connotation of 

slight distance. 

Q uestion : Can you talk further about how this Q/akll mentality and the 

gloomy political situation played a role in your developing interest in ele<:

tronic art and radio? 

T Cl S UO: I starred experimenrs using electronic devices in my semi nars in 

April 1980 JUSt after I came back from New York. From rhe mid- 1970s to 

March 1980 I spene many years in New York as an ACLS (American Coun

cil of Learned Societies) fellow to the Department of Soc iology ar New York 

Uni versity. Maybe th is was my id iosyncratic memory of that feverish era and 

my experience in New York where people of d ifferent backgrounds and lan

guages talked , both in a fri end ly way and aggressively, but my seminar class

room felt tOO quiet. Although people were kind and wanted to talk to each 

other, they hesitated to calk directly because they were too reserve<1 ("shy") 

and sensitive about cutti ng in on others. This behavior is not abnormal bm 

is actually a part of Japanese cu lmre rh(lt 1 call the "cultllre of distance.· ' 

As fa r as 1 was concern(-d , J had ro solve the communication problems of 

my srudenrs;othetwise it wasdifficuh to proceed with discussions in mysem

inafs. This was my challenge to what 1 had in mind about communi cation, 

democl'olcyand me<iiuffi. At [hat t ime, I had already S[3f[ed to experimenr 

with free mdio in my own way, strategically utilizing very weak airwaves ro 

Tetwo KGgilwa wi th Annmarie Cftandler and Nor ie Neumarl< -

transmi t signals . The first system was a remodeled wi reless mictophone with 

an adequate antenna added. It was al ready !x-ing used asa popular toy by some 

child ren and young people for playi ng ··broadcaster"· However, fe w people 

considered seriously usi ng such a thing as a working transmitter fo r FM 

broadcasting. It wasn't long before 1 brought the system to my classroom. 

After th inking hard about my students ' ret icence, 1 brought in a portable 

rape recorder and used it in my seminar. Each of the students sJXlke a fe w 

words or selltences onto it and passed it to the others. lbther than expe ri 

encing the d ifficul ty of person-to-person commun ication, they could talk to 

the machine. W hen everybody fi nished talking, I replay(-d the tape. What I 

d id was a kind of reverse of a William S. Burroughs' ··Cut-up" llsin,g the tape 

recorder instead of paper. When the cape was replayed, they round in other

wise random utterances an unexpected cont inu ity and context that they had 

not intended but had unconsciously created. It was an express ion of an un

conscious (unwi lled) colle<:rive work happening beneath ou r communication, 

wh ich made sense to {hem t hrough Merleau-Ponry"s concept of '·enrrelacs.·· 

It also inrerested dlem as an area of performance arr. T his created a virtual 

and temporal consensus for us to continue further talks and progress to a fur
rhet level. 

Question: This inrerweavi ng of phi losophical concerns, pedagogical issut'S, 

and engagement with electroni c devices and art seems to be very imlXlrtant 

to your work as an art ist and teacher. Do you want to add anything further? 

Tetsuo: As a person who stud it'<1 phi losophy and was later inspired by the 

N ew Left movements, r did not want to ··teach'· my students. How could I 

teach? Communication problems arc always interrelated. No one-sided solu

tion is possible. 1 had ro staft from the begi nning. But my curly experience 

helpt'<1 me tOdoso. I have to tell you a bit of a long StOry before going on about 

radi o and education. I g rew up as an on ly child and was accustOmed to being 

alone. During my ch ildhood in Japan (in the forr ic'S), one-ch ild families were 

rare. I had no problem with ~rson- tO-person commun ications in small 

groups, bl!t to join a g roup 1 hild to intentionally change mysel f. Un li ke to

day, rul es and CllStoms of homogeneous coJie<:t ivity ("banzai-colle<:tiviry·') 

were very strong. It may have been as a response to this situat ion that r be

came interested in amateur rad io in my early junior h igh school period. It is 

difficult to describe how fascinating to me my first Sllccess with contact un 

the air fel t . You may recall the begi nning scenes of Roberr Zemeckis·s movie 
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C()nta(/ where young Ellie (Jod ie Poster playing tbe grown-up Ellie).has her 

first experience of amateur rad iocommunicacion. However, I soon had to give 

up this emancipating recreation due (0 impending preparations for entrance 

examinat ions to senior high school and college. 

In my lare teens, existenti alism was the philosophy that justified my 

"loner" anitude. In Japan, existent ialism appealed to inrellectuals after the 

end of rhe forties and t he inAuence continued lInt il the sixties (up ro the ex

plosion of the N ew Left movement after 1968). Existential ism theorerically 

refu((~d collectivism and justified those who were isolated and independent 

as mOfe "authentic~ in thei r existence. These ideas tr iggered my decision to 

enter the Departmem of Philosophy to study phenomenology. One of the 

hmtest topics in philosophy ar the time was sol ipsism versus collectivism. 

Every intellectual who was captivated by ex istentialism had to confront the 

theoretical d iffic lii ty of solipsism. How can T as an isolated existence find a 

window to rhe outside and communicate to other "l's) It was lucky that I 

studied phenomenology, wh ich relates nor only to existentialism btu also to 

more social theories. The late sixties was the period of rhe Mrenaissance of 

phenomenology," where new approaches to Edmund Husser! and advanced 

phenomenological st udies in cultural anthropology and sociology appeared. 

Merleall-Ponty convi ncingly overcame the ex istentialist sol ipsism by recon

sidering dle T and the body as not separated; for him T am by nature em

bodied. 'I' and the other don't meet as essent ially separated beings. They are 

'"intertwined," '"coexisting," "cofunction ing:' in "commun ion. " H is notions 

of"chiasm"' and ·'entrelacs" condense these ideas. l 

Usi ng Merleau- Ponty to break throllgh my students' nihilism and isola

t ion, as I talked about above, was successful, but I was still working as an 

"ordi nary" schoolteacher, using books, Meanwhile I had also become more 

involved in the arts and in cultural activism and was look ing for a new way 

of teaching, as a performance artist-as 1 came to call myself. My New York 

experience had inspired and nourished me a lor. At the same time, rhe stu

dents' atti tudes had changed too. They read less and less. The printed 

medium wasn't work ing as an interpersonal communication space. Video, 

film and graphics interested [hem instead. That's why I started to use the 

tape recorder, 8 mm camera and rhe videotape recorder for communicat ion 

(rather than as a docllmenting device). The film of an 8 mm camera runs for 

three minutes. My students shared this 180 seconds among the g roup (ten 

or so) and shot what each person wanted ro express for the shared seconds (fif-
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reen or so) in the classroom. The following week (film developing reqll ired a 

week) we warched the full film. We were fasci nated by the unexIX-cred plot 

or comext or coherence. At worst , it could be considered as an ~ incomple te" 

surrealist artwork, Discussing the films, I would bring up Merleau- Ponty 

and other related th{."Qries such as Slructuralist semiotics and I even circu

lated relevant printed texts. I found that after such a workshop they were 

able to read and rhe print mediu m interested rhem again. My workshops us

ing a tape re<:arder had the same objective. 8 mm film provides an interval 

while the fi lm is in the lab being developed ; during rhis ti me the students 

become a film audience rather than the makers. The tape recorder can replay 

quick ly and is easy to lise in intensive segmenrs. First each student talked or 

created sounds for sixty seconds (record -) pause -) pass the machine on -+ 
record -+ pause ... ) and then at rhe end they listened to the ten- ro fi ft{."Cn

min ute tape. In the following sessions the talking was reduced ro th irty, fif

teen, seconds. Over time, they found themselves spontaneous ly talking 

nOt on ly in monologue but also dialogue. In the end rhey forgot ro usc the 

tape recorder and JUSt began [[lIking to each other. Do you dlink th is is a 

trick by a machine? Not in my opinion. The medi um always has this fllnc

tion of neither just documenting nor simply carrying information but of 

"i ntertwining" people and creating interpersonal space. \'V'har I would call a 
"weaving"" medium, 

Question: Weare very interested in the performance side of mini-FM: Could 

you to tal k more about it? Can you d iscuss whe-ther rhere was any tension 

(d ifficult and/or productive) between performance an and communication 

goals in mini-FM- an an /activism tension ? Also, did groups address each 

other and the aud ience as M()laku,"" and/or were there other d irecr ways in 

which the cul ture of the youth movement shaped the practice of mini-FM? 

Tetsuo: The radio movement using low-power transmitters starred in 1981 

and then boomed in 1983 whe-n many newspapers and magazi nes and even 

television stations reported it . The term Mini-FlU had become popular si nce, 

I think , an artide in i\ l f1iJi newspaper used thi s term on May 11, 1983. Be

fore that we used /ret radi(); others used independent radio or J)()l!/e-l!/dde radi()
there was no sing le terminology. 

I mentioned that the Japanese youth cu ltu re of the 80s had a kind of otflku 

cu lture of distance where people wanted some kind of distance between each 

other in relation to communication, relationships and behavior. Min i-FM 
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was an appropriate medium for this cuhure because it kept such u. d istance 

and at the same t ime enabled them to fee l at home when they commun icated 

with others. In my observarion, however, those who sran ed mini-FM sm

lions afrer 1981 had a mixed sensibil ity of both getting together and of 

Olld.!!., or distance, in a sense. Amheneic ol(/kll communities were, by the way, 

actually passive and did not wane to organi l e anything by themselves. 

The seminar workshop I ran did not di rectly lead to mini-FM. Mini-FM 

had a different motivation-not to do with either education or making 

people feel at ease. As soon as I came back from New York in April 1980, a 

couple of my fr iends and I smn ed to discuss how ro stan: a free-mdio move

ment, such as in Italy where free radio had been and still is flourishing. We 

were serious about opening un alternative rad io sration associated with com

munity interests. The main aim was to use the radio medium as a means to 

deliver information and messages. Th is is quite differem from what I later 

theorilcd for mini-FM as a form of cultu ral camlysc and performance art. At 

rimt poim, rhough, it was jusr ordinary radio in micro sileo Micro, because 

it had very-law-power broadcast, needed no license, and was able to use rhe 

massive free space on the PM dial (which was there unused because of the in

flexible policy of the Ministry of Posr and Telecommun ication). It was pos

sible to link every m icrouni l to e'.1ch other. I have been th ink ing of a si milar 

idea for roday's \Vi-Fi hot spotS although in analog radio at that time it was 

very difficult to link a number of transmitters with a consistent sound qual

ity. But the idea was fascinating and we believed in organizing a large-scale 

mode! of mini-PM networks to cover \1 large area. 
It was in this period that I brought a set of micro transm i m~rs inro my 

classroom and let my semi nar students use it . They were quickly fascinated 

and some of them staned their own stat ion, Rad io Polybucket, on lhe cam

pus. Using rhis as an example I wrote articles for mass-circulated cultural 

journals. News about free radio in Europe was also appearing in {he major 

newspapers. People were becoming imercsted in "new media." Low-costelec

cronic LOys li ke wireless microphones were also readily available. Within a 

year, mini-PM exploded way beyond my expectations and even major radiol 

television stations were interesred in it. I learned that even big companies, 

which had been irritated by the government's inflexible policy on broadcast

ing, now expected that {hey could easily open their own radio station using 

mini- H.i . After the end of 1982 many mini-FM stations were established in 

Tokyo and other big cit ies. Rad io Polybucket was also developed under the 
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new name of Radio Home Run, which was recogn ized as the earliest min i

FM station in Japan . 

Question: Can you say more about Radio Poly bucker and Radio Home Run ? 

Tetsuo: Radio Poiybucket was opened in 1982. The name derived from the 

plastic (polyethylene) bucket, which is a popular Japanese garbage c~n. The 

students im agi ned t his as sig nifying someth ing hodgepodge and something 

minor/marginal/nt'!;l ig ible. It was also influenced by Guattari's Ln revolllliOIl 

moleffllaire and an implicit criticism against "big is beauti fu l"' careerism. 

\'(Then they graduated, the students started [Q develop thei r radio activi

ties at their new station Rad io Home Run, located in Shimokitazawa, the 

most bohemian area in Tokyo. The name is a baseball tefm bur its connota

tion was to "cross distant borders," because they wished to cross the borders 

of every obstacle (not onl y the airwave regulations bur also sociocu ltural dif

ficult ies). The station finished in 1996 bectluse the members became too 

busy with their "main" occupat ions and some of them moved far tlway from 

Tokyo. Soon afterwards we started Net.Rad ioHomcRun, an Imernt:t radio. 

and (fied to reorganile the members who were separared in d ifferem loca

rions in Japan. I{ srill operates every month but (he excitement and enthu

siasm is over. 

Radio Home Run had an almost anarchic policy where nobody controlled 

it and anyone visiting the starion could lx"Come a member. As the station 

used a foom of one of rhe members' apartmem, nobody had to pay excepl for 

the COSt of making the programs. Depending on who took cafe of the pro

g ram, the content and way of running it d iffe red. Some of the programs were 

similar to regular radio bue most of them used radio as a catalyst for tal king, 

playi ng and gett ing together. The interesti ng th ing was that as the atmos

phere livened up during the program, listeners couldn 't help com ing over to 

our place. The locat ion was very convenient and in our service area (one

kilometer rad ius) there were a lot of cafes, bars, and restaurants where young 

people garhered with thei r portable radios or Walkmans with I'M rad io func

tions. Some people visited, fi rs r hesitantly, and then within a week started 

their own program. Some audience enthus iasts parked rhei r cars nearby to 1 is

reno This radio was JUSt like a theater ora club where the audience themselves 

approached it instead of staying atdisrance. The whole acriviry was so d iverse 

that ir is difficuh ro summarize what they did (figure 8. 1). Whi le homeless 
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Flt,lure 8.1 Radio Home Run hold. a ~Ial broadca.t in the countr~kIe, 1 QS4. 
Photo: T05hi ~ukl Maeda. 

people came along, we were also visitcd by famous people such as Felix Guat· 

rari, Ivan lIlich, DeeDee Halleck, and Hank Bull (figures 8.2 and 8.3). 

There are many Japanese reviews of Radio Home Run (some in En

glish}-in newspapers, journals and on radio and ((:Ievision. Toshiyuki 

Maeda, one of the founding members , who is now a professional photogra

pher, has thousands of pictures of what happened at rhis station. There are 

sound/video documents too. You can see some of them at my \'V'eb site <intp:!! 

anarchy.k2. tku.ac.jplrad io/homerun/h isu yrhr/> . 

Question: Can you say a bit more about the response to mini- fM Outside 

J apan ? 

Tctsuo: In the eighties (here were a number of people ours ide Japan who re

ally apprec iated mini-L1M: DeeOee Halleck, Felix Guatmri, Ivan lllich and 

Hank Bull. Dee Dee had just starred Paper Tiger Televi sion, the firsr publ ic

access television in New York City, and was interested in mini-FM's fr{.'C net

working and irs positive "abusing" of t he regularion. l:elix Guanari found 

in mini-FM a kind of "micro revolution ." [van Illich praised mini-FM 's cre

ativc use of low-tech und g rassroots character. Their evaluations were differ

ent but what they shared is that they considered mini-FM to be a medium . 
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Figure 8.2 Hlix Guauarl at Radio Home Run, lQ8S. Photo: Toshi~uk l Maeda. 

Figure 8.3 Ivan l ili ch at Rad io Home Run, 19Sb. Photo : Toshi~uk l MDed ~, 
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Hank Bul! was a bit differenr. He was more inrerested in m ini-FM as arr. He 

was one of the pioneers of telecommunication art using telephone, ~ax •. an~, 
videophone. Thcn.:fore he was interested more in the ·'noncommunl.canng 

function of mini-rM and associated it with "radio arr.·' In the meantime, ra

dio art had l:x.'Come popular and the first imernational conference of radio art 

was held in Dublin in 1990. 
The understanding of mini-FM has changed since then. \'V'ith rhe eadier 

"immature" Internet, people were accustomed to a "Iow" qmllity of technol

ogy and this even produced some artistic aspects of mini-I;M. Clu~ cultl1~e 
aho suppom-<\ mini-FM: as an art form. In 1993 in the U.S., the miCroradlo 

movement arose. The leadi ng person was Stephen Dun ifer in Berkeley, Cal

ifornia. I first met him in 1992 when Jesse Drew of Paper Tiger \'<'est or

ganized a radio party for me. [ held a workshop to build a one-wat~ H.·I 

transmitter and then we instantly opened a radio station. A lot of activistS 

joined rhe discussion. Jesse wrote, 

The first evening's program ranged from excited ralk aoom the possibi lities of pirate 

r .. dio to tapes of music by local groups to a live clarinet perform\Lnce by an II -year

old. As onc nctivisr observed, the one-hnlf- to one-mile radius the trnnsmiuer 

covers is abom rhe size of a voting precinct. Neighborhood groups could lISC these 

stations to discuss political issues nnd report on local events nor covered by Bay Area 

and national newS ShOW5.
3 

Stephen had been involved in pirate radio but he underest imated such a 

small power as one wart. Ic was amazing that in a year or so he stac.ted an :~c
tivity to let people know about a mail order DIY {do-it-yoursclO .bt to bulld 

a transmirter. Mt:' .. nwhile, his own pirate radio station, Free RadIO Berkeley, 

was fined $20,000 by the I;CC (Federal Commun icarions Commission}. 

This rriggered a lot of interest as well as protest by activiSts who were inter

ested in alternative media and who had been d isgusted with the controlled 

mass media under the '"pool system" eIuring the Gulf War. Since 1993 the 

microraelio movement grew in the US. Microwdio was not the same as mini

FM because Its size, "micro," was larger than ··mini." But it is very interest-

d · . 'sted and one ing that in rhe ci rcumstance where tOO many ra 10 stauons eXI , 

could own one's own station (if one had the money) people became interested 

in relatively smaller size of communicntion. 

TelSuo Kogawa with Aoomarle Chandl .... and Norit Ne"",arlc 

Question: Getting back to your performance art work with min i- FM and 

what you write about it, this opens up differem ways of thinking about com

munication and art. Can you talk more about this? 

T etsuo: Being deeply involved in the mini-FM movement, one day I no

(in·d thnt mOst of the srations were less aware of the audience but more in

terested in rhe sender themselves: They were absorbed in what they were 

doing on t he spot. If they had become anxious about t he size of the audience, 

they would have g iven up very quickly. They found the audience too small 

and sometimes nonexistenr. But the stat ion worked. It seemed to me that 

min i-H.1 was '"radiowithour an audience" (figure 8.4). LUef I found the con

vincing explanat ion of th is phenomenon in Humberro R. Maturnna and 

Francisco J. Varela's criticism of "the metaphor of (he tube for commun iC'J.

tion'" They argued thar "communication takes p lace l'ach time there is 

behaviom l coord ination in a realm of structural coupling. The phenom-

enon of com munication depends not on what is rmnsmined, but on what 

happens to the person who receives ir. And this is a very different matter 

from 'tmnsm irring information."'4 

In 1984, there was a monumental event, the H inoemata Performance 

Festival, where over fifty performance artists and nft crit ics gOt together in a 

mountain venue. This allowed artises from different areas and genres co col

laborate with each other and rhen gave them the chance to show their work 

in galleries, museums, theaters and publ ic spaces. Performance art suddenly 

revived after a twenty-year vacuum (from the end of rhe fifties to the early 

sixties performancearr had been active in Japan only through external move

ments such as FlUXLLS). Since I had been already involved in writing about 

performance an, I was naturally engaged in this trend and even started to 

show my own performance pieces which used electronics. My career as a per

formance artist started at rhis moment. While I was involved in the messnge

orientf(\ m ini -FM movement, I started to experiment with what I had 

theoreticall y rethought about mini-FM. 

I think, at the time, there were very few who were convinced abom the 

new artistic or even "therapeutic"' or social possibilities for mini-FM. A lot 

of potential did exist, however. for seeing it as more than just a "means of 

commun ication."' In order to try to deconstruct rhe conventional function 

of radio, I t ried a sound instnllation usi ng micro- FM transm itters and radio 

receivers in a garden, a collaboration with dance performers carrying 
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0 ••• " Ho~ Run on motorcycle, 1984. Ph"to: Toshlyu~i Mlltd<l. 
Figure 8.4 '''W 
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transmitters to create fade-in/-out sounds on the receivers from their moves. 

There was also a kind of concert where the audience was in a house with radio 

sets on the floor and 1 walked around the house with a transmincr talking 

and playing rape sounds and so forrh. Transmitcill£ at che same frequency by 

a couple of transmitters was interesting, too. Later I named it "palimpsest 

arL~ The H.'elmique of "palimpsest" derived from Paolo Hutter of Radio 

Popolare in Milan in the sevcmies, wh ich mixed various live sound sources 

during a program. Even a person who JUSt happened weall in could instantly 

join the live mix. I tried t hi s method through airwaves jamming. "Radio 

pany," as I called it, is another one of the basic forms of mini-FM as perfor

mance art. This usually starts in my workshop, building a microtransm iner 

by mysclf(somerimes the participants do (he bui lding) and then people get 

together 110d begin a party using the completed tr.losmitter to talk, play, eat 

and drink. In an hour-long radio party people also go for a short "PICniCS 

outside carrying r.ldio receivers. 

Question: Have you worked with video or television in thc context of your 

mini-H.{ or performance projecrs? 

Tetsuo: In the late eightics we tCSted a micTOteJevision by a using a small 

transmitter, which was made of a booster and rhe RF {radio frequency} mod

ularor of a VCR. The service area was as small as Mini FM but it worked to 

deliver moving images and sou nds ro our commun ity areas. However we 

soon found that the vicwers did not want to come to rhe station bur kept 

watching. Television in panicular scems to pin the vicwerdown to his or her 

own location. But ten years later when I started streaming radio widl mov

ing pictures by ReaNideo, I found that the low quality of chis medium helped 

motivate the audience to move. Since rhey wefe located a long distance from 

Tokyo, they could nOt come to the stat ion but eagerly called in or maik-d ro 

our location. I suspect more sophisticated video transmission would not en

able such a n:sponsc. As Mitch Kapor said, low bandwidth sometimes has 

high "emotional bandwidth." 

Question: You've mentioned FlUXlLS. Do you rhink that your approach was 

influenced by Illuxus? Did Fluxus have a part icular inflection in the Jap.1n

ese context ? 

Tetsuo: Ilike to consider myself as an irresponsible "descendant·' ofFJuxus. 

Apart from my aCtivities asa media critic and as an artist, I've been faithful 
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to my own intuition und idiosyncratic rasH:. But whtnever I was cha llenged 

co do something new, I found that Fluxus anists had been involved with 

something simi lar conceptually. John Cage (who is beyond Fluxus)did every

thing. Certain ly Fluxus has a particular connect ion wirh Japan . And Cage 

was inA uenct'd by Taist"tsu Suzuki, the Zen guru. Quite a few Japanese per

formance art ists such as Takehisa Kosugi, Yasunao Tone, Yoko Ono and Ay-O 

were in the 1:luxus network. 
Among the various art movements from om side Japan , Fluxus was the 

one rhat most appealed ro Japanese "avant-garde" artists in rhe sixties. Since 

the end of rhe fifties [here had been a constant connection between New York 

and Tokyo. Yoko Ono was in SoHo and her loft was a hotbed of what later on 

{l961} George Maciunas called Fluxus. She had a lor of Japanese conne<:

tions. Her partner at the rime was Toshi khiyanagi, an artist of"avam-garde 

music." As Tone repeatedly said, however, the fact was that artists in Japan 

already had Fluxus ideas before rhey knew about Fluxus. So I should say that 

they had shared with Fluxus earlier influences such as existentialism and 

su rreal ism. 
Actually, Fluxus-type performance art had already smrtcd in the lute 

1950s. Takehisa Kosugi, Chieko Shiomi, Shuko Mizuno, Yasunao Tont and 

so on eventually organized Group Ongaku in 1960. This was a very influen

tial group not only for experi mental music but also for other "avant-garde 

arts." In 1960 Ushio Sh inohara with h is companions such as Genpei Aka

segawa, Shusaku Arakawa, and Shousaku Kazekura declared themselves to 

be "Nco-Dada organizers." They experimenred with "happen ings" as lare as 

in 1958 and many popular magazines and newspapers wrote abom rhis, Sofu 

Teshigawara, an "avanr-garde Ikebana" artis t , started the Sogetsu Art Cen

rer, the mOSt magnctic art space, and most of experimental artists in rhis pe

riod showed their works there. This cemer invited Cage and {David} Tudor 

in 1962. {Cage's} fust visit was a sensation. When I went ro his "concert" at 

Tokyo Bunkakaikan-sho Hall, I found many notorious experimtntallirtists 

I had heard about in variolls indy media. Th is event turned out to be the car

alytic meeting for those who were involved in contemporary arts. Anyway, I 

can't summarizc this very complicated history here. bur Itt me JUSt say thm 

it's possible to chink that many Japanese experimental artists found their 

"home" in FlllXUS. 

Question: Can you tell us anything more about you r current radio work? 
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Tctsuo: 1 am presently more interested in much smaller scales of radio 

transmission along with sound art experiments. Radio Kinesonus <http:// 

anarchy.translocal. jp/kinesonusl> was started exclusively for this. It was af-, 

ter the midni neties that more people became interested in mini- FM us some

thing different from ord inary radio. I argued that in the age of public access 

via satell ite communication, global commun ication would become some

what banal; art ists should be concerned inste:id with rhe microunit of the 

medium . The Internet has rapidly developed global communication literally 

and the exchange of dat:! has be<:ome tOO easy. This gives us an opportunity 

to rethink our more micro and local area of space and time. Radio alsoallows 

me to rethink the relationship between art and rhe body. High technology 

can substitute C(luipmenr for our body elemtnts. Media art, techno-art, and 

computer art tend ro red\\Ce the bodily involvement in an artistic creat ion . 

1t is because technology has been commonly and bureaucratically used in 

these directions. However, ter/Jllology has dual aspects: fer/me (tcchno-) and 

logos (- logy), Logos logic izes everyrhing and eventually establishes logistics. 

O ur modernist way of life and the military system have become ever closer 

co each other. Techllt, howcver, meuns hand work. Ars (art) is the L'ltin trans

lation from lech1/t. So technology does nOt have to be only "high tech" but 

could also work on the scale of hand work and at rhe dis tance of human 

limbs. This is a new area for the electronic an s and perhaps provides an al

ternative to the present way of life. 

As for my own rt'Ccnt work in radio an performanct'~ha\' i ng used 

microtransminer(s) as a catalyst for experi mental communication, I have 

oc'Come interested in more m inimal tmnsm ission of airwaves. \Xlhile mini

FM's range was walking dismnce, my presell[ attempts are done with in 

waving-hands distance. By moving my hands over very-Iow-powere<:.l trans

mitters, J can make my hand movements evident as well as the noise/sounds 

deriving from rhe interference that my hands and trJ.nsmitters create. I am 

interested here in rhe relationsh ip between hands and airwaves because I 

think the hand is the minimum integra l part of our body. Immanuel Kam 

al legedly wrote rhar "the hand is the outer brain of human being." The brain 

is also a part of our body and is rhe most complicated and dense part. So Otlr 

hands can act for our whole body. In the last cOlLple of years, Kazuo Ono, 

who was born in 1906 \lnd was one of the most important founders of Butho 

dance, has been performing using only his hands because he cannot move his 

other limbs due to paralys is. u'On Theremin invented his famous instrument 
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and many musicians have used it as a music instrument. Althoug h the 

T herem in has been used as an inscrument to be played , I thi nk this inven

tion is also suggestive about ways to create a new form of radio art using our 

hands and airwaves. 

Question: What you say about radio and art and body is very incert-sti ng. 

Please expand on these ideas. 

Tctsuo: T he history of Western civil il'.arion is a process of substiruri ng tech

nological an i facts fnr the human body. Performance art is a compensation for 

the loss of the body. The arrist's body is the ban ldield between technology 

and the body. As modern technology has introduced new phases starting 

from machine technology to elcctronics to biotechnology. technology has 

driven the performance artist's body into a ··body withom organs. ·· 

Consc ious of Artaud. Deleuze and Guattari took th is concept as the ma

[fix of our lxldy. To my m ind, rhe '"lxldy without organs" means what our 

body is and how it is. In the era of machine technology, the performance 

arr isr could rel y on reconstructing the "I iving·· (bare, naked , aural , and l1esh

oriented) body-organ. Machine tcchnology had already invaded the human 

body from external spaces (the ci ty, arch irecrure and so on). Compllter

generated technol ogy, however, has left less room for the performance art ist 

for any ·· naruraj"' spontaneity of the body. Simu lation technolog y still needs 

at least a sample of embodi ment t hough. In b iotechnology, the change 8°CS 

to the extreme. Cloning technology checkmates the body itsel f. It fini shes 

off any optimistic counting on rhe body's spontaneity. T h is means the body 

must now deconstruct itself into a "body without organs." ' Th is situation 

could be interpreted as the realizat ion of the Hegel ian idea of "the subject

object identity" where our subjectivdy "physical '· (emlxxlied) and, at the 

same t ime, objectively '"physical·' (disembodied) body ends. 

The u."chnology of electromechanical reproduction cli maxes in biotech

nology where the distance between (he original lllld the reproduct ion com

pletely disapp<.-ars. The ··naruml'· bod y cannot be the criterion of the world 

any more. Distance ex ists but does so virtually. This does nOt mean that dis

tancc becomes fake and il lusory. Rather, it means that dis tance does not tely 

on what is familiar any more. It l:x'Comes totally man ipulative. So what is dis

rance in mt-dia ? It is nO[ defined by conventional space and t ime. Even if vir

tual, we cou ld experience numerous forms of distance with new technologies. 
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To put it another way, today's technology is goi ng to remove every d is-

tance t hat defines the human body as weI! as the ob,·('Ctifi - .l bod d h 
• 1;;<.1 y an te 

phYSical world. Geograph ical and spatial d istances have been sh rinking . h 

g lobal media. Di~ i ral technology erases the distance between the or ig~~:1 
an~ the reproductIOn. But I don't th ink that these trends homogen ize every_ 

dll ng. We need to change our conventional epi stemology and macroscop ic 

approach and we need to d ifferentiate distances, or else everythi ng might 

seem to be the same. The f.'ct is chat global media create "t ranslocal"· en

d .aves of cultures. They are very local as well as going beyond locality. It is 

di ffi cu lt to understand such a translocality unless w, '"S'·"O", · . . " • " microscopic 
appr~ch , III order to fi nd the diverse d ifferences in the shri nking but in

cr~lngly dense distance. Mi ni- PM wou ld be merely one examples of such a 
microscopic approach. 
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I. Te.tsuo Kagawa, ··Beyond Elenronic Individualism," Ctl!/(1(lian]QllrII"lojPoIitir,,1 
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Thc laSf 150 y~rs have been a period ofinrense dematerialization. New mc· 
dia and telecommunication rl'Chnologies such as rhe telephon{', mdio, tele· 

vision, and on-line networks such as (he J IHc[net have dramatically changed 

our sense of time and sp.1ce. The increast'd speed of mach ine-supported 

mo\'ement with trains, cars, and planes adds w this new sense of space. Al

though the d istances between various difTe~nt places remain objectively (he 

same. t he increaSl-c:i speed with which we are able to cross the tt'rrirory in be

(ween has created a ncw perceprion of these spaces. 

\'Vith telecommun ication media, th is modernist experience has become 

even more elementary. With new mcdia such as the telegraph, telephone. 

and InternN , the body itself p lays nu role at all anymore in [hc com muniCB

tion of a message fro m one point to anmher. \'Vhereas trains, cars, or p lanes 

stil l move bodies and m:Herial goods from one locat ion toanorher. with tele

graph or tclephone it became possible for the first rime to mov(' messages 

without any material aspen at al l. The discovery of dt'Ctromagneric wav{'S 

in the late nineteenth century by Heinrich Heta marks rhe grr"lH divide be· 

twt'Cn the material and the telemaric age. which is characterized by t he split 

between mt"Ssage and sender, between signal and body. After that d iscovery, 

it was no longer the body or a material object that had to tmvel co commu

niC:l((: information, but mther it was inv isible and immaterial waves trans

portin}; signals from one point to another, from stac ion to station. j These 

technical advances created a space, or ra ther, nonspace, that was previously 

beyond the imll};inat ion: a (non)place in whIch time and space collapsed into 

one nnorher and which was accessible potentially from everywhere, by every

boJy, and at all times. 

T his development has been fuHher rad icalized by the introduction and 

dissem ination of computers and computer networks such as the Internet. 

Here rhe signals havc becn broken down into the smallest ima};inable ele· 

ments. zeros nnd ones that not only can be t .... lOsporred over Ion}; disrunces in 

an instant, but also can be processed, ch3nnded , fil tered , searched. and re

vist'<i. The immaterial data trave lin,g over these networks not only move in

formation from one place to another, they can also manipulate processes in 

the physical world, be they Web CBms, aummated rel ler machines, or inter

net-controlled teierobots. 

Thtse new means of (,e lecommuni cution punch "a hole in s\Xlce"-not 

coincidentally rhe ririe of one of the ·fi rsr telecommunication art pieces. a 

television-satelli te link between Los Angeles and New York by Kit Galloway 
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and Sherrie Rabinowin.:. whooper.ued undeTthe name Mobi le Im:l,ge.l Holt

in-Spoct is only onc of many art projects that try to come to (erms with the 

oew Mspace" that has developed "within" the telecommunication network 

space. Created in 1980, it belonged [Q the first wave of artworks that em

ployed communication satellites for artistic pucposes and is one of the ear

liest and conceptually most imeresting examples of the artistic use of an 

electronic telecommunication network. The piece is part of the ongoing at

tempt ro use these new, immaterial networks for the creation of art. Be it the 

telephone, the fax machine, rhe bulletin board systems of the 19805 and 

early 199Os, today's lmernet-every new telecommunications medium has 

been tried out as a tool by artiS[5. One of the most important aspt'CtS of the 

telecommunication networks thon the~ arriS[5 examim.-d was the immateri

ality of the media they worked with . JUSt as was the case with video art

bur ro an even more extreme extent-the telecommunication med ia were 

inrong ible and withom physical presence, a qualiry that was frequently ad

dressed by the works that were realized for these media. 

This chapter concerns itself widl the hisroricexhibition Les Immau!riaux, 

which took place at the Ceorre Pompidou in Paris in 1985 and addressed the 

issueofimmaceriaJity, and the concepts abom rhe immnrtriel developed by its 

cocuratOr, the French philosopher Jean-Fran\ois Lyotard . I wi.ll exam ine how 

Les immatetiaux attempted to grapple with the difficult rask of showing 

something thal was by definition "i mmaterial" and therefore almost impos

sible to presem in a truditional exhibition. This topic has been an im porrom 

issue in rhe art {hal exists exclusively within new telecommunication spaces 

and thaI, because of its very immateriali ty, has presented numerous prob

lems for galleties and exh ibitions that wanted to show these works. The press 

release for Les Immaceriaux talked ofa "nonexhibi (ion ,"' because many of the 

phenomena that were presented were hardly visible or not visible at all, 

therefore difficult to show in an exhibirion: "The subject of rhe show itself 

calls the traditional methods of reptesentation of an exhibition ioro ques

tion, the {radition of the salon of the 18th century and the gallery,'" 

Les Immateriaux was troubled by some of the sam/: problems that haunt 

every show that tries to incorporate projectS mat have been creared for 

telecommunication networks. Although rhe show chose some very d ifferent 

approilches to cxh ibi ting "immaterial materials," its subject marrer was very 

similar to that of many arts projfCts thllt use telecom munication media, es-
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pecialJy the Internet. J n particular, very e-drly Ner art projects from rhe micl-

19905 showed a strong sensitivity to the issue of imma(l:rial icy and its art is

tic consctlucnces. It al most seems as if rhe earl ier in rhe shorr hisrory orNer 
art these pieces were cn.':Ice<l, rhe more conscious they were of the special 

qualities that the medium rhey worked wi th entailed. Some of chese works 

will be rhe subjecr of rhe second parr of this chaprer. 

Les I mmaceriaux was a hlOdmark in the development of a discourse on (he 

postmodern society. It not anJy promoted Lyorsrd's philosophy but also 

played an important part in the Central European debate on [he shirrs in so

ciety, tcchnology, and labor chat went on in [he 19805 in rhe writings of 

thinkers such as Jean Baudrillard, Pau l ViriJio, and Friedrich Kittler. among 

others.4 Many of rhe ropics {he show touched upon were also addressed in the 

telecommunicat ion and Internet art thut appeared in the 1990s, mainly out 

of Europe. In some cases, it is even possible [0 show that a number oftel e

communication and Internet anists and thc.'orisrs ei ther saw rhe show or at 

least had sign ificant information aboUt it . However, many more of the ac

tivists of the telecommunication and Net IIrt ~riod of the 1990s did nor see 

rhe show or even know about it, yet they dealt with some of the same sub

jects; so j{ appears that Les Immaterillux dug up, almost instinctively, ideas 

that wefe about ro surface in t he arts in rhe follow ing years. 

Les Immareriaux was an original exh ibition that touched on a number of 

topics from very different fields and disciplines, including arc and philos

ophy, aLl[omation and microelectronics, telecommunicacion and computer

izarion. "It is important for philosophers to dl'al with subjects, that are none 

of their business,H Lyowed pointt-d out in an interview. Hit is nor our inten

tion rosum up rhe new technologies in this exhibition (in pan, because they 

make any kind of encyclopaeJic knowled!:t' im possible) or ro explain how 

they work. All it attempts is to discover and ra ise asensibility rhar is specific 

ro Post-Modernism, and we assume that it exists already. Th is new sensitiv

iry is still hidde.n, t hou,gh, and not conscious of itself. ." 

T he show was co high li,ghr the technologies that were prert.""quisites to 

what Lyomrd had called "Ia condition postmodt'rne" in one of his best

known books.' Modern te.lecommunications technolo,gies were among the 

most prom inent examples of these rechnologies thar rhl: show put forward, 

and Lyotard frequently streued that rh''Sf technologies rranscended marter 

and corporeality. In an interview on rhe show, Lymard added: 

Imnlat .. i .. 1 M .. terl .. 1 
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The term ~imma(t:rial" refers [0 ~ somewhat daring Ilc:ologism. h merely expreskS 

dmt today-and this has lx"Cn orried ThTOUgh in all ;Ln.-liS-material on'l be seen 

lIS somt'thing thllT, like an object, is set against a subject. Sciemilic analyses of mat

tt'r shu\\' that· it is nothing mort' thnn an ent' tgy state, i.e., a connection of elements 

which, for their own part, are IHlI understandable anJ are determined b}' tht' Struc

Tures which t'ach have only a locall}' hmiTt"d valid i£}'. The inCl"elsing mutual pen

etraTion of marTeT and spirit which is <:qually clear in [h~ lIse of word processing 

systems is now felt in rhe classic problem of rht" uniry of body and soul shins. ' 

And in a conversation wirhJacques Derrida, he addt-d that Les Immatt:riaux 

"designate a srrucrure. in which thert:: is no room anymore for the rmditional 

difference between intellcct and marrer."s 

As a synopsis of rhe posrmodern in formacion und service society, u s Im

materiuux noc only puc a grearemphasison rhe influence that the new meth

ods of on-lint' communication might have on our life . it even included an 

on-line conference widl a number of philosophers and journalists. conducted 

during the show on Minirel, the state-sponsored French on-Line sysu:m .~ The 

conference participants included Daniel l3u ren, Michd ButOr, and approxi

mately twenty other French intellectuals. l yorard commented: "The exper

iment seems to me to be especially interesting in terms oEhow all rhe times 

of writing are chang ing: the time of inspimtion. the time of re-ft:ading one's 

own text, the timt: where one has the text in front of oneself. the rime to 

check with Olher texts. And in relation co time this experiment has to be 
examined." lo 

Th is on-line conference waS an early anempt in collaborative writing, 

networked discourse. and moderated on-line debate that both precedes and 

resembles the many similar projects that have taken place on the Net since. 

Mailing listS such as nertime. re:code. Rohrpost, and Spectre. as well as the 

many discussion projectS that rnke place on~line for a limjted rime. have 

since raken up and popularized [his concept. Borh rhe show in general and 

[he on-l ine writing in particular exerted a strong influence on (he develop

ment of a discou rse on on-line media and of a network-specific an.11 For ex

ample. German anist and hyperrext researcher Heiko Idensen points out Les 

Immateriaux and the possibility of a sophisticated intellectual on-line com

munication lilat he encountered ar this show as one of the major reasons that 

he wanted ro get involved with computer networks as an artist and critic.11 
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Les Immaccriaux incorporated some works by arrists chat from a Contem

porary poim of view can be considered to be groundbreaking for aHistic 

practices on the Internet and with other celecommun icarion medill: some 

conceptual lirtistS and some preconceptual minimaliscs such as J oseph Ko

surh, Dan Flavin, Giovanni Anselmo, Robert Ryman, and Roberc Barry, 

Marcel Duchamp, who has frequently ralked aoom his concepl of an Hanri_ 

rerina}" art, was also included , So the show presented some or the mOSt 

prominent conceptual arrists, whom Lucy Lippard wrote about in her book 

Six l 'em:r, as well as the art she referred to in the book's ramous inrroducrion 

as "dematerialized": "Conceptual arr, for me, means work in which rhe idea 

is parnmount and the material form is secondary, lightweight, ephemeral. 

cheap, unpreten tious andlor 'dematerialized.··· 11 

This, or course, would also ~ a good defini tion of some of rhe Nct art of 

the following years. Much of the aft that was presented ae Les Immateriaux 

was a di rect predecessor of telecommunicalions and Inremer art , which is 

also not only dematerialized, but also unpretentious, ephemera l and (an as

pect that is often overlooked) mainly cheap to produce, Thl'S!: qualities are 

an important source for some of rhc motifs char appear (Iuite:- frequently in 

earl y Net ::m pieces: references ro physiC"dl space and the body, so-called garc

way projecrs char rry [Q connecc the virtual space of the Net widl th~ "real 

world," and projects rhat address human idenri ty and its trappings in an on

li ne environment. 

Les lmmareriaux was structured inm a IlLlmber of scctions char had tides 

such liS "Peinrre sans corps ," '"TOlil les copies," "Memoires artificielles," 

"Homme invisible," or '"Theatre elu non-corps." Each of these section rirles 

would make perfcct sense as chapter tides 111 an imaginary study on motifs 

in N~t art, because all of rhe copics they represent are addresst-d in early N et 

art pieces, and non(' of rhem would hnve any significancc if it weren't for rhe 

immateriality of on-line media. The absence of rhe body, rheeasewith which 

endless copies of a ((igiml "original" can be produced, faked memories, and 

the vanishing of identity and body are alllOpics of telecommunication and 

Ner art for a good reason: They play upon distinctive qualiries of the' very 

media t hat are used for telecommunication. Digital and communication me

dia ba\'e produce<l a number of recurri ng mOl ifs, and chese mot ifs mirror the 

techn ical in frastructure of telecommunication network archirccrure. 

Some prime examples of C'Jrly telecommunicmion art were rhe projectS 

thar the Canadian N.E. Thing Company, Ltd. , produced in rhe late 19605 



and early 1970s. A newspaper article described one of the company's con

cepes for the use of the intermltional telex system as follows: 

So one can imagi ne [he telex at General Motors sounding a sprightly prelude of bell 

ringing, followed by (h~ N.E. Thing Co. logo (~ the world 'sonly tdomble logo). then 

the aclmoniuon: -OON'T LOOK AT 11·nS UNLESS you ARE READY FOR 

ANYTHING,- followed by an invi tHt ion roconsult the N.E. Thing Co. on "IMAG

INATION .. THEG.N.G. . GROSS NATIONAL GOOD . . IDEAS. . ANY-

TJ-UNG," at rheir officI'S in Vnncouv~r or Ottawa. 14 

N(.'t'dless rosay, rhe N .E. Thing (pronounced "anything ") Company. Ltd . 

(NETCO) wasn't a proper company that was alTering irs services to a blue

chip company like Genend Motors. It was instead an art project by Canadian 

artises lain and Ingrid Bruner. Long before the shorr period of "busi ness arr" 

in rhe eightics and nineties, the couple marketed themselves as a company 

that provided "art serviccs" to the art markel. Connccted to the conceptual 

art movement of the late sixties, when such are was still called "idea or in

formation art" by man)' critics, the Baxters reg istered N .E. Thing as a com

pany in 1969. Its provincial incorporation I isrs the expressed objects: 

L. To produce sensitivity information: 

I L. To provide a consultation and evaluarion service with respect to things: 

Ill. To produce, manufacrure, imporr, exporr, buy, sell , and otherwise deal 

in things of all kinds. U 

N.n. Thing 's "business acrivitit'S" earned the Baxters nor only an invita

tion toa number of major international exhibitions ofconceprual art bUt also 

a membership in the Vancouver Board of Tt"Jde. In a show ar the National 

Gallery of Canada in Orrawa, rhey set up an office as their headquarters in 

the museum and published lheir corporatearchive in 'fINN.E. Thj,'gCo. LJd. 

Book. 16 But most impormntly in the context or this chapter. they, along with 

Hans !-laacke and his installation NrUlI (1969), were among the first artists 

ro usc the [elex for artistic purposes. In the conu,:xt of their ironic inhabita

t ion of commercial and bureaucratic institutions, this makes them rhe fore

runners of the many attempts to t:Slablish fake institUt ions and companies 

within (electronic networks) by art ists such as eroy. Swan Rosenberg. mWIN, 

Heath Bunting, and Rachc:l Baker. 
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The telex was a pcrft:ct medium for establishing a " ... inua] identity" for a 

pseudocompany such as N.E. Thing. In the demau~rialized terrirory of elee

rronie c:ommunicarion. it gave rhecompany respectability. Unlike the Inter

net , the telex network was difficult £0 access and available on ly at high prices 

that mostly com pan ies could llfTord; ind ividuals were rare among rhe cus

tomers of rhe [clex companies because of the prohibitively high coses. N.E. 

Thing was sponsored by a com munications company for irs experiments. 

When lai n Baxter talked [0 n reporter from the VaT/COlli'" SII1I describing his 

fasci nation with rhe tdex, he almost sound,'<Ilike early Nct art enthusiasts: 

"It's an open channel. No onc can stop the [elex from working because it's 

a twemy-four-hour-a-day communication hookup. As 500n as you dial the 

number you art: really into that office and then, depending on t he per:sonal. 

ity of rhe people and theiranirudes and so on, well it 's up [0 them what hap-

pens. . r d like ro find our what the machine can do, what are rhe processes 

inside i[ that 010 provide new ways of looking at our (Otal environment."17 

.N.E. Thing llSed [h,· telex nm only [0 establish its "virtual identity," but 

also to send instructions to remote galleries and museums about how to set 

up its pieces: 

In the Company's intl'rprcrarion of McLuhun, communicalions malia Wl're used lO 

an advanrage by sending lco le" and tdecopier messages from geographic, political 

and C'Conomic peripheries, CTt"ating wha.t Ingrid [Baxter] cnllcd an aesthetic of dis· 

rancc-a. means through which the Company could tT;werse lime and sp.lce, inserting 

irs presence in tt'rrifOries thal it would olhC' rwise Ix e"duda! from. Further· 

more, communication works were also a cheap. easy, quick and portabJ(· means of 

art istic demonst ra tion which allowed for an infiltnll ion of national and iml.'rnationaJ 

corpol'~te and arristic systems lhnr tmverse gen-political boond:uiI.'5. '8 

Creating pseudo-identities and -entities 00 the Net has been nn lmporram 

subject for oo-line artists ever since. 

\'(Iith the relex system as wi th the Internet, the clara were by definition 

"everywhere and nowhere" at rhe same time, because transmission of the 

data took place in a telecommunications nefwork. The duta "materiaJize" 

only when accessed from a telex machinesomewhert' (or anywhere) else. This 

~space" is characterized by dematerialization. Without any physiOiI exis

tence and physical distances, it plays no sig oificanc role on the Net. \'{fhen 

N.E. T hing used the telex system, irdid not only operate in thisenvironmem , 

immaterial MiUerl,,1 
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it reAecred in its work the very qualities of this nonspace. Like ehe Nee arr isrs 

of rhe 1990s, N.E. Thing cn:aced a numlxr of inscallarions and on-line 

pieces that dealt precisely with the problematic question of location and 

space in an on-line environment and thar often anem l>t to make the ex

change of digital daea on the Nee physical agai n. 

When Rosali nd Krauss wrote her seminal essay -Video: The AI.'S thetics of 

Narcissism")!! in 1976, she observed how a particular fo rmal qualify of [he 

then-new medium video lx'Came asubjccc of the works of many video arrists. 

The file t that vidl"O is able to r«ord and cransmir at che same time, I>roduc

in!: instant feedbac k, led co a huge numhcr of works by artists such as Richard 

Serra, Nancy Hole, Vito Acconei, and Joan Jonas that dealt wich the possi

bility of turning the human body into the central instrument and subj«t 

matter for this recordi ng. NThI.' body is therefore as it were centcrl.-d be[Ween 

twO m:IChines, that are like the opening and the closing of a parenthesis. The 

first of rhese is the camera; tht: Sffond is the monitor, whidl reprojecr:s the 

performer's imagc with the imml-diacyof a mirror,"10 Krauss wrote and iden

ei fie.::1 t his phenomenon in the works of a number of video artises. 

Similar mechan isms are at work in proje<:cs that were created for the In

temer and other telecomm un ication media. W hereas one of video's capaci

ties is the possibility of recording and transmitting, in the case of on-line 

media, lile "material" of telccommunirntion and Net an is exclusively im

material data nnd "immau: riuux,- to use Lyomrd's term. The most successful 

on- line projeC[s are native [0 thei r medium, because they make use of the spe

cific formal qualities of th:1t medi um and turn those qual ities into subje<:t 

maners of their work. T he pscudo-enri t ies and companies, the relationship 

bt:tween real territory and corpon."al cyberspace, the correlation be[Ween hu

man and "data body" are ceorral topics to Net and tele<:ommuniC'.ttion art, 

because they also deal with one of the most significant properties of Net 

and telecommun ication media. By "semioti'l.ing" the phenomena of the real 

world, the Nee opens up very specific gaps for artist ic ineen 'em ion. Although 

fakes and works chat deal with the conrmdicrions berwl.'en the physical and 

real and the virtua l and immaterial are nor limited to Net an bur have been 

dealt wich in ocher, more tradinonal an forms, in the environment of che In

ternet and its te<:hnical structures, chey have an even greater relevance. 

As qUOted earlier in the Chnptl'f, Lyotard sa id in an interv iew that Lcs fm-

maeeriaux "attempts to discover and mise a sensibility char is spe<:ific to 

Post-Modern ism, and we assume that it exists already. This new sensitivity 
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is still hidden, though, and nor conscious ori tsdf." Telecom mun ication and 

Net an works rry to express [h is "new sensi t ivity." They make us conscious 

of rhe immaterial phenomena that have developt:d within rdecommunica· 

tion tcchnolo.gies. They don't do it with n rheoretical approach, they do it by 

actually enga.gin.g with these Mi mmateriaux," by roking these new condi· 

tions, with which we have grown romiliar 50 very quickly, ro an extreme in 

order rocreate an opporw niry to experience them again and make them un· 

familiar again . 
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Sabine Breitsameter 

~Something shocking has happened! 

Who on earth allowed all those people to speak?l'" 

"You-you-you-you are listening to Radio Ozone ... " The trailer sounded 
like a machine, of remoteness and the presence of data. The compressed, ro

botic voice, the peeping and crackling during pauses, the minimalist com
position - the e lectrons seemed to make all of this audible as they thrust 

their way from Riga, Latvia through data lines far and wide, to manifest on 

computer speakers the world over as sound. Aesthetically an adeq uate coun
terpart fo r radio during the epoch of the I/O principle and networks, it char

acterized its time much like the stern, atmospheric announcements with 
their gongs and their "Achtung, Achtungl" (at least in Germany) stood for 

the early terrestrial radio of the 1920s. The latvian artist collective re-Iab.net 

b egan broadcasting Its Radio Ozone program in 1996: live on the Internet for 
an entire evening, at least once each week. with sounds that can broadly be 

categorized as Electro-pop or as part of the budding Electronica moveIllent . 

re-Iab.net belongs to the group of pioneers once referred to In the context of 
t:'ebcastin g" - a term analogous to "broadcasting," which was created to in

dicate the transmission of audio-visual programs on the Internet. 

"The Net" didn't become a generally accepted term until th e beginning 
of the 1990s. Origina.lly conceived as a means of exchanging alphanumeric 

data, it didn't take long before audio content was being tra.nsmitted. In the 

middle of the 1990s the first streaming software became widely available, 

with RealAudio leading th e way. It was now possible to listen to sound at the 
same time the audio data was being accessed and transmitted from the Net. 

The Internet had., indeed, already been able to transport sound, but only in 

data formats that demanded a painstakingly slow download. to a cOIllputer. 

Streaming allowed most audio flIes to be easily accessed on demand. I~ 
then possible for anyone with the proper hardware and software to practice 

~e Intern et what had traditionally been reserved for radio stations, 

namely the broadcasting of p r ograms even live. 
Instead of having to go through the burdensome (and in most cases 

highly complicated and unsuccessful) process of applying Cor a radio fre
quency, whose range was still limited to a specific territory, the Internet es

tablish ed a tech nical distribu tion structure that anyone could eIllploy. 
Since then, everyone with the basic tools can have his own station and pub

lish a udio con tent on t he Net. The first ones to systematlcaIly exploit the 

transmission of sound this way were artists' - of all kinds. 
Anyone who experimented with the early versions of the RealAudio 

softwa.re will surely recall the noisiness and stu ttering of playback. Would 

the Industry attempt to force users to accept this poor sound quality in or
der to simplify their marketing channels? Would we have to get used to a 

sonic culture limited t~ soun.9..b.it~ust because the flow of d~ta within the 
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For as m u ch skepticis m as there was, there was just as much celebra· 

tory anticipation - particularly by artis ts - a bout the opportunities the fu· 

turewould bring. It quickly became clear that the new medium of the Inter

net, which h ad been strongly characterized by its v isual component, would 
realize great depth in the element of sound - a n e lemen t inextricably linked 

to the corpor eal and th e three-dimensional, which opened the space beyond 
the monit or to create a n ew electro-acoustic, multidimensional space. Be

yond these a.esthetic-conceptual consideration s, h owever, the Internet was 

mainly attractive b ecause of th e possibilities if offered to distribute audio 
content around the globe. This translated into inde pendence from estab

lished radio stations and recording labels, which h ad previou sly been nec
essary for distribution. In a broader scope, this development became tangi

ble with" rid Workspace," exhibited at the Documenta X (1997) in Kas-

sel. Germany. Following th at event, on e festival e r the other dedicated 
itse lf to the n ew frontier of webcasting. Parliaments, stockholder 's meet· 

ings, US police radio, and oth ers followed suit. Soon it was possible to listen 
to th ousa nds of progra.ms from around the world on the Internet. The net-worked computer had become a global receiver.3 

Skeptics. however, s tarted to ask wheth;r it could still be caUed "ra-
~ ." 

d io" if the transmission of sound is n o lon ger achieved by the waves within - -the electromagnetic spectrum referred to as "radio waves." According to 
woIfg~agen, creafOrbr'ii'dio content and theor etician":' the Latin term 

"radius" refers to the ciroular rays that appear to emanate from lighted bod· 
ies. Hagen also refers to the fact that radio is a technical prefix, "wh ich de-

scribes what engineers first saw- sparks of condenser discharge in th e first 

transmission devices:" Internet radio has almost nothing in common with 
s uch a m etaphor, as its mechanism is difficult to observe visually, and ev~n 

w hen it can be obseryeqJt is in the conteJd of a user interface belonging to --- -!h-e-producti~r E!....ayback sof~ Neither one displays any sparkS, nor 
does anyth ing radiate from a central point. Instead, t he re is a branched 
transfer of data pack ets through a sometimes tightly and sometimes loosely 

woven-network. The transmission of Internet radio is limited to the unspec' 

tacular physical incidents of the clatter of a keyboard and the ~licklng of a 
mou se. And , while traditional radio is a Mpush" m edium, which throws~ its 

con tent out into the ether~Internet operates on the "pull" principle. 
Data flows only if th e user logs in and specifically calls up th e bits and bytes 

to start moving in his direction. Finally, olass ical radio a.ddresses everyone 

- tech nically speaking- in that an unlimited number of recipients can set a 
fre quency and receive the c u rrently available program. Those who log in to 

a n Internet s tation, however, can be out of lu ck when the standard playback 
software allows access only to a limited number of use rs. Because th e nec

essary software is prohibitively expensive, lis tener numbers that clim b into 
the thousands only mate rialize on stations with strong financial backing. 
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The radio metaphors of sparks, rays, and waves, therefore appear to be 

rather unfitting when it comes t9 the Net, becoming instead quite seCQntL,. 
ary when one imagines how radio is experienS!(d, Radio radius: to put 

-Sound m to motion, regardless of the medium. in order to transcend space 
and time . Such is the anthropologic stipulation of radio that has been used 

to describe the thousands of years-old longing to eliminate the bond be
tween a. s ound event and its place of origin. This lon ging can be referenced 

in countless myths in human history. ' With the Internet. there is anew ap

paratus with which sound can be transported across distances. For a. listen
er it is typically irrelevant which technical medium is used to transmit the 

sound he hears. Ifwe look at the apparatus ot the Internet more specifically. 
we can envision its specific properties: network characteristics, da.ta ex

change. data processing, etc. We may thus r ecognize that the audio options 
in the Net barely reflect these properties, but rather mimic those of its tradi

tional predecessor, namely the broadcasting principle. The audio str eam 

that 1 call up functions for me as a liste ner in a manner no different than the 
transmission of a. .n ormal radio station. One transmits while many receive. 

Even listening to audio-on-demand tlJes. w h ich are often referred to as a n et
speolfic form of radio in terms o f practical r eception. occurs in a way that is 

based on the old model. The industrial design of standard playback soft
ware a.llows for nothing different. It continues to adhere to the idea of a de

:med mono-directional, linear relationship between transmitter and rec~
er. The latter has no opportunity to intercept or even to return anything. 

\ SO""ftware has n ot even provided for the simultaneou s playback of multiple 

~rams and the creation of individu al mixes.' 
The pioneers of Radio Ozone in ruga were not much interested in sim

p le webcasting based o n the standard model. For th em, the central star
shaped broadcasting principle was obsolete - a consequence of their expe

rie nce during th e Soviet e ra. and the period following the dismantling of the 

Iron Curt~n. The unrestricted access of the Internet media structure ap
peared as if itbad been specially ordered. Here they would be able to pub

lish what !hey found important. ~thout having to pass through the eye qL. 

~e needle fashion ed by t he established media. It wasn't enough for them to 
portray Internet radio by means based solely on the concept of streaming. 

\ :"heir plan was to exploit the network charac~istics or the new medium 
and to ma.ke the Net really start to sou nd off. At the end of the 1990s, theirso

called loop actions wel'EMege1'rdii-y. For the events. the Latvian artists met 
with other sound artists and indep endent webcasters, including some from 

Sidney. Banff, Amsterdam, lJubljana, and Berlin. The principle was thatev
ery station would take a live stream from a.nother station, add their own 

sounds, make them available to th e next participant. who wouJd then mix 
his own sounds into the str eam and pass it on. until it was called up a.t its 

place of origin - with a delay of about 10 to 15 seconds. The loop was then 
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sound quality still so poor at the time didn't trouble any of th e participants, 
nor did it disrup\ the random sonic results, which were created by the incal

culable time delay of the Internet and which made a synchronous collabora
tion impossible. But this was oClinle consequence forthe participants. 

"Initially we were surprised that anyone would consider our experi
ment art. That was never our intentlon."8 reported Rasa Smite, founder of 

the Latvian group. "Actually we wanted to make a break from art . But then it 

became obvious - we're artists. What we do, we do as artists. And it wasn't 

about a fixed result. but rather about the process of sonic collaboration on 
the ternet" 

,.1 
The loop actions f re-Iab.net were an important prelude for artistic au

~ 
tivities that make use 01 the Net as a medium ofdigit.a.l data exchange 

and divert from the star-shaped broadcasting principle. The pote ntial of es
tablishin g a flexible, dynamic relationship between sender and receiver 

elioited a series of important artistic experiments, from which a new con

ception 01 radio was derived. Some places hurried to rave about the "new 
possibilities" of the age of the digital network. Indeed, it is useful to take a 

comprehensive look back into its history. It is safe to assume that the Riga 
artists were not aware of the connection, but the loops of re-Iab.net had their 

forerunn e r in Max Neuhaus' "Public SuPpl)(. actions of the early 1970s. At 

that time, Neuhaus, th e world-Camous avant-garde percussionist. applied a 
principle very similar to t h at of looping to play With practically t h e enti.re 

National Public Radio network. Similar configuration s are to be found in a 
number of other Internet radiO projects. Precursors to network·based radio

Internet projects are to be found not only in the 1960s and early 1970s. Those 

wishing to truly understand the prom.ise the Internet possesses to change 
the traditional notion of radio should secure a listening post from which 

they can tune theh- ears to the early his tory of radio broadcasting. 
The first original German radio play. broadcast from astation in Frank

fur t tn October 1924. leads u s directly to the electrO:acoustic space of digital 

n etworks and its potential for a radio of interaction and participation. The 

title of the play was "Zauberei au! dem Sender" 0005e% "Rl!dio Magic''). Its 
author was Hans Fles!W.:. then director of the Frankfurt station and later di

rector of radio in Berlin, one of the most innovative. politically daring, and 
medla-savvy radio creators olthe Weimar RepUblic. One of his main motiva· 

t ions with the medium of radio was to avoid forms familiar in newspapers, 

theater, books, concerts, and vaudeville. Instead, ~le.Q for the investiga

~a.n~loitation of the specifio possibilities olthe radio m edium its~· 
Broadcast during a time when radio was the modern medium par excel
lenc~. "Radio Magic" told the s tory of a mysterious sonio dis turbance. In

stead of th e Blue Danube Waltz that had bee'n planned for the show.listen
ers were served up a concoction of noises, music. and human voices. No one 

had ever heard. anything like It. The people working at the radio station are 
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bewildered. The program. director is stunned: "Who on earth allowed all 

those people to spe,!!?" -
It seems as if an unidentified person seizes the station and its frequen

cy and begins broadcasting cheerfully away. For the program. direct or in 

"Radio Magic," the idea that some unauthorized person could be a broad

caster is categorically intolerable. "Where would we be if everyone did ev· 
erything he felt like?" he wonders.'o He insists on restoring the order of the 

broadcasting principle, the transmission monopoly, and editorial authori· 
ty, and demands to quickly determine the reasons behind the a.ural anar

chy. then impose silence. The wild mix of audio, we finally discover, is the 

product of a magician. With his supernatura.l powers, he ties together a.ll 

the sound and radio waves flying through the air. and casts them into a sin· 

g le program. This was likely how early radio sounded in the USA before the 
First World War. Every night, hundreds of radio amateurs would assemble 

in the ethers. Call and answer occurred on the same frequenc¥ t;!xJhe doz.

ens, s imuItan';ously. The whole thing was like a modern day Internet ch!!! 

s cenario, but you could h ear ey.e rr. bit of it. Indeed. "Radio Magic" fOWl.djts 

~ the conflict between two concepts ofr~.g.io - two different media ~ 
chitectures.1t was a coiiftict that, back then in the middle of the 1920s 
s tiH·tathervirulent:-"'R 10 as broadcast " versus "radio as multi-use s 

"One sends w any rece ve versus "many communicate with m apl''' A 

oife·wayverSus a two-way m e a mm. ' 

i'aonC'XtIrecti.;:til lir 5i'dcasttn'g, as Hans Flesch elucidated in this first 
German r is not the natural state of radio. Its media architecture is 

much more the result of a pollUc ecision that was made in the 1920s in 

Germariy as in most other cOWl.tries. 'the fear of the propagandistic effe. t 
6fthe medium the incitement of the masses was ve stron at the time. 

The b rinci 1 sta.te-controlled transmission mono olY, 
~ to the fearful German military and the reactionary political bureau' 

cra.ts to be the lesser evil, if public radio was alto e u voidable. This 

s Ipulation regardingtbe medium of radio as a state broaclcastingmonopoly 
and one-way commWl.ication medium would be criticized long into the next 

decade by artists and theoreticians such as Bertolt Brecht (1932)" and Ru
dolfArnheim (1933). "Radio: one speaks without hearing and everyone else 

hears without being able to speak."" While Brecht called for democratiza

tion along with his push for a two-w ay medium, Arnheim very generally 
pointed to the communica.tive paradox of the broadcasting principle - to the 

power differential inherent in the face of an absence of options for direct re

sponse. In both criticisms is the reproach t~at te,a t which is not call and an,; 
s::!~ or statement and response is neither dialectic nor truly enlightening . 

The broadcasting principle also lays claim to substance and authority, 

As a consequence of its mono-directional structure, it beneflts from both of 

these while it also encompasses - linot outright insists on - abuse as a re-
61 suit of the nature of a monopoly. The role distrib ution also becomes clear: 
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- -
the one transmitting must take the initiative, while t h e receiver and ad

dressee accept. Mission - transmission: the sacred connotation aftha term 
never fa.ils to resonate. The eHeet lingers from the time when it was cons¥!;. 
ered a miracle that v i as and sounds could travel magically through- e 

r, a.nd also points to the power discrepancy between those on the one 

hand who considered particular content worthy of broadcast and therefore 
operated with a certain "broadcast consciousness," and those on the other 
band who received the directive to shut,up and Haten - and to adopt the pro

gram as their own. 
With much self-mockery, but Dot without regret. in 1924 "Radio Mag

ic" heralded the victory ot the broadcast monopoly over the network and 

multi-user principle. Beyond its political and communications-cultural ob

jections, the first original German radio play additionally exhibits hO'5-a 

:u:~:: a;:~:~ thO:: iSh=~a:;i:::; ::!n~~e;:=:nal:;t;;: 
One-way medium challenges the polyphonic collaged improvisation of the 

multi-user space - a media architecture that seeks alternative materials, 
forms, and dramaturgical developments, requires other strategies of creat

ing significance and Illeaning, and caJls for a new con cept of the artist, the 

recipient, and art itself." 
During the coming seven decades, radio and its imaginative and expe

riential world would develop almost exclusively from the mono-directional 
media architecture ofthe broadcasting principle. Interest in the con cept of 

networked or two-way communication and interaction, however, continued 

to swell, requiring its own treatise in order to s h ow how the principle of net
working established the basis not only of the legendary 1938 American ra

dio show MWar of the Worlds, H but also a number of Nazi radio propaganda 
programs.'5 

The call for reshaping radio into a. two-way communication mediuIll

in the Brechtian tradition - once again increased in volume, particularly in 
the context of the anti-authoMtarian movement In the middle and end of the 

1960s. There were some attempts to allow the sentiments of listeners direct
ly into programs by employing the telephone, even in a few radio plays. II 

But the real push toward int<eractive art. which was so indioative of this pe-

" riod, hardly found its place in the medluIll of radio. At that time the Penta.
'gon was having its first successes with technical netwo rking experiments 

using computers, which gave birth to the forerunner of the Internet. Ho~~ , 

ever, It was known only to a very few artists and gatekeepers. Networking, 

de-hJerarchization, and interactivity: aJl oftbese were key words for the a.rts 
of the tlIlle, which in the age of political emancipation vo;ere not part of th e 

common vernacular. In beginning to realize these ideas, however, artists 

were soon confronted by the fact that neither interactive media architec
tures nor suitable technologies were at their disposal. 

• 
f 
f 
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Despite the expansion of microelectronics and oomputers, the prog

ress was s low fortbose artists who began to use early computer networks at 

the beginning and middle of the 19808, such as the circle around the Cana
dian telecommunica.tions artis.!..Robert Adriap. Not long thereafter, com

posers and some media artists such as Alvin Curran and Bill Fontana cre

a ted a stir with their net-based radio compositions, some of which were 

prize-winning, but which also showed that their excellent technical and au

dio quality was only achievable ":!th very expensive equipment. Satellite 

connections, radio conferencing hook-ups, and stereo lines were all part of 

networks accessible only to those who gained access to public broadcasting 

centers and whose gatekeepers were able to be won over by oft-beat ideas. 

This is not to say that they were not interested, in principle. If (or no other 

reason than extreme cost considerations, however, such projects remained 

an exceptional adventure. 

The digital networks of the 1990s were the first to provide the technical 

prerequisites with which tlie: medium o( radio could (unction with alterna

tive communication systems, no longer exolusively within the broadcast

ing PrinOiPlefhe established media rarely explored principles and meth

ods of making radio o n the technical or conceptual basis o( networked me

dia architectures. But ffr that very reason, the exploration was more often 

undertaken by artists. , 

One prototype of early net-based radio experiments was "Horizontal 

Radio" (rom 1995, which was conducted under the auspices of ORF art ra.

dio and its editor Heidi Orundmann. This global 24-hour radio action set out 

to aurally implement the network principle as it entered the public oon

sci,ousness through the World Wide Web - with the help of all available au

dio transmission teohnologies. Telephone lines, conventional radio trans

mission technology. ISDN, satellite transmission, and the Internet were all 

applied. Thirty radio stations"- participated in the project, from Jerusalem 

to Linz and Berlin to Australia, as well as eight Internet servers and over a 

hundred artists in their studios. Eaoh o( th~ participants was an equally 

valuable node in a global network. An autonomous audio event occurred at 

all of t h ese locations simultaneously. Using t·he conglomeration of lines, 

each event was able to adapt the sounds of the other stations at their discre

tion and link it to their own productions. In ,his way, they created mixes 

from the surprising to the cacophonous, depending on whether the sounds 

were specifically coordinated between the creators or wholly spontaneous. 

The result could then be sent by online or on-air connections and thus made 

ava.ilable to 'he participating a udience. If, (or example, Stockholm jammed 

with Berlin and J erusalem over stereo radio lines, the mix could be heard 

on the radio at all of these three locations, depending on the range of the lo

cal stations. It was also simultaneously broadcast on tbe Internet and could 

be accessed by o t her stations in tbe global net and integrated into tbeir own 
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"Horizontal Radio" thus broke through the broadcasting principle to 

the advantage of unabashed transmitting and receiving. The kind of sound
scape that was presented to tbe listener was dependent on the listener's lo

cation, as well as on the networking between stations and the aesthetic de
cisions made there. "There were infinitely many variations of 'Horizontal 

Radio· ... recalls Haidi Grundmann, "but none oftha participants, including 

the radio listeners as well as the Internet users, could experience every
thing. Tha.t was impossible.",1 Those who wanted to listen to "Horizontal Ra.

dio" but were outsiders in the classical sense had a difficult time. '1 he action 

~ primarily designed for those who were directly involved. Only by par
ticipating was there a purpose for the direction of the data flows. for dis

tance and proximity, and for the participating media and their qualities. 
In this and similar undertakings, cMtics failed to find a. concept or a 

sense of accountability orieDled toward an end result. ~at randoIl!!¥ ~ 
U!!,BPuUctabJJl.oame 911t aOhe mi.Jl:es was not always created for the purpos

~eMi"g the ear. Where the Internet was selected as the channel of au
dio exchange, the general result also suffered from the poor sound quality 

~rea.miD~ftware being usecfiifth~e. But what remained es~ 
c~ally unsatisfying for many participants was tlia{ their o_l!!elUllY produc,!'ld 

contributions were anonymously crammed into an e ansive project while 

those W 0 us!t~a e em failed to contextualize them accor -
~al artistic inten . Th' romise 0 e e 0 provide two-way 
00 munica.tion for the purpose oltpower sharing did not pay off. For some 

of the participants, "Horizontal Radio" ended up being more of an experi
ence of powerlessness. 

A number of artists, however, came to the project with a different level 

of awareness. They understood the individual contribution to be a sort of 
building block that would be able to be integrated in ever-ohanglng con

texts, thus modifying the original work. "Horizontal Radio," an early and 
wide-ranging attempt at creating networked radio, elucidates that proposi

tions of its kind must not be disregarded on the outset, but instead evaluat

ed based on a fundamentally redefined discourse. The perceptions of con
cepts such as author, artist-subject. program, work, editorial responsibility, 

and the implicit distinction between sender and listener that had been ac
oepted until now all transport criteria that could not be properly addressed 

~midst the ha.ppenings of the 24-hour event. 
The first thing we can say about such a project is that it Is comparable 

to a carnival, in that small and large groups of participants in the alleys and 

streets of a city have their fun, sometimes meeting up with other players, 

amusing each other, then moving off to other parties. going along together 
in different sizes of groups, and then maybe finally integrating into a larger 

procession down Main Street, which then as a whole offers something to cu
rious onlookers. Here, radio does not connote information or pleasing 

sounds, but is experienced rather as communication in the context of a son- 64 



ic rendezvous, indeed a form of intercourse. The Net ends up presenting a 

structure capable of being filled with audio data., which can then be per
ceived only by those who participate. Just how gratifying this aesthetic

communicative experience is for each person depends on the individual's 

specific criteria. The question must remain open about exactly what this 
kind of net-based collaborative radio action offers listeners s itting in front 

of speakers, who follow the entire process as they would a program on a ra

dio s tation. 
The interactive radio play "'[he Wheel of Fortune,"" broadcast at the 

end of September 2001 by the BBC, offered an indicative answer. RecaUinga 
kind of acoustic hypertext prinolple. it worked with the technical principles 

and s tructures of a network. Three different radio p lays, in which the con
tent was carefully coordinated, were broadcast simultaneously on three dif

ferent channels, One of the shows was to be heard on BBC Radio 3, one on 

BBC Radio 4, and the third as an Internet stream. At key points in the story, 
a recognizable signal was given for listeners and user!! to choose to switch 

to a different stream or channel, thereby selecting an alternative story pro
gression. There were so many options that the probability was very high 

that each listener, depending on his selection (indeed, if he chose to make 
any selections at all), would hear a different version of the play. The concept 

of this acoustic hypertext was oriented around offering the l1stener a linear 

work - despite the selection options - that would approach the standard rar 
dio and radio play experience. Even if r ecipients chose not to navigate 

through the play, they were guaranteed to have a consistent experience. In 
any case, what they heard was acompletely conventional radio play of tradi

tional dramaturgy. But what should induce a listener to play within this con

ventional form, without actually being able to extend beyond the authorial 
frame of experience? seleot between options when a dedioation to the 

linear fiow of one version already achieves the eaired and familia.r listen

jhg experience? Those who stick ;rth convention&l torms will rareRL,have 
tQWorry about tn-iTh"us' o@icti The station's o..QRcern about the consis

tency of the program and its reception wM.greater than its curiosity about 
plumbin'g tnedeptlis of the ssibilities of appropriatin a different media 

ar"CHrtecttIt' an endowins it With.me~isJ!ed 0 0 tuni~,,
-'h is question about the methods of appropriation and the endowment 
of meaning on the side of the listeners and users has been a focus of the 
"Tele-tap"'" project from the Amsterdam artist group CUT-n-PASTE, which 

since 2001 has been explormg new oonfigurations ot networks, telephony, 

and broadcasting. The latter has benefited the project because it avoids the 

one-time event that hits the air waves for a brief time and is then considered 
to be celebrated h istory. In long periods of preparation, the artists oontinu

ously attempt to develop new forms of representation with which they can 
activate their Tele-tap system. Its underlyi.ng prinoiple is based on mobile 
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tinuously connected mobile phone and plunged into the Amsterdam night

life. What they experience there is transmitted throughout the course of the 
evening to an Internet server that produces live streaIllS from the informa

tion it receives from the telephone, as well as to a radio studio and/or other 
venue. The individual streams of each of the mobile phones can be heard on 

the Web. Comparatively, the radiot ' functions as a meta-channel, which lin
early and successively reproduces and moderates the multiple happenings 

experienced out there by the eight protagonists, and "mediaUzes" the antic

ipated audio experience, dramaturgy, and ways of representation and com

munication. 
Anyone interested in listening to the players during their unadulter

ated nightlife experiences can hear each one individually in the Net and 
thus - as consciously calculated by the artists - succumb to his own aural 
voyeurism. Things g et interesting at just the point where radio would nor

mally discretely fade out because, for example, one of the protagonists finds 

himself in the red light district and his encounters become increasingly bi
zarre - all of which we are privy to, thanks to the microphone in the mobile 

phone. It was also exciting - particularly without a moderator'S commen
tary - to follow one of the participants, an expert on bats, as he intruded 

into a boarded up building one night, only to excite a mass of the winged 

creatures, which then flew wildly out. Broadcast and net versions comple
ment each other well here, illuminating the different ways of creating mean

ing and context. The artists are in the process of further technically devel
oping the setting in order to make additional flows of communication an es

sential component of the system. How would it be if the players could be 

contacted by listeners or other players using mobile or standard phones? 
What would the recipients perceive and experience if the Internet streams, 

which until now were separated, could be heard all at the same time? And 
what would change if the listeners - instead of a moderator- could control 

exactly what happens on the radio meta-channel? 

The Tele-tap system demonstrates how the borders between intimate 
and public spaces break down in a mobile and interactively communicating 

society. This "reality radio" is not the result of staging or adaptation, but 
ratherthe media-architectonic concept of the artists. A number of media ap

paratuses were configured to coordinate with each other in order to acti

vate alternative communication flows. They challenge expectations in re

cipients and provoke them to take a stance about their perception -l~ 

S. eavesd~pping, and wiretapping as much as intervening in orderJ.o 
s~iflcally influence one's own audio experience) "Tele-tap" shows that, 
depending on its specific architecture, every listening medium generates 

its own ear - its own way of being sonically perceived. And it is not the m e
dium that mediatizes, but rather the perceiver, who adjusts his attention ap

propriately. 
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With ~Horizontal Radio" from ORF art radio and the loop actions oCre

lab.Det, it was still about affirmatively realizing the state of being connected 

and being networked. the result of which was the crystallization oftha ques

tion of what the medium does with its users. While the BBC project cau

tiously assumed that the new, other medium "didn't do anything" to its us

ers - meaning it offered them nothing that conflicted with the user's typical 

radio experience - "Tele-tap" specifically addresses the interplay between 

ma.nipulation and bein g manipulated. 

____ Indeed, the medium does something with the recipients because they 

do something to it. This concept is also the basis of Atau Tanaka's radio-In

ternet plll3' "Frankensteins Netz"" C'Frankenstein:s~') from 2002. It used 
the Internet not only as a structure for data exchange, but mainly for data 

procession. The users could upload audiovisual data in order to construct a 
personalized, agile, digital creature tha.t was processed by the system in ac

cordance with acomplex server programming, based on its own eve~hang
ing dictates and moods. The man-made creature thus transformed based on 

user input, turned the user into a central component of its protean nature, 

and encouraged the participants to become engaged with its material basis 
for a period of several weeks. During the concluding event of a live perfor

mance, the data organism was to act as a virtual performer - that is, as an 
audio artist - who in the same wa,y as the human musicians would process 

materi&1 Uve in concert, which the Internet users would upload to the crea
ture during the performance. 

The technical and dramaturgical basis of "Frankensteins Net2:" was 
the programmed data process as controlling command, which merges and 

develops the inpu t of listeners and users based on aesthetic criteria. How

ever, the composer abandoned the idea Just before commencing the live 
performance scheduled to travel through the eth ers"" because he was con

cerned that hackers would destroy the overeJ1 effect. Out of fear of failure, 
the artist sa.lvaged the project within a programmed setting and protected 

himself from any loss of control. Failure in this case would have meant a col

lapse of the program - dead air instead of continuous audio data proces
sion .... \nlUs did the interactive concept and its democratic participation 

end up being exactly the OppoSite:, 
<;lenerally spea.king, failure is . . nsable com onent of settin gs 

in which a so ute con rol over content and input is a.bandoned. But in acul

t"ural climate built on the ideal of the pel'tMt work and on auth~rial account
ability for the final product, tr&nSInitted with a fully realized and archivable 

message, the cultiva.tion of failure hardly seems acceptable. Failure here 
connotes a collapse of the con cept, and thus of the author. The model of pro

cession , however, which is based on participation as well as the processing 
of input, addresses other premises. Hacking and other destructive interven-_ ....;;0 

tions become a central component of the participation and communic!:.tion 
67 experience. "Program as product" versus "procession as activity." - --



At the place where radio and digital networks begin to meld, much has 
transpired s ince Radio Ozone's loop actions in the mid·1990s. The software 

that now enables webcasting n o longer require much in the way of exper
tise to operate. Access to hig h -speed connections has also vastly expanded. 

F urther m ore, sound quality has improved immensely, thanks to the mp3 

revolution. Thus is the Web, now more than ever, full of both mono-direc· 
tion al and in teractive radio. The s~ture pfthe Net, however, with its po

tential for exchan e , artici ation, and processing, has "";emallled~ 
e aesth.!Uic level of sound. It is still rare that or s are developed that 

transport complex verbal statements, conte nt, and opinions with ou t trying 
to adapt them into a linear program principle. For this reason, it is worth 

mentioning the latest attempts by the Berlin media artist Ulrike Gabr\e l , 

even if they are current!.T" in t h e development phase. In her "Flow" s e;!s!:s," 
Gabriel provides a platform for fundamentally criticat political opinioIl,s 

liVe on the telephone, Msfie c6ruronts them with pre-produc ed or direct 
transmitted opinions s e 0 esta s e is.. In so do

'1ng, she attempts to-cre ate a dramaturgy of c"On textliiil cOIlflOont':Uon that 
also incorporates electronic live music, a commentator, and a p eriodically 

imposed narrator. The work d oes not con cern itself with the presentation of 

pre-selected opinions and commentaries in a familiar way such as we find 
in t he classic news m edia., b ut rather with the cr eation of c ritical counter

points in a kind of dialogue- better yet, multilogue. S h e attempts to achieve 

..3-eedom.ohp~ in the act ofpubUShingt!:l.A.§p.2,k;P w orC\. • 
As a result of its spontaneous, explicit, and often very unorthodox 

statements, it would be surprising if this bold form and content experiment 

secures access to the programming of established private or public stations 

here in Germany. Too unpredictable is t h e political message that can devel
op trom the verbal and non-verba l communication fiows in the process of a 

live production. Objections to suoh radio proj ects are still root 

~me fear of the propagandistic eUec lum of radio, such as w~ 
the case in 1924. Although Uldke Gabriel's "Flow" concept has not integrat

"';d thelnternet~ a mechanism of sound transportation, it would be un
imagin able without the influence or network thinld..ng, d ata proceSSion, and 

the anti-authoritarian democracy promised by the Brechtian two-way con

cept. 
Digital networks h ave t he conceptual potential to change o ur notio n o r 

radio as 0. medium for transporting sound. The examples depicted herein 
indicate t hat radio CaD be produced using other methods. It m ay thus be

come the apparatus of direct exchange, of being connected, of intersubjeo
tivity, and the fiuid or processual. An essential aspect is tha t the universally 

acoessible Internet has broken down th e previously high barriers that com
plicated the options for producing radio content. The tre nd in the esta 

Hshed m edia is to increase accessibility by reducln rodu ction q uality -

al"ong with the level of intellectual d.iffl.culty. In this w~hope to rea.cl; 68 
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a broader audience. However, accessibility in the literal sense has manifest-
~d in a different way, which has been evidenced In t he past few years, as an 

fucreasing number of alternative culnu-al activists have received a proviJ. 
to establisli eU" own stations. They don't need to look long for content c re

ators, since the desire to express oneself using sophisticated content and 
alternative - even new- forms and communication processes is, by deHni· 

tion, immense.'"" Access and participation are the key words in this prog
ress, which is catalyzed by the digital network media.. If the concept contino 

ues to become more popular - a.nd m u ch indicates that it wiU- the conse

quence could be a new role for radio. The model of the authorial program 
for which the listener is obliged to remain silent and receptive in order to be 

entertatned-orln:sttUC"tea- s now confronted by a diffe rent and equ J~ 
imate-model';"On 'e"t"hl1:r- s open, rocessual, a.nd communication and partici

-pation-oriente • lch the roles of creator and public are no longer strict
ly-separated:-"J\nlHFartisti~s indicate:1n order to keep such form--; 

fi"5ll'f15ecam.1ng trivtal-;-a'caretUllyc onstructed framework, more intelUgen t 

s ra egIes:""and occasionally more "7omplex progra'i;imlng are required ii 
a err-a create worthwhile settings in which others can"be active. Even "ra

diO'a.ct1vtty" re'quires1fUiI["ty criteria. Due to the lack of experience and ac

tual opportunities, there is a. lot to be done in this regard. It remains to be 
seen whether such a. new kind of positioning for radio can prevail in our cul

ture, particularly in the face of th e established criteria for broadcast media. 
The broadcasting principle certainly will not die off. Quite the oppo

site is true. The star-shaped broadcasting principle may develop its greatest 
strength s in combination with networks and their potential for operative 

participation and interaction. The broadcasting principle offers the oppor
tunity for contemplative reception - that is to say, listening. Without listen

ing there is no communication, no exchange, and no understanding. It Is a 

prerequisite for participation, intervention, and intera.ctivity that one's in

put responds appropriately to the aesthetic-communicatlve intention of the 
media-defined setting, fulfills it, and completes it. Even in the age of net

worked media architectures, the practice and discipline of listening re
mains the origin of creative and intellectual sovereignty. 
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PART TWO: 
SYNAESTHETIC CINEMA: THE END OF DRAMA 

"The final poem will be the poem of fact in the language of fact. But it 
will be the poem of fact not realized before," 

WALLACE STEVENS 

Expanded cinema has been expanding for a long time. Since it left 
the underground and became a popular avant-garde form in the 
laic 1950's the new cinema primarily has been an exercise in tech
nique, the gradual development of a truly cinematic language with 
which to expand further man's communicative powers nnd thus his 
awareness. If expanded cinema has had anything to say, the mes
sage has been the medium. I Slavko Vorkapich: "Most of the films 
made so far arc examples not of creative use of motion-picture 
devices and techniqucs, but of their use as recording instruments 
only. There arc extremely few motion pictures that may be cited as 
instances of creative use of the medium. and from these oruy frag
ments and short passages may be compared to the bL"S t achieve
ments in the other arts."2 

It has taken more than seventy years for global maD to come to 
tcnns with the cinematic medium, to liberate it from theatre and 
literature. We had to wait until our consciousness caught up with 
Our technology. But although the new cinema is the 6rst and only 
true cinematic language, it still is used as a recording instrument. 
The recorded subject, however, is not the objective external human 
condition but the filmmaker's consciousness, his perception and its 

I For a comprehensive in-depth history of this development, lee: Sheldon 
Renan, An Introduction to the Americcm Underground Film (New York: Dut
tOn Paperbacks, 1967 ). And (or a survey of inillal critical reaction, see: The 
New • .o\merlcan Cinema, ed. Gregory Battcoc.k ( New York : Dutton Paperbacks, 
1067). 

2 Slavko Vorkupich, "Toward True Cin~ma:' in Film: A Montage of Th eorlet , 
ed. Richard Dyer MacCInn ( New York: Dutton Paperbacks, 1966). p. 172. 
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process. [f we've tolerated a certain absence of discipline, it _ 
been in favor of a freedom through which new language hopefully 
would be developed. With a fusion of aesthetic seruibilities and 
technological innovation that language finally has been achieved. 
The new cinema has emerged as the only aesthetic language to 
match the environment in which we live. 

Emerging with it is a major paradigm : a conception of the nature 
of cinema so encompassing and persuasive that it promises to 
dominate all image-making in much the same way as the theory <l 
general rel3tivity dominates all physics today. I call it synaeathetk 
cinema. In relation to traditional cinema it's like the science of 
bionics in relation to previous notions of biology and chemistry : 
that is, it models itself ah er the patterns of nature rather than 
attempting to "explain" or conform nature in terms of its own struc
ture. The new artist, like the new scientist, does not "wrest order 
out of chaos." Both realize that supreme order lies in nature and 
traditionally we have only made chaos out of it. The new artist and 
the new scientist recognize that chaos is order on another leve~ and 
they set about to find the rules of structuring by which nature has 
achieved it. nlat'S why the scientist has abandoned absolutes and 
the filmmaker has abandoned montage. 

Herbert Read: "Art never has been an attempt to grasp reality as 
a whole-that is beyond our human capacity; it was never even an 
attempt t'o represent the totality of appearances; but rather it has 
been the piecemeal recognition and patient fixation of what is sig
nificant in human experience.'" We're beginning to understand that 
"what is Significant in human experience" for contemporary man is 
the awareness of consciousness, the recognition of the process of 
perception. ( I define perception both as "sensation" nnd "concep
tualization," the process of forming concepts, usually classified It! 

"cognition." Because we're enculturated, to perceive is to interpret.) 
Through synaesthetic cinema man attempts to express a total phe
nomenon-his own consciousness.4 

a Read, 07'. ell ., p . 18. 
41n de6nlng ooruciousness t c:cncur with R. C. CJllingwood~ "'The klnd of 

thought which stands elmest to sensation or mere feeling. E\'ery further devel
opment of thought is based upon it and dealt not with feeling in i15 crude fonn 
but with feeling as thU!l tmnsfonned into Imagination." Prlnclp/u of Art ((h
ford : Clarendon FreSJ, 1938), p. 223. 

IYnH.th.tlc Cine""': TIM! End of D~ 17 

Synaesthetic cinema is the only' aesthetic language suit(.orl to the 
post-industrial, post-literate, man-made. environ~ent with its ~ulti
dimensional simulsensory network of mformation sources. It s the 
only aesthetic tool that even approaches the reality continuum of 
conscious existence in the nonunifonn, nonlinear, nonconnected 
electronic atmosphere of the Paleocybc.rnctic Age. "As visual space 
is superseded," McLuhan observes, "we discover that there is no 
continuity or connectedness, let alone dcpth and perspective, in any 
of the other senses. The modem artist-in music, in painting, in 
poetry-has been patiently expounding this fnct for decades."1l The 
modern synaesthetic filmmaker has been Pfltiently expounding this 
fact for decades as well, and with far more success than painters or 
poets. 

Finally, I propose to show that synaesthetic cinema transcends 
the restrictions of drama, story, and plot and therefore cannot be 
called a genre. In addition to matching McLuhan's view of con
temporary existence, it also corresponds to Buckminster Fuller's 
observations on natural synergetics and consequently is negentropic. 
Before discussing spCciScs, however, we must first understand why 
synaesthetic cinema is just now being developed into a universal 
language, more than seventy years after the birth of the medium. 
Like most everything else, it's because of television. 

Il Manball McLuhnn, Quentin Fiore, War and Peace in 1M Global valage 
( Nt~w York: Bantam Books) , p. 13. 



Global Closed Circuli: The Earth as Software 

TelevisIon Renders Cinema Obsolete 
as Communicator of Objective Reality 

Just as every fact is also metapbysical, every piece of hardware 
implies software: information about its existence. Television is the 
software of the earth . Television is invisible. It's not an object. It', 
Dot a piece of furniture. The television set is irrelevant to the phe. 
Damenon of television. The videosphcre is the noosphere trans
fonn('-d into a perceivable state. "T elevision," says video artist Lcs 
Levine, "is the most obvious realization of software in the generaJ 
environment . It shows the human race itself as a working model of 
itself. It renders the social and psychological condition of the envi
ronment visible to the environment," 

A culture is dead when its myths have been exposed. Television 
is e:tposing the myths of the republic. Television reveals the ob
served, the observer, the process of observing. 11lere can be no 
secmts in the Paleocybcrnetic Age. On the macrostructural level all 
television is a closed circuit that constantly turns us back upon 
ourselves. Humanity extends its video Third Eye to the moon and 
feeds its own image back into its monitors. "Monitor" is the elec
tronic manifestation of superego. Television is the earth's superego. 
We become aware of our individual behavior by observing the 
ooUectivc l>chavior as manifested in the globaJ videosphere. We 
identi fy with persons in news events as once we identified with 
actors or events in fi ction films. Before television we saw littJe of the 
human condition. Now we see and hear it daily. The world's not a 
stage, it's a 1V documentary. Television extends global man 
throughout the ecological biosphere twenty-four hours a day. By 
moving into outcr space, television reveals new dimensions of inner 
space, new aspects of man's perception and the results of that per
ception. 

This implosive, self-revealing, consciousness·expanding process is 
irrevcrsible. Global information is the natural cnemy of local gov
ernment, for it reveals the tcue context in whieh that government is 

" 
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operating. Global television is directly responsible for the pol~t~cal 
turmoil that is increasing around the world today. The pohtica1 
establishments sens~ this and arc beginning to react. But it's too 
latc. Television makes it impossible for governments to maintain the 
illusion of sovereignty and separatism which is essential for their 
existence. Television is one of the most revolutionary tools in the 
entire spectrum of technoanarchy. 

We recognize television's negative effect on the popular arts : that 
it induces a kind of sedentary uniformity of expression and gener
ates a false sense of creativity. In its broader consequences, how
ever television releases cinema [rom the umbilical of theatre and 
liter; ture. It renders cinema obsolete as communicator of the objec
tive human condition. It has affected cinema in much the same way 
a.~ the invention of photography affected sculpture and painting. 
Cubism and other means of abstracting the realisti c image were 
born with the photographic plate because painting no longer pro
vidcd the most realistic images. TIle plastic arts abandoned exterior 
reality for interior reality. The same has happened to cinema ~ .a 
result of television: movies no longer provide the most reahstic 
images so they've turned inward. , . ' 

We're in direct contact with the human condition; theres no 
longer any need to represent it through art. Not only does ~hjs 
rclease cinema; it virtually forces cinema to move beyond the obJec
tive human condition into newer exlra-objective territory. There are 
manifold trends that indicate that virtually all cinema has felt the 
profound impact of television and is moving inevitably toward 
synaesthesis. nle progression naturally includes intermediary steps 
firs t toward greater "realism," then cinema-~rft6, before the 6~al 
and total abandon of the notion of reality itself. The fact that we re 
now approaching the peak of the realism stage is demonstrated by 
Warhol, for example, whose recent work contrasts "reality" with 
"realism" as manifested in the spontaneous l>chavior of actors pre
tending to be acting. In addition there's virtually all of Godard's 
work, as well as Jolm Cassavetcs' Faces, James McBride's Davi? 
Holzman's Diary, Peter Watkins' Tile War Game, Gillo Pontecorvos 
Tile Battle of Algiers, Paul Morrissey's Fles/l , and Stanton Knye's 
Ceorg and Brandy ill tlu: Wilc1ernes$. 

~'f ost of this work is characterized by nn astutc blending of 



scripted and directed acting with spontaneous improvisation, 

which the actor randomly 611s in the parameters of a ~~';~::~~ 
tiOD predetennined and predestined by the director. Yet 
because they attempt to approximate objective reality without actu
aUy being real places them firmly in the tradition of conventionU 
Hollywood pretend movies, with the exception of camera presence 
or what might be called process-level perception, 

It's only natural that contemporary filmmakers should be more 
successful at imitating reality since the intennedia network makes 
us morc familiar with it. But there's a curious and q uite Significant 
aspect to the nature of this new realism: by incorporating a kind 01 
bastardized cinemo-veriM or newsreel style of pbotography and 
behavior, the filmmaker has not moved closer to actual unstylized 
reality itself but rather a reality prestylizcd to approximate our 
primary mode of knowi ng natural events; television. We accept it II 
being morc realistic because it more closely resembles the process· 
level perception of TV watching. in which unstylized reality is 
filtered and shaped through the process of a given medium. 

The traditional dramatic structure of these Sims becomes more 
easily discernible in contrast with pure cinema-veriM work such as 
Jean Rouch's Cllronicle of a Swnmer, Pennebaker's Don't LooJc 
Buck, or Chris Marker's brilliant Le l oli Alai. A comparison of Face. 
or David Holzman's Dwr" with Warhol's Nude Restaurant is even 
more revealing: the difference between prestylized and predestined 
realit ies on the one hand, and Warhol's totally random and only 
partially prcstylized reality on tile other, is brought into sharp focus. 
Warhol has expressed regret that a camera cannot simply be 
switched on and left running for twenty-four hours, since the "im
portant" ( naturally-revealing) events seem to occur at that moment 
just after it stops turning. Godard disclosed similar sentiments when 
he said: I'he ideal for me is to obtain right away what will work. If 
retakes are necessary it falls short of the mark. The immediate is 
chance. At the same time it is definitive. What I want is the defini
tive by chance." 

Synaesthetic Synthesis: 
Simultaneous Perception 01 Harmonic Opposites 

Timc, said St. Augusti nc, is a threefold present: the prescnt as we 
experience it; the past as prescnt memory; the future as present 
expectation. Hopi Indians, who thought of t~emse~ves as caretakers 
of the plnnet, used only the prescnt !cnse In theil' l anguag~ : ~ast 
was indicated as "present manifested, and the future was Signified 
by Mpresent manifesting."" Until approximately ~ B.C., few cul
tures thought in terms of past or future: all expen ence was synthe
sized in the present. It seems that practically everyone but ~n
temporary man has intuitively understood the space-time 
CQntinuwn. 

Synaesthetic cinema is n space-time continuum. It is neither sub
jective, objective, nor nonobjective, but rather all of these co":'
billt .. -cl : that is to say, ertra-DiJleclioe. SYl!..aesthetic and psychedehc 
mean approximately the same thing. Synaesthesis is the harmony of 
different or oppos ing impulses produced by a work of art. It means 
the simultaneous perception of harmonic opposites. Its sensorial 
dIed is known as Sljnaestllesla, and it's as old as the ancient Greeks 
who coined the term. Under the in8uence of mind-manifesting hal
lucinogens one experiences synaesthesia in addition to what Dr. 
John Lilly calls "white noise," or random Signals in the control 
mechanism of the human bio_computer.1 

Any dualism is composed of hamlonic opposites: in/ o.ut, up! 
down, oH/ on, yes/ no, black/ white, good/ bad. Past aesthetiC tradi
tions, re8ecting the consciousness of their period, have tended ~o 
concentrate on one element at a time. But the Palcocybernetic 
experience doesn't support that kind of logic. The emphasis of 
traditional logic might be ex:pressed in terms of an eillier/ or choice, 
which in physics is l.;nown as bistable logic. But the logic of ~e 
Cybernetic Age into which we're moving will be both/ and, which m 

" Benjamin Wharf, Llmgelllgc, TII()UglI' and Rcaiitll (Cambridge, MII55.: 
M ~Jsachusetts Institute of Technology, Publications Offic:e, 1956). 

710hn C. Lilly, TIle lIumlln Blo-Co""xeltlr ( Miami, Fla.: CommuncillUom 
l\eseareh Institute, 1967 ). 

" 
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physics is called triadic logic. Physicists have found 
longer describe phenomena with the binary yes/ no 
must operate with yes/ no/ maybe. 

The accumulation of facts is no longer of top priority to 
ity. Thc problcm now is to apply existing facts to new 
wholes, new vistas of reality. By "reality" we mean 
Piet Mondrian: "As nature becomes more abstract, a 
morc clearly felt. The new painting has clearly shown this. And 
is why it has come to the point of expressing nothing but rel.Uo~I." 
Synaesthetic cinema is an art of relations : the relations of the 
ceptual information and design information within the film i 
graphically, and the relation betwecn the film and the viewer at 
point where human perception (sensation and conceptualization) 
brings them together. As science gropes for new models to oc,eo, .. ' 
modale apparent inconsistencies and contradictions, the need 
seeing incompatibles together is marc casily discerned . For 
Ilmple, the phenomenon of light is conceived in botll / and 
both continuous wave motions and discontinuous particles . And we 
havc noted our incapacity for obscrving both movement and posi. 
t ion of electrons. 

TIlis is but one of mnny reasons that synaesthetic cinema is the 
only aesthetic langunge suited to contemporary life. It can functioo 
ns a conditioning force to unite us with the living present, not 
separate us from it. My use of the term synaesthetic is meant only as 
a way of understand ing the historical significance of a phenomenou 
without historical precedent. Actually the most descriptive term (or 

I the new cinema is "personal" because it's only an extension of the 
61mmaker's central nervous system. Thc reader should not interpret 
"synaesthetic" as an attempt to categori7-c or label a phenomenou 
that has no defi nition. There's no Single fi lm that could be called 
typical of the new cinema because it is defined anew by each indi· 
vidu:tl filmmaker. 

I've selected about seven films th at are particularly representative 
of thc variOlls points I wish to make. I'm using them only to illumI
nate thc nature o( synaesthetic cinema in general, not as specifie 
archetypal examples. Suffieicnt literature exists on Brakhngc's Dog 

8 Pict Mondrlnn. P/(j$lic Art ami Pure Plastic Art (New York : Wittenborn, 
Schultz, Inc., 1945), p. 50. 
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Star Man to preclude nny major expository analysis here, but it is 
excmplary of virtually all concepts involved in the synaesthetic 
mode, in particular syncretism and metamorphosis. Will Hindle's 
Cllinese FfredriU is an outstanding example of the evocative lan
guage of synaesthetic cinema as distinct from the expositionaJ mode 
of narroti~e cinema. Pat O'Neill's 7362, John Schofill's XFilm, and 
Ronald Nameth's Exploding Plrutic Inevitable provide some insight 
into kinaesthetics and kinetic empathy. earolee Schneemann's Fuses, 
in contrast with Warhol's Blue Movie and Paul Morrissey's Fle, h, 
mustrates the new polymorphous eroticism. And, finally, Michael 
Snow's Wavelength has been chosen for its qualities of extra-objec
live constructivism. 



-, 
Syncretism and Metamorphosis: 
Montage as Collage 

The harmonic opposites of synaesthetic cinema ar{,~~~::~ 
through syncretistic vision, which Anton E hrenzweig has 
ized as: lhe child's capacity to comprehend a total 
than analyzing single elements , .. be does not differentiate 
identity of a shape by watching its details one by one, but 
straight for the whole .... Syncretism is the combination of 
different (anns into one whole form. Persian tapestries and 
domes are syncretistic. Mandalas are syncretistic. Nature is 
tistic. The majority of filmgoers, con moned by a lifetime of 
tional narrative cinema, make little sense of synaesthetic 
because their natura l syncretistic faculty has suffered entropy 
atrophy. 

Buckminster Fu ller: "All universities have been 
organized for ever-S ner specialization. Society assumes 
aatian is natural, inevitable and desirable. Yet in observing a 
chUd we find it is interested in everything and spontaneously 
prehends, comprehends and coordinates an ever-expanding . 
tory of experience."lo 

It has been demonstrated that all species of 

whether anatomical, biological, or geological. have become extinct were doomed through )~;:;~!~~~::: 
tional narrative cinema, in which the filmmaker plays 
guiding our eyes here And there in the picture plane, 
described as "specialized vision," which tends to decay our 
comprehend the more complex and diffuse visual Geld of 
reality. 

\ The general impression that syncretism, and therefore '>"0.'. 
thctic cinema, is empty of detail or content is an illusion: ". 
highly sensitive to the smallest of cues and proves more efficient 

8 Anton Ehrenzwelg, The U/dden Order of Art ( Berkeley, Calif. : Un'" .. 
of Calrfomla Press, 1967), p . 9. 

10 Fuller, Spoce,hfp Eorth ,p. 13. .. 

'dentifying individual objects. It impresses us as empty, vague and 
~eneralized only because the narrowly-focused surface conscious

ess cannot grasp its wider more comprehensive structure. Its pre
~c, concrete content bas become inaccessible and ·unconscious.' " 11 

Synaesthetic cinema provides access to syncretistic content 
through ' the inarticulate conscious. Similarly, it contradicts the 
teachings of Cestnlt psychology, according to which we must make 
all elt l lCr/ or choicc: we can choose either to see the "significant" 
figure or the "insignificant" ground. But when the "content" of the 
messagc is the relationship between its parts, and whcn structure 
and content are synonymous, all elements are equally significant. 
Ehrcnzweig has suggested that syncretism is "~alt-free percep
tiOIl," and indeed this must be the case if one expects any visual 
-meaning" from synaesthetic cincma. 

Paul KJee, whose syncretistic pnintings closely resemble certain 
works of synaesthetic cinema, spoke of the erldotollic ( inside) and 
exotopic (outside) areas of a picture plane, stressing their equal 
importance in the overall expcrience.u Synaesthetic cinema, pri· 
marily through superimposition, fuses the endotopic and exotopic 
by reducing depth-of-field to a total Geld of nonfocused multiplicity. 
Moreover, it subsumes the conventional sense of time by intercon· 
IlCCti ng and interpenetrating the temporal dimension with images 
that exist outside of time. The "'action" of Dog Star Mall , for 
example, could be an cntire life-span or merely a split seoond in the 
inarticulate conscious of Stan Brakhage. I stress "action" as com
monly understood in the cincma because synaesthetic syncretism 
replnces montage \vith collage and. as AndreBazin has obscrved, 
"montage is the dramatic analysis of action." Bazin was perceptive 
enough to realize that "only an increased realism of the image can 
support the abstraction of montage."u 

Synaesthetic cinema subsumes Eisenstein's theory of montage-as· 
collision and Pudovkin's view of montage-as-linkage. It demon
strates that they were certainly correct but didn't follow their own 
observations to their logical conclusions. They were restricted by 

1\ Ehrenzweig, op. dt., pp. 19.20. ./ 
12 Paul Kite. The Thinking Elle ( London: Lund Humphries,loot ). 
13 Andre 8nzlo, Wllllt I! CirlenUl? t mll! . Hugh Gray (Los Angeles, Calif.: 

University of California Prc5lI, 1001). p. 39 . 
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the consciousness of their times. Synaesthetic cinema transcends 
notion of reality. It doesn't "chop the world into little I"gmcnlo," 
effect Bazin attributed to montage, because it's not concerned 
the objective world in the Srst place. The new Simmaker is 
us his feelings. Montage is indeed an abstraction of objcclli 
rea1ity; that's why, until recently, Warhol did Dot cut his films at 
But synaesthetic syncretism is the only mode in which the m"nlr.; 
tations of one's consciousness can be approximated without 
tortion. 

TIlcre's no conBict in harmonic opposites. Nor is ther.",; :::: 
that might be called linkage. Thcre is only a space-time 0 

a mosaic simultaneity, Although composed of discrete elements it 
conceiv(..>d and edited as one continuous perceptual experience. 
synaesthetic film is, in effect, one image continually tm",!onniD 

./ into other images: metamorphosis. It is the one unifying force in 
of synaesthetic cincma. The notion of universal unity and 
simultaneity is a logical result of the psychological eHects of 
global communications network. 

H montage is the dramatic analysis of action, a film wl,h, .. 
class ic montage thus nvoids at least the structural element of 
inherent within the medium. All that remains to avoi d drama 
wely is to exclude dramatic (i.e., theatrical ) content hy 
content and structure the same. Warhol's films are not 
and neither arc Sims at the extreme opposite end of the 
synaesthesia. The classical tension of montage is 
overlapping superimposition. For example : we have shots A, B, 
C. First we see A, then B is superimposed over it to produce 
Then A fades as C fades in. There's a brief transitional period 
which we're seeing ABC simultaneously, and Snally we're io<.idJ'II 
only at BC. But no sooner has this evolved than B begins to fade 
D appears, and so on. 

This is a physical, structural equivalent of the Hopi ··"'"0 .... 
manifested" and "present manifesting" space-time continuum. 
the only style of cinema that directly corresponds to the theory 
general re1utivity, a concept that has completely transfonned 
aspect5 of contemporary existence exce t traditional '1')~;:: 
cinema. 111e effects of metamorphosis described above 
more apparent if shots A, B, and C happen to be of the same ' 

but (Tom slighlly diHerent perspectives, or with varied inBections of 
tone and ' color. It is ~rough this prOCt.'Ss ~at . a synaesthetic fiim I 
becomes, in effect, one Image constantly mamfestmg. 

And finally we're forced to admit that the pure art of cinema 
eXists almost exclusively in the use of superimposition. In traditional 
cinema, ;upcrimposition usually gives the impression of two movies 
occurring at once in the same frame \vith their attendant psycholog
ic:J1 and physiological connotations coexisting separately. In synaes
thetic cinema they are one total image in metamorphosis. This does 
not imply that we must relinquish what Eisenstein called Uintellec_ 
tual montage." In fact, the confli ct-juxtaposition of intellectual 
CffCL'l5 is increased when they occur within the same image, Fiction, 
legend, parable, myth, traditionally have been employed to make 
comprehensible the paradoxes of that Seld of nonfocused multiplic
ity that is life. Synaesthetic cinema, whose vcry structure is paradox, I 
makes paradox a language in itself, discovering the order ( legend ) 
hidden within it. 

Sian Brakhage: Dog Star Man 
Dog Star Man is a silent, seventy-eight-minute film divided into 

Prelude and Parts Olle through FOllr. It was shot in 1959--60 and 
edited during the next four years. Prelude is an extremely fast 
collage of multiple-level superimpositions and compounded images 
that emerge from a blurry diaphanous haze and slowly take form, 
only to be obscured by other images and countermotions. We begin 
to dis(.'Crn specific objects, patterns, and 6na11y a motif or theme: 
the elements of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water: a childbirth; n man 
climbing a mountain with his dog; the moon; the sun throwing off 
huge solar prominences; lovemaki ng; photomicrography of blood 
vessels; a beating heart; a forest; clouds; the faces of a man and a 
woman; and literally thousands of other images to appear in the rest 
of the film. 

These images exist essentially autonomously and are sllperim
POSed or compounded not for "drnmatic

H 

effect but rather as a kind 
of matrix for psychic exercise on the part of the viewers. For 
example, over an expanding solar prominence we might see Brak~ 
hagc's leonine face or a line of snow·covered fir trees in the moun
tains of Colorado. \Ve are not asked to interpret or Snd "meaning" 



in these combinations. though vastly rich experiences are 
When the images emerge from a bazy blur. for example, we are 
asked to interpret this as the creation of life or some similar 
malic notion, but rather as a perceptual experience for its own 
in addition to the contextual relat ionship of this image to the 
the film, or what Eisenstein indicated by the tenn "ullclUec>ll 
montage." 

Whereas Prelude is a ropid barrage of multiple ov." I"Y', 
One is superimposed sparingly, concentrating on interface 
ships between individual shots. However. every effort is made 
subdue any effect that might be considered montage. The 
fade in and out vcry slowly, often fading into a color such as red 
grecn. The fragments of Prelude fall into place and an ov"""h • .., 
ing sense of oceanic consciousness evolves. We begin to realize 
Bmkhagc is attempting to express the totality of cons<'~o,,,,,,c.;, 
reality cdntinuum of the living present. As his solitary figure 
the snow-covered mountain, we see images of man's world from 
microspectrum of the bloodstream to the macrospectrum of the 
moon, nnd universe. Both time aod space are subsumed in 
wholeness of the experience. Superimposition is not used 
economical substitute for "parallel mootage" -indicating ' ;;'; ~~;::: 
ous but spatially separate events-for spatio-temporal d 
do not exist in the consciousness. Brakhage is merely presenting 
with images orchestrated in such a way that a new reality arises 
of them. 

When we see the sun superimposed over a lovemaking scene, 
not an invitation to interpret a meaning such as cosmic ,.!:en,e"'tk~ 

or the smallness of man in the universe, but rather as no occasion 
experience OUf own involuntary and inarticulate associations. 
images nrc not symbolic, as in Tile Seventh Seal, or artfully 
posed as in La.tt Year at Marienbad. Brakhage does not m''";;IPul~ 
us emotionally, saying: "Now I want you to feel suspense" or 
I want you to laugb" or "Now is the time to be fearful." This is 
ploy of the commercial entertainer: an arrogant degradation 
cinema, using Blm as a tool for cheap sensationalism. nlis is not 
say that spatia-temporal experiences, or suspense, humor, or 
emotion cannot be found in synaesthetic cinema. Quite the 
trary : because we're dealing with our own personal 

Stan Brakhage: Dog Star Man. 1959-
64. 16 mm. Color, black and white . 
78 min. " The totality 01 consciousness, 
the reality continuum of the living 
present." 
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emotion is gunrnntecd. And it will be more genuinely profound 
the form ula-triggered gmti6cation of conwtion(..--d response that 
receive from commercial entcrtainment. 

Brakhage has spoken of "restructuring" vision through his 
and often refers to the "untutoredft vision of the child before 
taught to think and see in symbols. In what he calls "', ~;~~:~~ 
vision," Brakhage attempts to simulate, by painting and 
on film, the Bashes and patterns of color we perceive when our 
are closed. Approximately midway through Dog Star Man, 
wise mundane images take on wholly new meanings and in 
cases ncw appearances. We stop mcnta1ly labeling images 
concentrate instead on the synaesthetic/kinaesthetic Bow of 
shape, and motion. 

This is not to suggest a nonobjective experience. The 
develop their own syntactical meaning and a "narrative" line 
perceived, though the meaning of any given image may change 
the context of different sequcnces. This constitutes a creative use 
the language itself, over and above any particular "content" 
veyed by that language. ( Wallace Stevens: "A new meaning 
equivalent to a new word.") The effect of synaesthetic cinema is 
break the hold that the medium has over us, to make us perceive it 
objectively. Art is utler folly unless it frees us from the need of art 
as an experience separate from the ordinary. 

Wittgenstein has describt.--d art as a game whose rules are made 
up as the game is in process. The exact meaning of words (images) 
becomes known only in the context of each new statemcnt.14 E. It 
Combrich, on the other hand, demonstrates that objective realiSDI 
also is a game, but one whose schcma is established prior to its use 
and is never altered. Artists and society thus learn to read the 
schema as though it were objective reality. But since the language 
itself is not used creatively, the viewer is seduced beyond form into 
an abstract contcnt with an illusion of being externally objective." 
Thus the viewer is captive under the hold, or spell, of the medium 
and is not free to analyze the process of expericnce. 

14 Ludwig Wittgcnstein. PIIII08oll 't u;a/ [ ,westlgatlot'll (Oxford: Blackwell 
Press, 1963). 

ID E, H. Combrich, .... rt and rlttJ.Jkm. The Bollingen Series XXXV (N~ 
York : Pallthoon Books, Inc., 1960) . 

Brakhage expressed this concept with respect to his ~\'VTl work : 
-Lmn in~ nn eye unruled by man-made laws of .perspective, an eye 

11 r~·udjced by compositional logic, nn eye winch must know c~ch 
u b~cci encountered in life through a new ndventure or percep~l~n. 
oJ. 0 Id .I've with incomprehensible objects and s ImImngme a w r 11 d d ' f 

. "th an endless variety of movement an gra ahons 0 
mcnng \Vl 1 d " I ' 
color. Imagine a world before the beginning was t IC wor . 

v ·· ft _.1 P Atiatnll Simey Film Cul-I' Stan Brakhage. ~MetaphorS on 151On, eo. . , 

turl! ( Fall, 1963). 
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Evocation and Exposition: 
Toward Oceanic Consciousness 

I '["ere is nn important distinction to be made between evocatl 
anguage of synaesthetic cinema, primarily poetic' .... on, 

effect and e 't " th In $u U e ..' xpOSt lon , e langu age of narrative cinema 
Chl~fly conforms to traditional, literary narrative modes Int,',m>edi 
a~ .. tls t a~d filmmaker enrolee Schneemann has charncterlzed 
t~on as the, place between desire and experience, the inte'1><"''''~ 
~~?~ nn~ dlsplacem~nts which Occur between various sense 
of ISIOO ~ not a ~a~, Miss Schneemann postulates, -but an agg<.pI 

d 
sensations. VISion creates its own efforts toward realizati .. 

oes not create vision."l1 on, 

(

Thus, by crc?ting a new kind of vision, synaesthetic 
creates a new kind of consciousness: oceanic consciousness 
s~kel of ~anic consciousness as that in which we feel o~r 
VI un eXistence lost in mystic union with th . 1;0,1>1>. 
could be m' e umverse. 
S . ore appropnate to contemporary experience when 

rst time man has left the boundaries of this globe ' Th -"'''''"II I 
effect of synaesthetic cinema is similar to the m stical e II 
the natural elements: we stare in . dI d

Y 
a ure o a I k ' . mm css won er at the ocean 

r h a e hor nver. We are drawn almost hypnotically to fi re gaziDI 
~ t ~ug . spell~u nd . We see cathedrals in clouds, not ;hinkinI 
a. ~Ihmg tnt/particular but feeling somehow secure nnd content It" 
Simi ar to .le concept of rlo.mlndedneu in Zen wh,'ch al : tho 
state of m tr d . • so 15 . an a an mandala consciousness the widest range of 
consCiousness. • 
Mi~s Schneemann defines perception as eye-journet or em h 

:~~~rn;. :t is pr~se~y t~rough a kind of empathy-dr~wing t~ le 
, n nO synncs . et ic CInema is created. jointl)Lhy_theJi!m and the 

viewer. Ie verv nature of t' -rt f h . -, evoca Ion requires creative effort on the 
pa ~ t e VIewer, whereas expository modes do all th k and 
the viewer be' e wor be" ld' comcs passIVe. In expositional narrative a story is 

109 to ; 10 evocative synaesthesia an experience " ed _ . lS Illg creat . 

11 Carolee Schn(.."Cmllnn "Snows" I K ed (New York : Mllrch, I 968 i. ,- On, . Susan Shermo.n, Vol. 1, No. 5 

" 

The fi gure of Stan Brakbage in Dog Star Man actually moves 
through 'a psychic environment created by the viewer, whose deeply
hidden creative resources and hungers have been evoked by the 

Shn. 
With prpical poetic eloquence. Hermann Hesse has summarized 

the evocative effects of oceanic consciousness in this memorable 
passage from Demian: "The surrender to nature's irrational, 
strangely confused formations produces in us a feeling of inner 
harmony with the force responsible for these phenomena . . . the 
boundaries separating us from nature begin to quiver and dis
solve ... we are unable to decide whether the images on our 
retina are the result of impressions coming from without or from 
within ... we discover to what extent we nre creative. to what 
extent our soul partakes of the constant creation of the world."u 

Will Hindle: Chinese Flredrlll 
TIlcre have been essentially three generations of personal film

makers in the United States. The first began with the invention of 
the m<:dium and continued in various stages through the 1940's. The 
second began approximately in the mid-1950's with the increasing 
availability of inexpensive Bmm. and 16mm. equipment. It repre
sented the fi rst popular movement toward personal cinema as a way 
of life. The third generation has evolved since the mid-1960's, pri
marily in the San Francisco area, where the latest trend is toward a 
blending of aesthetics and technology. One reason personal cinCT1la 
is more eloquent than commercial cinema is that the filmmaker is 
forced into a clOSeT interaction with his technology. 

Will Hindle is exemplary of this recent technological awareness, 
a combination of engineering and aesthetics. Trained in art, litera
ture, and professional television filmmaking, H indle has applied his 
knowledge to personal cinema in a Singularly spectacular fashion. 
His ability to invest a technical deviee with emotional or meta
physical content is truly impressive. He has, for example. developed 
the technique of rcar-projection rephotography to a high degree of 
eloquence. He shoots original scenes with wide-angle lenses, then 
"crops" them by projecting and rephotographing th is footage using 
n special Single-frame projector. l1ms extremely subtle effects are 

I' Hennann HCSiC, Demwn ( New York : Bantam Boob, 1968), p . 88. 
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Will Hindle: Chinese F;redrm. 1968. 
l6mm. Color. 24 min. "We discover to 
what extent our soul partakes of the 
constant creation of the world." 

Evoe.lloft Ind Expolillon: TOWird Ocelnk: ConKJOutllMl.. '5 

achicved that would be prohibitively expensive, if not impossible, if 
dolle through conventional laboratory optical printing. 

Although many synaesthetic 61ms are wonderfully evocative, 
Hindle's recent works are especially notable for their ability to gen
erate qverwhelming emotional impact almost exclusively from cine
mnti c technique, not thematic content. Hindle has an uncanny 
talent for transforming spontaneous unstylized reality into unearthly 
poetic visions, as in BiUalJong ( 1968 ), a wordless impressionistic 
Mdocumentllr)''' about a boy's camp in northern California, and 
Watersmltll (1969 ). a spectacular visual fantasy created from foot
age of an Olympic swimming team at practice. 

C/linese Firedrill. unique in Hindle's work, was prestylizcd and 
"performed" almost in the traditional sense of a scripted, directed, 
and acted movie. The difference is that Hindle used the images not 
for their symbolic or theatrical content but as ingredients of an 
almost iconographic nature, to be compounded and manipulated 
through the process of the medium. Although therc are "actors" 
(Hindle plays the principal role) , there is no characterization. Al
though there are sets, we're not asked to suspend our disbelief. 

C/linese Flredrill is a romantic, nostalgic film. Yet its nostalgia is 
of the unknown, of vague emotions, haunted dreams, unspoken 
words, silences betwt..'en sounds. It's a nostalgia for the oceanic 
present rather than a remembered past. It is total fantasYi yet like 
the best fantasies-8.li. Beauty and the Beast, The Children of 
Paradise-it seems morc real than the coldest documentary. The 
"action" occurs entirely within the mind of the protagonist, who 
never leaves the small room in which he Jives. It's all rooms every
where, all cubicles wherever we find man trapped within his 
dreams. Through the door/ mirror is the beyond, the unreachable, 
the unattainable, the beginning and the end. Not once in the film's 
twenty minutes can we pinpoint a sequence or action that might be 
called "dramatic" in the usual sense. Yet almost immediately an 
overwhelming atmosphcre of pathos is generated. There are mo
ments of excruciating emotional impact, not from audience manipu
lation but from Hindle's ability to reali7.e metaphysical substance, 
Stirring the inarticulate conscious. Every effort is made to distance 
the viewer, to keep us aware of OUf perceptions, to emphasize the 
purely cincmatic as opposed to the theatrical. 



We Snd Hindle kneeling on the 800r of his surrealistic 
stuffing thousands of IBM cards into boxes. Over this we hear 
strange monologue of &agmented words and sentences in an 
foreign accent. This is punctuated by fierce thunderclaps 
howling wmd that evolve into ethereal music and tinkling 
sounds. Periodically the screen is slashed across with . 
8ashes while the central images constantly are transfonned 
lap-dissolves and multiple superimpositions. There nre ~~~;: 
wards of images to be encountered later, though we don't r. 
them and therefore don't interpret them. We see nude lovers, 
small boy bathing, a beautiful womnn with candles, a huge eyebioB 
a battery of glanng lights. These arc noted for their inherent 
chological connotations and not as narrative devices. 

The mos t memorable sequence of Firedrill, possibly one of 
great scenes in the history of Slm, involves Hindle lying in 
on his Boor and slowly rcaching out with one hand 
glimmcring void beyond his door. Suddenly 11 mirror-like 
of his Ilnn and hand appears on thc opposite side of the 
When he rcmoves his hand wc see the vague shadowy figure of 
nude woman silhouctk-d ghostlike, her skin sparkling. In 
motion the silhouette of a nude man enters from an opposite 
tion and the two gossamer figures embrace in a weightless ballet 
gracefu l motion in some dream of bliss. In the Slm's Snal . the 
hauntcd man has becomc a child oncc again. splashing in 
in a series of freeze-frames that grow ever fainter until they vaDilb. 

Synaesthetic. and Klnae.thetlc.: 
The Way 01 All Experience 

• The term kinetic generally indicates motion of material bodies and 
the forces and energies associatcd with it . Thus to isolate a certain 
type of Slm IlS kinetic and therefore different from other Sims means 
wc're talking more about forces and energies than about matter. I 
define aesthetic quite simply as: the manner of experiencing some· 
thing. Kinaesthetic, therefore, is the manner of experiencing a thing 
through thc forces and energies associated with its motion. This is 
cal1ed kinaesthesia, the experience of sensory perception. One who 
is keenly aware of kinetic qualities is said to possess a kinaesthetic 
sensc. 

The fundamental subject of synaesthetic cinema-forces and 
energies-cannot be photographed. It's not what we're seeing so 
much as the process and effect of seeing: that is, the phenomenon of 
experience itself, which ex ists only in the vicwer. Synaesthetic 
cinema abandons traditional narrative because events in reality do 
not move in linear fashion. It abandons common notions of "style" 
because there is no style in nature. It is concerned less with facts 
than with metaphysics, and there is no fact that is 110 t also mcta· 
physical. One cannot photogroph metaphysical forces . One cannot 
even "represent" them. One can, however, actuaDy evoke them in 
the inarticulate conscious of the viewer. ---

The dynamic interaction of formal proportions in kinaesthetic 
cinema evokes cognition in the inarticulate conscious, which 1 caD 
kinetic empathy. In perceiving kinetic activity the mind's eye makes 
its empathy-drawing. translating the graphics into emotional· 
psychological equivalents meaningful to the vicwer, albeit meaning 
of an inarticulate nature. ·'Articulation" of this experience occurs in I 
the perception of it and is wholly nonverbal. It makes us aware of 
fundamental realities beneath thc surface of normal perception : 
forces and energies. 

Patrick O'Neill : 7362 
New tools generate new images. In the historical context of 
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image-making, the cinema is a new tool. 7362 is among the few 
purely cinematic images to evolve from this new seventy-year-old 
tool. All the visual arts are moving toward the cinema. Artists like 
Frank Stella or Kenneth Noland have been credited as significant 
painters within the last decade because they kept the game gOing. 
One is impressed that they merely discovered new possibilJties for a 
two-dimensional surface on stretchers. But the possibilities a TC so 
narrow today that soon there will be nowhere to go but the movies. 

Pat O'Neill is a sculptor with a formal background in the fine 
arts. Like Michael Snow, also a sculptor, O'Neill found unique 
possibilities in the cinema for exploration of certain perceptual 
concepts he had been applying to sculpture and environmental 
installations . 7362, made some 6ve years ago, was the 6rst of many 
experiments with the medium as a "sculptural" device. The term is 
intended only as a means of emphasizing the film's kinetic qualities. 

7362 was named after the high-speed emulsion on which it was 
filmed, emphasizing the purely cinematic nature of the piece. 
O'Neill photographed oil pumps with their rhythmic sexual motioos. 
He photographed geometrical graphic designs on rotating drums or 
vertical panels, simultaneously moving the camera and zooming in 
and out. This basic vocabulary was transformed at the editing table 
and in the contact printer, using techniques of high-contrast bas
relief, positive/ negative bi-pack printing and image "Sopping," a 
Rorschach·like effect in which the same image is superimposed over 
itself in reverse polarities, producing a mirror-doubled quality. 

The fi lm begins in high-contrast black-and-white with two globes 
bouncing against each other horizontally. set to an electronic score 
by Joseph Byrd. This repetitive motion is sustained for several 
seconds, then fades. AJ though in contrast, the following images are 
extremely comptelt in form, scale, texture, and motion. Huge masses 
of mechanical hardware move ponderously on multiple plnnes in 
various directions simultaneously. The foons seem at times to be 
recogniz."lble, at others to be completely nonobjective. Into this 
serial, mathematical framework O'Neill introduces the organic Suid 

'."Wh, ,,O~'.Nel ll : 7362.1 965-66. 16mm. Color, black 
I'~ . 11 min. " Human and machine 

with serial beauty, one form 
In to another with delicate precision." 
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lines of the human body. He photographed a nude girl 
simple motions and processed this footage until she 
mechanical as the mllchinery. At 6rst we aren't certain 
these shapes are human or not, but the nonrhythmic motions 
asymmetrical lines soon betray the presence of life within a . 
universe. Human and machine interact with serial beauty, onc 
passing into another with delicate precision ill a heavenly 'I',ctnu. 
of pastel colors. 

John Schoflll : XFllm 
The young Berkeley physicist John Schofill has exhibited a 

ough and creative grasp of kineticism as regards the " I"'s«"" 
tional organic image. Although XFilm is a spectacular example 
montage-as-collage. it does not ignore the conflicts of volume, 
mass, and graphic direction that Eisenstein found 50 central to 
form. Other physiological montage effects postulated by 
stein-metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal-also are used by s~I,;,ail 
not for any result that might resemble montage, but rather 
generate an overpowering sense of kinaesthesia, or rushing dyn .. nIc 
force. 

Through precise manipulation of individual frames and groups 
frames. Schofill creates an overwhelming sense of momentum 
tically unequaled in synaesthetic cinema. There is almost a ",,,,,,'Ili 
tactile impact to these images, which plunge across the field 
vision Uke a dynamo. Yet they are punctuated with moments 
restful quietude. It is a composition of point-counterpoint. 
better to accentuate kinaesthetic content. 

Scbofill has developed a method of A-B-C-roll editing for 
impositions, adapted from Karel Reisz's methods of cutting 
footage.llt It's a rhythmic concept, that is, a shot is divided 
definite kinetic "beats." The kinetic activity begins, reaches a m;.ddle 
point, and ends. In triple superimpositions, the 

to Karel Rein, The Technique, of Film Editing (New York: Hastings 
1968). . 

John SchoWI: XFilm. 1967. 
14 min. "Images which plunge 
field of vision like a dynamo .. 
luated with moments of restful 
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rhythms of each piece of film are matched, fading in and 
without abrupt cuts. 

XFilm begins with quiet formal imagery: static shots of fac<oliel 
spewing poison into the sky. strongly reminiscent of Antonioni's 
Desert. The structures are seen in eight levels of superimposition 
eight different zoom-lens positions. The sound track explodes 
an extraordinary tape composition by Berkeley composer Wil~;;;; 
Marnlda, a synthesis of East Indian and rock music that ped'di' 
counterpoints the visuals with its own sense of dynamic thrust. 
see n series of tnbleau statements in which a nude girl's cu]ppoorl1 
hand opens to reveal a Bower, then a factory. Then begins 
accelerating succession of Bash.frames, macro-close-ups of elec
tronic circuitry, tree bark, dirt, piants, human fl esh. Each image 
balanced in terms of scales, volumes, masses, directions, and 
tures of objects within it. Quite often a particularly smooth or 
image is counterpointed with strobing 8ash-frnmes, 

The most powerful sequence, one which deals purely with the 
kinaesthetic experience, involves a time-lapse sunset that begios 
with n low horizon, bare-limbed trees, and a blue sky. Suddenly the 
action is speeded: clouds and squiggly jet contrails tush up and 
over. Maraldo's sound track takes a spiraling, droning dive and the 
sun appears, sinking rapidly like a comet from upper left to lower 
right. Just as it reaches the horizon the foreground and trees flash 
brilliant white (superimposed high-contrast negative over a high· 
contrast positive silhouette). The effect is stunning. A train, ap
proaching the camera, becomes visible as the sun fades, continuing 
the kinaesthetic sense of dynamic volumes and trajectories. 

Ronald Nameth: Exploding Plastic InevItable 
To some extent the so-called psychedelic discotheque was to the 

cinema of the sixties what the Busby Berkeley ballroom was to the 
thirties. In a larger sense, however, they are by no means in the 
same class either SOCially or aesthetically. The Berkeley extrava
ganzas, like Hollywood, were not places but states of mind. They 
generated their own ethos, their own aesthetic. They answered an 
obvious need for escape from the dreary hardships of the times. 
Life imitated art. But thirty years b ter Hollywood had degenerated 
to the point that it was , at best. an imitation of an imitation. The 
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spate of ''hip'' Hollywood 6ims, which began to appear after 1966, 
wns about as socially significant as the various Kennedy assassina
tion "souvenirs," and was proffered with the same exploitive street
vending zeal. Like all commercial entertainment, these films were 
abOl.d something rather than being something, and so were the 
discotheques they imitated. 

Andy Warhol's hellish sensorium, the Exploding Plastic Inevi
table, was, while it lasted, the most unique and effective disco
theque environment prior to the Fillmore/Electric Circus era, and it 
is safe to say that the EPl has never been equaled. Similarly, Ronald 
Nameth's cinematic homage to the EPI stands as a paragon of 
excellence in the kinetic rock-show genre. Nameth, a colleague of 
John Cage in several mixed-media environments at the University of 
JIIi nois, managed to transform his 6im into something far more than 
a mere record of an event. Like Warhol's show, Nameth's EPI is an 
experience, not ao idea. 

In fact, the ethos of the entire pop life-style seems to be synthe
sized in Nameth's dazzling kinaesthetic masterpiece. Here, form and 
content arc virtually synonymous, and there is no misunderstanding 
what we see, It's as thougb the film itseU has exploded and 
reassembled in a jumble of shards and prisms. Gerard Malanga and 
Ingrid Superstar dance frenetically to the music of the Velvet 
Underground ( HerOin, European Son, and a quasi-East Indian 
composition ), while their ghost images writhe in Warhol's Vinyl 
projected on a screen behind. There's a spectacular sense of frantic 
uncontrollable energy, communicated almost entirely by Nameth's 
exquisite manipulation of the medium. 

EPI was photographed on rolor and black-and-white stock dur
ing ODe week of performances by Warhol's troupe, Because the 
environment was dark, and because of the fl ash-cycle of the strobe 
lights, Nameth shot at eight frames per second and printed the 
footage at the regular twenty-four fps . In addition he developed a 
mathematical curve for repeated frames and superimpositions, so 
that the result is an eerie world of semi-slow motion against an aural 
background of incredible frenzy. Colors were superimposed over 
blnck-and-wbite negatives, and vice-versa. An extraordinary off
color grainy effect resulted from pushing the ASA rating of his color 
stock; thus the images often seem to lose their cohesiveness as 
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though wrenched apart by the sheer force of the environment. 
Watching the rum is like dancing in a strobe room: time stops, 

motion retards, the body seems separate from the mind. The screen 
bleeds onto the walls, the seats. Flak bursts of fiery color explode 
with slow fury. Staccato strobe guns stitch galaxies of silverfish over 
slow-motion, stop-motion close-ups of the dancers' dazed ecstatic 
faces. Nameth does with cinema what the Beatles do with music: 
his film is dense, compact, yet somehow Buid and light. It is ex
tremely heavy, extremely fast, yet airy and poetic, a mosaic, a 
tapestry, a mandala that sucks you into its whirling maelstrom. 

The most striking aspect of Nameth's work is his use of the freeze
frame to generate a sense of timelessness. Stop-motion is literally 
the death of the image: we are instantly Cli t off from the illusion of 
ci nematic life-the immediacy of motion-and the image suddenly 
is relegated to the motionless past, leaving in its place a pervading 
aura of melancholy. Chris Marker's La Jette, Peter Goldman's 
Ec1lOes of Silence. and TruHaut's 4()() Blows are memorable for the 
kind of stop-frame work that Nameth raises to quintessential 
beauty. The Snal shots of Gerard Malanga toss ing his head in slow 
motion and freezing in several positions create a ghostlike atmos
phere, a timeless and ethereal mood that lingers and haunts long 
after the imagL'S fade. Using essentially graphic materials, Nameth 
rises above a mere graphic exercise: be makes kinetic empathy a 
new kind of poetry. 

Ronald Nameth: Andy Warhol's Exploding 
Plastic Inevitable. 1966. 16mm. Color, black 
and white. 30 min . "An eerie world of semi
slow motion against an aural background 
of Incredible frenzy. He makes kinetic 
empathy a new kind of poetry." 



Mylhopoeia: The End of Fiction 

"If what we see depicted had been really the truth, successfully created 
in front of the camera, the film would cease to exist because it would 
cease, by the same token, to be a myth," 

In 1934 Erwin Panofsky wrote: "To pre-stylize reality prior to 
tackling it amounts to dodging the problem. The problem is to shoot 
and manipulate unstylized reality in such a way that the result has 
style." The problem that concemed Panofsl., .. y was how to work with 
the two qualities unique to cinema alone, not to be found in any 
other aesthetic medium. 

The first is its ability to capture and preserve a picture of time. 
This is fine until the filmmaker wishes to comment upon or interpret 
the events he has captured. Thus we come to the second unique 
property of cinema, its aesthetic clement : the ability to post-stylize 
natural reality. To understand this concept we must examine the 
three general purposes to which cinema historically has been ap
plied: fiction, documentary, and cinema-verite. 

Cinematic fiction should be understood as prestyllzed or maDU
factured reality that did not exist prior to the making of the film. 
The only true reality that remains in the finished fi lm is the objective 
awareness of the stylization itself. That is to say, a theatrical 
scenario-based fiction fi lm deals with a prestylized reality distilled 
and recorded through the personality of the writer, then visualized 
by the director, crew, and actors according to certain schemata. Not 
only is this not objective reality; it's not even the cohesive, unique 
reality of one artist's perception. 

A documentary also deals with prestylized reality. The docu
mentary filmmaker shifts and reorganizes unstylized material into a 
narrative fonn that explains that reality to the viewer. Thus a 
documentary is not an explanation of reality, but rather the reality 
of an explanation. 

'01 
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Cine.ma-verite. or direct cinema, is based on recording actual 
unstylized reality as it exists at a particular moment before the 
camera. The filmmaker is never to intrude by directing the action or 
in any way alter the events taking place ( that is, beyond the 
unavoidable alterations caused by his very presence), The film
maker's refusal to intervene directly in the reality before his camera, 
and the resultant loosely-organized structure, bring this type of 
cinema closer to the truth of the way events move in actual reality. 

Synaesthetic cinema is all and none of these. It is not fi ction 
because, with a few exceptions, it is based wholly on unstylized 
reality. It is not documentary because the reality is not organized 
into an explanation of itself. And it is not ci,wma-oorite because the 
artist shoots and manipu lates his unstylized reality in such a way 
that the result has style. 

This process, best described as "post-stylization," is accomplished 
through cinematic equivalents of the four historical styles of art: 
realism, surrealism, constructivism, ond expressionism. 

Cinematic realism already has been defined as ci,wma.-oerit6: 
capturing and preserving a picture of time as perceived through 
unstylizcd events. 

Cinematic surrealism is achieved by the juxtaposition of unstyl
ized elements so incongruous and remote that close proximity 
creates an extra dimension, a psychological reality that arises out of 
the interface. 

Cinematic constructivism, as we've discussed it, actually is the 
universal subject of synaesthetic cinema: a constructivist statement, 
a record of the process of its own making. 

Cinematic expressionism involves the deliberate alteration or 
distortion of unstylized reality, either during photography with 
lenses, filters , lights, etc., or after photography with optical printing, 
painting, or scratching on film . 

Post-stylization of unstylized reality results in an experience that 
is not "realistic" but neither is it "fiction" as generally understood , 
because none of the clements is alt ered or manufactured prior to 
filming. In essence a myth is created, a myth born out of the 
juxtapositions of the paradoxes of reality. Webster defines myth as a 
story that Mserves to unfold part of the world view of a people or 
explain a practice, belief, or natura) phenomenon." The natural 
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phenomenon explained by synaesthetic cinema is the 6Jmmaker'1 
consciousness. It is a documentary of the artist's perception, Since 
this is not a physical reaJity, it must be a metaphysicaJ reality, that" 
a myth, In the approximation of this intangible, however, the artist', 
language is reality, not fiction. What we see on the screen is not an 
act. True, it's processed through the medium until it no longer b: 
objective reality, but it is nonetheless reaL This is mythopoefc 
reality. In one sense it renders fiction obsolete. 

At the beginning of Alp/uJf)ille, Jean-Lue Godard slates: "There 
are times when reality becomes too complex for communication. But 
legend gives it a fo rm by which it pervades the whole world." This 
is the legitimate role of fiction: to establish a framework that pro
vides insights into othenvise inaccessible areas of the living present. 
But most insights inherent in fiction as the simulation of objective 
reality have been absorbed by the collective consciousness. The 
Structure of the system is an index of the performance that may be 
expected from that system: the simuJation of reality has delivered 
its maximum perfomlancei it no longer benefits us as it has in the 
past. 

Obviously, filmmakers will continue to prestylize realityi in one 
sense the very nature of art is the rcarrangt:.'I1lcnt of the environment 
for greater advantage to humanity. Yet this prestylization will not 
be so clearly separated from "reality" as it has been. Because of 
technology, we have now reached the point at which it is possible to 
manipuJate reality itself in order to create new legends. Tt may be 
that inSights most relevant to contemporary society will be achieved 
primarily through this language. 

Synaesthetic. and Synergy 

, 
Synaesthetic cinema by definition includes many aesthetic modes, 
many "ways of knowing," simultaneously omni-opcrative. The 
whole, however, is always greater than the sum of its parts. TIlis is a 
result of the phenomenon called synergy. Synergy is the behavior of 
a system unpredicted by the behavior of any of its parts or sub
assemblies of its parts. This is possible been use there is no a priori 
dependency between the conceptual and design information ( i.e., 
the energy) of the individual parts. The existence of one is not 
requisite on the presence of another. They arc harmonic opposites. 
In physics th is is known as the Theory of Complementarity: the 
logical relation between two descriptions or sets of concepts which, 
though mutually exclusive, arc nevertheless both necessary for a 
complete knowledge of the phenomenon. 

Dramatic narrative cinema is antisynergetic. Individual parts of 
linear drama predict the behavior of the whole system. For a genre 
to exist it must incl ude pnrts that arc integral to the a priori pur· 
pose of the system. As E. H. Gombrich has demonstrated, the 
function of its "words" must remain constant and predictable. To 
gratify conditioned needs for formula stimulus, the commercial 
entertainment film must follow prescribed rules that predict the 
whole system of conHict-crisis-resolution. 

We have seen, however, that the behavior of a conflict or game is 
always governed by its weakest moment, which is equivalent to the 
notion of a chain being only os strong as its weakest link. This idea, 
however, presupposes a linear chain under opposing vectors of 
stress, i.e., narrative drama. Fuller: "We tend to think it is logical to 
say that a chain is no stronger than its weakest link- which immedi· 
ately is thrown out of validity when we join the other end of the 
chain back on itseI£. We think a chain ought to be just an infinite 
line rather than a circle because we inherited the Greek concepts of 
linear and plane geometry [which} imposed the concept of an 
infinite surface and the infinite line as logical to the then-prevalent 
belief that the earth was Hat . . . However, in nature all the lines 
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arc completely curved and all chains do eventually return upon 
themsclves."20 

The malfunction or absence of anyone clement in a linear 
narrative constitutes a break in the system and relinquishes the 
system's hold over the viewer's consciousness. But synaesthetic 
synergy is possible only when the parts behave with integrity and 
without self-consciousness. If the metals in chrome-nickel steel tried 
to retain their individuality, the synergetic effect of tripling the 
tensile strength through alloy would never occur. Fuller has noted 
that the individual tensile strengths of chromium, nickel, and iron 
are in the approximate range of 70,000, 80,000, and 60,000 pounds 
per square inch respectively. Yet in alloy they yield 300,000 psi 
tensile strength, which is fi ve times as strong as its weakest link and 
four times as strong as its strongest link. 

The entertainer makes n package that is equal to tbe sum of its 
separate parts; the artist fuses his parts into nn alloy greater tban its 
ingredients. That is, synaesthetic synergy docs not tend toward 
greater complexity, but rather produces an effect that in physics 
is known as elegant simplicity. An elegantly simple construction 
accomplishes that which previously required many different mecha
nisms, either pbysical or metaphysical. Recent revolutionary con
cepts in biology are nn example. John McHale: "The DNA/ RNA 
mecbanism construct renders obsolete an enonnous number of 
separate 'biological fncts' and relates biology via biochemistry to 
biophysics-and thence to a more elegantly simple configuration of 
structurnl hierarchies as cxtending outward from the micro-nucleus 
through thc median range of ordinary perception towards macro
structural hierarchies at thc level of gnlaxies."21 

Let us brieRy review what we mean by syncrgy as appUed to the 
cincma. We have leamed that synaesthetic cinema is an alloy 
achieved through multiple sllperimpositions that produce syncre
tism. Syncretism is a total field of hannonic opposites in continual 
metamorphosis; this metamorphosis produces n sense of kinaes
thesia that evokes in the inarticulate conscious of the vi(..'Wer recog
nition of an overaU pattcm -event tl13t is in the film itself as well as 

20 R. Buckmlnster Fuller, IdeM and Intesritiel (New York: Coll ier Boob, 
1969) , p. 65. 

21 McHale, "Knowledge lmpJosion," Good New6. 
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the "subject" of the experience. Recognition of this pattern-event 
results in a state of oceanie consciousness. A mythopoeic reality is 
gcnerated through post-stylization of unstyl~z~ reality. po.st-styliza~ 
tion simultaneously involves the four traditional aesthetic modes. 
realism, surrealism, constructivism, and expressionism. 

Herbert Read bas suggested that these four styles are intercorre
latcd to the four modes of human consciousness: thought, intuition, 
emotion, and sensation. or course, they arc operative in commercial 
entertainment as well ; but it's the nature of synaesthetic cinema that 
one is made aware of the process of onc's own perception; thus onc 
invests the experience with meaning by exerting conscious control 
over the conversion of sight imprcssions into thought images. We 
can easily see how thought, intuition, and sensation may be direct1? 
engaged or indirectly evoked in the synacsthetic viewing expcn 
ence· the role of emotion deserves further comment. 

The emotional content of dramatic narrative cinema is predomi
nantly the result of expectations that the viewer brings with him to 
the theatre, and thus he remains passive during the viewing experi
ence so that his conditioned response to the formula may be fully 
gratified. lo this way he satisfies his unconscious .need to expe~ence 
the particular emotions thnt he has nlready deCided to expen ence. 
The film is "good" or "bad" in relation to its effectiveness as a 
catalyst for these prcdetennincd emotions. Howcver, the emotional 
content of synaesthetic cinema exists in direct relation to the degree 
of conscious awareness of the act of perceiving, and is thus seldom 
predictable. Syncrgy is the essence of the living present, and it is the 
(:ssencc of art . Where synergy does not exist, energy tends toward 
entropy and change becomes increasingly unlikely. 
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